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ABSTRACT 

Various techniques are described for the cornputer·perception 

of curved objects (cups, mugs, toruses, etc.). Research has been 

conducted in the areas of ima&e-processing, object recognition, 

3-d analysis, and scene analysis. 

A representation of images in terms of lines is argued to be 

superior to one in terms of regions. Line-finding is accomplished 

by an edge-follcHer l·Thicn can track round curved boundaries. A 

ne\-1 method of segmentation coupled to an improved proced~re for 

fitting conic sections is used to obtain a line-drawinG f~om the 

object boundaries. A topological description of the image is built 

up in vrhioh jun.ctions are classified accordine t~ a compreheasi ve 

scheme applicable to pictures with both curvei atld strai~1t lines. 

'I'he performance of Barro\·1 & Pcpplestone' s p~ogra:n for r.:!cob

nising irregular objec-cs is evaluated, and it is clemons-'ur::tted thP.t 

considera1Jle improvements in apeed. may be obtained by let"t.ing 

gross features of an object, such as its outline, djrect t~e mat~~ 

ing. Objects may also be identified lvith a neH form cf ~'laltz'8 

te~hniques,based. on labelling-constraints derived from topological, 

3-d object models. It is shol-m how the hiera.,..chical syr.thesis 

method for object recot;nition may be implemented so as to facili

tate flexible interaction. Good tolerance of imperfections ancl 

rapid.i t~r of matching are achieved l-Ti th this technique. 

A qualitative measure of the shape of object surfacesis ob

tained from examination o.r the :!.ntensi ty contours createc1. by the 

shading of ~cflected liGht. 3-d info~matio~ i~ ~lso ac~uirei by 

m::ttching image descriptions \·Ti th "p.L'ocedu .. c:-a.l" mod.els of ~~ qet of 



prototype objects. 

Scene analysis is performed by generalisationsof the methods 

devised by Walt~. Description and partition of a scene is carried 

out using either models of specific objects or models of obj~ct 

classes. Procedures are explained for generating labels for the 

junctions caused by curved objects; the labels for a variety of 

types of surface interactions are tabulated in an appendix. 

A complete scene analysis oystem is described which inte

grates the research efforts in these areas. Its performance on 

simple scenes containing both curved and polyhe~ral o~jects is 

assessed. 

The thesis concludes with an appraisal of the results 

achieved, with particular regard to future line~ of development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and Goal of this Research 

The question of representation is of fundamental importance in 

Artificial Intelligence. A good representation \·rill be de scrip-

tively powerful, convenient to manipulate, and suitable for computer 

implementation. The ease \ii th \·Thich polyhedra and their 2-d 

projections may be naturally and efficiently represented has been 

a main reason why such objects have received so much atter.tion 

from \·Iorkers in robot vision. 

A decade of fairly cuncentrateQ study of polyhedra has greatly 

advanced th~ understanding of basic perceptual processes. It is 

appropriate to turn now to the more challenging problems of non-

polyhedral objects. An investigation of the visual propertjes of 

objects \-Ti th curved surfaces can be justified on several counts: 

(1) It is a r·easonable next stE:p, after· polyhev..ra, tovrards 

dealing with the real \'lorld. 

(2) It embraces a visually richer set of objects which 

demand a more thorough and more genera.l at+.ack on the fund?.mentals 

of perception. 

(3) It encourages the extension and gener~lisation of methods 

and ideas already found useful in the investigation of polyhedra. 

This, then, seemed a '\iorthv;ilile problem domain in \·1hich to 

work. The goals of tbi.s researc"1. \·Tere t\'rofold: 

(1) To evol"!e techniqu.~s to enable programs to understand 

scenes like tha.t of 'fig. 1.1. 

(2) To demonstrate the viability of the~.:>e techniques, both 

individually and as pa~t of a larger sy~tem. 

A complete scene analysi5 syst~m requires at least t~e follow-

ing capabilities: image-processing, object recognition, 3-d ... 1 
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Fig. 1.1 Typical scene with curved objects 
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analysis, and control and integration of interacting processes. 

A number of separate modules were developed to provide facilities 

in each of these areas and then united in an integrated sys·tem. 

1.2 Historical Perspective 

The term "perception" \-Till be used to mean visual perception 

.. throughout the thesis. H ork on computer percept ion may ~e broadly 

grouped under the headings of Pattern Recognition and Robc"t Vision. 

Pattern Recognition is the longer established ~f the U.iscip

lines. In the traditional. pattern recognitj.on ~ppr~ach, a feature 

extraction process is applied to the input data ~nd a classification 

is made on the basis of the derived feature vectoj,·. The features 

sought may not nec~ssariJy h:::.ve an obvio~s physical significance 

(e.g. the moments of a shape). The classification procedure 

is usually statistical, the classifier ha-ving been trained on a 

test set.. The problems treated are nften pureJ.y 2-~imA!l.sional ( r~ .;;. 

bubble-chamber photographs, seismograms, charac·~er recogni +.ion.). 

Robo·L Vision can probably be traced from the pioneering \i'orl~ 

of Roberts (1965). The perceptual problem domain of rohot -.;isio:1. 

is generally that of real-l'lorld scenes; the 3-dir.!ensional structure 

of the percepts is usually more important than their 2-dimensional 

projections. Most work ;_s conducted "'Ti th hand-eye devices, so 

that issues of visual feedback and hand-eye coordination·are of 

interest. Techniques ~re many aLJ v~ried; they are often 

heuristic. The following account of previous work on robot vision 

i~ intended to help place the thesis in ~erspeotive by sketching 

the broad outlines of related research; more detailed discussion 

is reserved for later chapters. 
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Two techniques have been commonly used in image-processing: 

line-finding and region-finding. In the early work of Roberts (op. 

cit.) it l-tas sho\m that simple, \-Tell-lit, polyhedral scenes could be 

fairly relia~ly reduced to line-drat-ling form. Since Roberts, a 

considerable amount of sophistication and sensitivity has been 

introduced to line-finders; milestones along the l-Tay are the pro-

grams of Pingle (1966), Griffith (1970), Binford (1970), Herskovits 

& Binford (1970), Horn (1971), Pingle & Tenenbaum (1971), and 

Shirai (1972). These researchers have advanced lil.Le-fi.llding to the 

point t'lhere scenes of block~ and l-Tedges can be processed to yield a 

good line-drawing in most cases. Unfortunately, all these line-

finders do in varying degree make use of the fact that the image 

contains only straight lines. This assumption also coniliderably 

simplifies proposal and verification of miss~ng lines. When my in-

vestigation began there \vas clearly a need for a line-finder \-7hich 

could handle ooth curved and straight bounda~ies. 

Region finders, of course, are less specific to particular 

kinds of object; they have, however, received comparatively little 

attention. T\vo of the earliest applications of region-finding are 

to be found in the papers of Brice & Fennema (1970) a~d Barrow & 

Popplestone (1971). Since Barrol-r & Popplestone actually worked l-Tith 

non-polyhedral objects: the perforruance of their region-finder pre-

sents an interesting comparison to that of my own line-finder. Recent 

developments in region-finding have generall~,r been in the clirection 

of using more global c~iteria to guide the segmentation into regions; 

significant papers are those of Yakimovsky & Fel~an (1973) and 

Tomita et al. (1973). By building into the region-finder some 

semantic information about the s0enes -uo be processed it is 11ossib!e 

•' l 

' 
:i 
~~ 

. ·. •. ~ 
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to get quite good results. Region-finding was not pursued to any 

gr~at depth during the course of my work since, for reasons to be 

discussed, 1 ine-finding \'tas considered to be more appropriate. 

Agin (1972) and Nevatia & Binford (1973) have written pro

grams, for use rli th a laser scanning system, ·t-~hich build descriptions 

of curved objects using snake-like generalised cylinders. I have 

investigated a similar but complementary technique of describing 

complex objects in terms of simple prototypes and their relation~ 

ships. 

Horn (1970) has successfully determined the shap~ of a surface 

from the intensity distribution of its image. Krakauer (1971) also 

uses the intensity d.istri but ion to de:.ri ve surface proper·;ies. My 

own work on the qualitative analysin of intensity cont~ur~ is 

similar to ·but does not overlap Kral:auel''' s. 

There has been little investigation of the recognition of 

polyhedral objects. Roberts• (1965) '\·rork, althou[;h the earliest, 

is probably the most important contri ~ut ion to this topic~ ·his 

program recognises :9arts of parallelepipec1s, \'tedees, and hexagonal 

prisms. Guzman (1967) \'rrote programs for findjng instances of 

models in scenes. Falk's (1970) INTERPRET system ciistingu.ishes 

nine polyhedra on the basis of shape and size. The recognition of 

non-polyhedral objects pres~nts more challenges, but the recogniser 

of Barro\tr & Popplestone ( op. ci t.) performs well 't:li th a set of nine 

objects; my recognition experiments used the same object set so 

that a direct comparison coul.d be made. Barrow ot al. (1972) 

present s~veral ideas for performing recognition by relational 

structure matching: I have implemented and tested their most 
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promising method - hierarchical synthesis. 

The first significant contribution to scene analysis was made 

by Roberts ( 1965), l-Tho used 3-d models of obj~cts and a quantitative 

model of the projection process to recognise fragments of bodies 

in a scene. Guzman (1968) showed that polyhedral scenes could 

often be correctly segmented into bodies without models of the 

objects present. 
, 

Guzman's approach was heuristic, and it was left 

to Huffman (1971) and Clowes (1971) to provide a solid theoretical 

f'oundat ion for Guzman-like analysis. \·lal tz ( 1972) has unified and 

extended this groundv1ork in a largely satisfactory \t~ay. 

Macb1orth (1973) has sho~-rn hovT the geometry of polyhedral objects 

leads to a simple and powerful interpretation alg0rithm. None cf 

these programs deal lvi th real scenes; the major l-Tork in this area 

is that of Falk (op.cit.) whose scene analyser tries to cope with 

the vagaries of real picture data. All these programs arc used 

exclusively l-Ii th polyhedra. As far as I YJlOW, no-one else has yet 

written a scene analysis system which understand~ about curved 

objects. 

Miscellaneous research on robot vision includes: the work 

of.Sobel (1970) on camera models and calibration; the impressive 

demonstration by Tenenbaum (1970) of the value of accommodation 

in computer vision; thu program of Winston (1970) which learns 

structural concepts from judiciously chosen examples; the 

textural analysis programs of Bajcsy (1972) and Rosenfeld & 

Thurston (1971). 

It will thus be seen that relativoly little research has 

been carried out into the perception of curved obj~cts. The 

principal contributions of this thesis are: 

" ' 
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(1) A complete system for analysing real scenes containing 

both polyhedral and curved objects •. 

(2) A comprehensive extension of 'L'laltz's t·Jork on polyhedra 

to scenes exhibiting interactions of curved surfaces. 

(3) A means of applying Waltz's principles to imperfect 

pictures. 

(4) A flexible and imperfection-tolerant object recogniser, 

considerably faster than previous programs performing a 

similar task. 

(5) A new segmentation technique for curved-line images. 

(6) A systematic classification of junctions with both 

curved and straight lines. 

1.3 Terminology 

The terms used in the thesis are g~nerally explained as they 

sre encountered. It t-Tould be best, thou.gl.L, to make clear from 

the start the terminology used for describing pictu~es and scenes. 

As table 1.1 shows, a distinction is made between the structures 

generated by the image-processing routines and by the pict~e

describing routines; the structures are different because they 

serve different purposes. Although the scene correspondents of 

junctions and lines may not necessarily be intersections of 

surfaces in the usual sense (consider 1 for example, the outline 

of a cylinder), the terms "corner" ar..d "edge" \-Till. still be used 

in the lnterests of simplicity. 

' 
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DOMAIN R[LAIED CONCEPTS .. 

image vertex sec;ment region 
structure 

picture ... 

description junction line area 

scene 

l d.escription 
corner edge 3tn·f~.ce 

Table 1.1 Picture end scene terminolo~y 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

1. 4.1 Overvie'\1'1 

The problems of computer perception are as much 

practical as they are conceptual. The inherent complexity 

of vision demands solutions which are more heuristic than 

algorithmic in nature, and it is not necessarily obvious 

without experimentation ·that one method is superior to 

another. The emphasis throu.ehout this \tlork has therefore been 

on devPloping techniques rather than concepts: I have 

endeavoured to demonstrate that· certain perceptual abilitie~ 

can be attained by implementing programs \tlhj eh display them, 

vlhenever possible I have aimed at evolving gen~ral 

principles before particularising them for specific 

applications. I concede, however, that there ~s also val~a 

in the complementary approach to.ken, for example, by ·the 

M.I.T. Artificial Intelligence group, who have te:nd~d to 

choose limited problem domains and then to produce impressive 

performance systems working within suoh restrictions. 

My studies of computer perception were committed from 

the beginning to the analysis of grey-scale TV pictures. 

The only serious alternative for sensory input ;tould have 

been some ki~d of ranging device (e.g. laser or ·stripe-

projector). Discounting the technological disadvantages 

of ranging devices, there are no substantial reasons why 

depth data should in genoral be pr~ferable to int~nsity data. 

When dealing \·li th depth inf')rmat ion, there are still the same 

difficulties of characterising edges, surfaces, bodies, etc.; 

indeed, one set of problems is merely traded for another. 

··-j 
~..J 
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The use of depth data is complementary to, but seems 

unlikely to supersede, the use of intensity data. Given 

the commitment to TV input, it Has necessary to investigate 

both 2-d and 3-d representations of objects and also how 

to manipulate these representations. 

(1) 2-d repreccntation 

For reasons to be explained, it v1as decided that -

for the scene domain under considerati0n a representation 

of images as line-dral'lings l·las sup0rior to one in terms 

of regions. A ~~jor design aim for the image-processing 

routines l·las that they should be run top-dovrn as much as 

possible. A simplA edge-follower was therefore written 

which enables prelirainary info~ma.tion about picture 

content to be quickly obtained; more time-consuming and 

thoroueh h~rpothesis verifica".:ion is then pos::;ible. 

Tvro representations are ucecl for the curves of the 

line-dral'ring. Circular 2.rcc e..nd stru.ig!1t segments a.re 

employeQ to capture the main features of the imagb, out 

general first- and second-order ourves are chosen when 

greater refinement is required. Segr.1entation and c"'Jrve-

fitting routines were specially developed to generate 

these representations. 

(2) 3-d reurosentatioL 

I do not think that an?.lytic models are sufficiently 

n4.tural to be a good represent:?.tion for curved objects; 

analytic models of polyhedra are feasible mainly on 

account of their geometric simplicity. Agin (1972) and 

others have attempted to derive descriptions in t.erms of 

snake-like "generalised cylinders", but their results 

indicate the difficulties of U3in~ such a r0presentation. ·,, 
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My general idea in deriving 3-d interpretations from 

2-d structures has been to use fragments of the 2-d 

description Nhich have recognisable interpretations as 

fragments of a scene. These disconnected interpretations 

are in general ambiguous, and it is necessary to reject 

spurious interpretations on the basis of contextual 

evidence. I have used tvro kinds of object models in this 

work : "procedural" models and topological models. 

(i) "procedural" models 

Generatine the proje0tion of a general curved 

object from a geometric dAscription vrould almost 

certainly be a slow process. For polyhedra, however, 

efficjent algorithms are possible; Robcrts (1965), 

for example, uses one to co~pute the transformation 

from his models to thei~ insta~ces i~ the picture. 

I have sidestepped this difficulty by using what r 

have termed "procedural" Inodels of kno't-I:l objects 

these are effectively sets of procedures associated 

with each object which calculate the parameters of 

the transformation from 3-d to 2-d. 

In order to utilise this techilique, methods for 

recognising the projections of curve~ objects had to 

be evolved. Rather than restrict the kinds of object 

that could be dealt with, it 1.-ias decided to regard 

the projection of an object as an instance of one of 

a finite nt,,nber of topolo,gically distin0t vie\ors, 

thereby :naking recogni tic~1. essentially a 2-d proceso::i. 

I once again adopted a top-down approach, with 

preliminary guesses about identity being ve.rified by 

more detailed analysis. For the initial recognition 

phase I used the gross.feetu~es of obJocts (e.g. their 
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outlines) to generate tentative recocnition hypo-

theses. I then chose to implement the technique of 

hierarchical synthesis to carry out the more thorough 

recognition checking. It appeared that a PLANNER

like language -vrould be very sui table for l'Tri ting a 

synthesiser, and I took advantage of a locally 

available PLANI~R variant called POPLER. This gave 

encouraging results, but -vras some\vhat slo'ti due to the 

inefficiency of POPLER. I therefore re-coaed the 

synth~siser in POP-2 ar.d obtained a greatly improve~ 

performance. In fact~ the synthesiser tur~cd out to 

be not very much sloHer t.han the prograiti usec. for 

initial recognition. Since the syntheslser is 

inherently more flexible and error-tolerant, I 

decided to employ it exclusively for later vrork. 

The thezis,. ho'l·rever, gives details of the other 

prot,rra.ms fer the interested reader. 

(ii) topolocical models 

The "proceclural" model ~pprcach is useful for 

o·btaining some quantitative information about 

instances of kno~v-n objects; the picture fragmentz 

it interprets are parts of objectc. Valuable 

qualitative information may be gleaned from consider

ation of the interpretations of rather smc.ller 

picture fragments, viz. junctions. In this case 

the models I have employed are esse~tially topo

logical~ but it is possible to use ~odels of ~bject 

classes as well as m0dels of specific objc0ts. 

Waltz's (1972) ~deas for int3rpreting ?ictures by 

labelling junctions seened admir:1hly ~uiteC. for 

this purpose, and I generalised h.;.::;; technl.·:}.ues 
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and extended them to the case of scenes 't'li th curved 

objects. By this means, both real and hand-generated 

pictures have been successfully analysed. 

The above methods for interpreting a picture as a 

3-dimensional scene are supplemented by others for obtaining 

depth data more directly through stereopsis ana analysis of 

the intensity shading on curved surfaces. Having developed 

a suitable "armoury" of techniques, I proceeded to integrate 

these into a complete system for understanding real scenes 

containing curved and polyhedral objects. This, ~he culmi::1a.tion. 

of my t·rork, vias the final step in the achievement of the goals 

of this research. 

1.4.2 A Pictorial Synonsi~ 

The main achievement of this \>for~~ hac been to develop 

a complete system for analysing simple scenes of polyhGdral 

and curved objects. The limitations on the ~ce~1es th8.t C3.!l 

be handled are primarily computational, for the systc~ does 

not exploit the full capabilities of l ts coriiponent programs. 

The system prod".lces fair cl.escriptions of scenes like those 

in fig. 12.2 in about 75% of cases, about 1) ~inutes of 

processing being required. 

The scene analy~er utilises extensions of tne methods 

described by \·laltz(l9'{2). It is capable o.f interpreting a 

fairly \vide class of line-dratvings ( suuh as the ones in 

fig. 11.12) sho~·ring s!1adowed sceneCJ of curved and. polyhedral 

objects. 
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The POP-2 hierarchical synthesiser is used both as a 

job scheduler (to control the running of the complete system) 

and as an object recogniser (in ·Hhich capacity it cooperates 

vri th the scene analyser and other programs to arrive at a 

sensible interpretation of a picture). The synthesiser was 

tested on pictures of single objects in_order to assess its 

performance relative to Barrorr & Popplestone' s (1971) 

object recogniser, the only other program I kn.0\-1 of 't-rhich 

performs a similar task. The superior ability of the 

synthesiser in handling more complex descriptions in a shorter 

time \·Till be seen from comparison of tables u .1 a.nd 8 .1. 

Line-finding is the main image-·processi!'lg technique 

used in the complete sys·~er.l. The results of applying the 

line-finder to some typical pictures of' curved objects are 

shown in fig. 4.6. 

1. 5 Hard't;are and S oft\·rare 

1.5.1 Ha~dwere Descriution 

In early 1970 the l\iark 1 Edinburgh ro!Jot \-Tas brought 

into use (Barro\·l & Salter, 1970). rl'his consisted of a 

semi-mobile TV came.ca ·running on a circular platform and 

equipped vri th b1.,_mp sensors. Some tv-!O years later the 

Mark 1. 5 robot , the present one~ took its place ( Barrol-T & 

Cra'\-Tford, l972; Salter, 1973). 

Fig. 1.2 sho\is an overvie\·T of i.he equ~.pn1ent. There are 
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Fig. 1.2 : Overview of robot 

[~epro~ced by kind permission from Ambler et al. (1973~ 
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two fixed TV cameran, one to give wide-angle coverage from an 

oblique vict·rpoint and one for close-up viel':s ta~cen looking 

vertically dot·TnHards via a mir:::-or. The arm has four degree::; 

of freedom permitting grasping, raising, palm rotation about 

a horizontal axis, and arm rotation about a vertical a.zis. 

The palms are fit tcd t·Ti th fore e sensors. For ninpl ici ty, the 

world, a ttvo metre square table, is moved; the robot (the eyc3 

and arm) is kept fixed. The necessary tvm transl~·~ional de

grees of freedom nre prov:.ded by the table. A vi.st:al dicplay 

unit is used for graphicc. 

The robot is controlled by a Hone~n·rell H 31G compute~ 

acting as a satellite to the main lCL 4130 computer, i·!!lich 

runs a POP-2 t ime-she.ri!).g system. 

1 = 5. 2 Vision HarC.r:are Perfor1.1ance 

Standard closed-circuit t<::lcvision cameras fi i;-t_.cd t·I~ th 

vidicon tubes are used. Intensities are digitis~~ on an 8-bit 

logarithmic scale from O(blac~) to 255(Hhite). The viC.eo

sampler permits intensitics to be meas~rcd on ~ 740 by 280 

grid (no account is taken of interlace by the hardt·rare). rr:1c 

effective resolution of the system was dcteroined by o~sorvi~~ 

the response to a light/dark step and found to be only about 

300 points by 140 points. 

The temporal noise of the system was 1.1easure~ to be abo~~ 

1.1 picture 1 evel s in the niddl e of the normal int en si ty rc;.ng0 

of scenes; because of the logarith.rnic intensity ~ca:i.ing th& 

noise l0vel is uorse for dark points. As Hllght ha.v~ bet:n e.J.:

pected, the noise distribution appeared to he Gaussian. The 
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variation in vidicon sensitivity over the picture and the 

variation in reflectivity over typical object surfaces was 

found to amount to spatial noise of roughiy 0.8 picture levels. 

The overall noise figure in the picture data is thus about 1.4 

picture levels. 

There are two main sources of illumination for the 

world: four strip lights in a square above the table give 

fairly uniform lighting, and a projector provide~ point

source lighting. 

1.5.3 Software 

Almost all the programs to be 1e~cribed are written in 

POP-2, but u~e has also been made of PuPLER and PICO-Pk~1~~ER, 

PLANNER-like languages implemented in POP-2. Appendix I 

briefly outlines some featureB of these languages for the 

reader u~familiar with them. For the present, the only thing 

to note f~om Appendix I is that none of these languaees is 

veiJ~ efficient; the timings given i~ the thesis sh0~1ld there

fore not be interpreted too strictly. 
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2. REGION-FINDING 

A digitised TV image may be regarded as a picture function 

p defined over a rectangular grid such that P(x,y) is a list 

of the properties associated \vith the cell indexed by (x,y). 

Normally P(x,y) would merely be the intensity, but it could 

also include data on range, colour, etc. T't·To picture points 

are said to be adjacent if they are in cells \·Thich sho.re a 

common wall (4-connectedness). A region is a set of connected 

picture points with certain similarity of proparti~s. 

Regions seem to be a useful representation for i~aees 

of smooth objects; they capture global features in te~~s 

of visual "masses" and their relationships l-Ti tl1out specifying 

irrelevant detail at the junction l~vel. For objects with ~ell-

defined surface intersections (e.g. :polyhed~a a;:1d ma~1.y cur·ved 

objects), line-set;ments are better suited. for description and. 

representatior-. 

2.1 Related Work 

The firs-t serious investiGation of region analysis appears to 

have been carried out by Minsky & Papert (1967). Brice & Fen-

nema' s ( 1970) procedure has been follm,·Ted in principle by mos-t 

later vTorkers: first find a set of eleme~tary regions using local 

evidence, then merge these according to spme more global criteria. 

In fact, both sets of criteria used by Brice & ~,enner,la are rather 

local; parsimonious mereing or over-zealous ~arging is boulld to 

occur. It makes bett~r sense to merge ~egions not on the grounds 

of local, pictorial criteria. hut on the grounds of what the reg.i.ons 
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could be interpreted as. 

Barrot·r & Popplestone' s ( 1971) algorithm is like: Fenncr:1a & 

Brice•s, but achieves similar results for considerably less 

computation; it too suffers from local merging difficulties. Its 

particular interest is that it l'Tas employed on pictures of non

polyhedral objects. Section 2.3 examines the possibility of usinc 

Barro'\·1 & Popplestone' s region-finder for scenes of curved objects. 

A good attempt at using semantic information to guide merginr; 

is to be found in the program of Yakimovsky & Feldman (1973), \·Thic.h 

is similar to but more extensive than the earlier \·tork of Dl.lda 

(1970). Their region analyser perfcrm3 quite impressively on road 

scenes and hea:-t x-rays. It does, ho\tever, su.ff·3r from sor:1e ma.jor 

U.ral"rbacks. It is rather restrictive that the interpre~ation of 

a region should depend only en its neig~bou~s. 

scheme :::e~ms ::::-ather coarse; it is more appropriate to r::-cenes "t·d~h 

certain distinct kinds of regions (a.g. road, sky, grass) than to 

the kinds of seen~ considered in this thesis. 

Tornita et al. (1973) describe a rather novel app~oach to ii~n~

preting artificially-textured ::;cenes by iteratively parti tionin:~~· 

the input set Using that feature t'li th the ~OSt bimodal o.istri 1Jnt i011. 

The top-dol'Tn nature of their analysis is particularly a-t-tractive. 

vlill & P9nninbton' s (1971) use of Fourier fil terint; to fi!1d. 

regions corresponding to planar surfaces is also intb!'(~g7,in§;; u.n

fortunatP.ly it would not be easy to extend it tc cuFved surface~. 

2.2 The Barrovr & Pounles tone Region-FinCier 

2.2.1 Object Recornition T~::;tz 

The BarrovT & Popple;:;tonc· region-finder has :1.ct:1o.j.~j'- 0een nsc·:~ 
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in a recocnition proeram for irregular objects. Recognition 

experiments l'ri th the program 1·10re conducted. by the author 

using a set of nine objects (Turner, 197lb; sec also section 

6. 2). After some 1-reaknesses of the region-merger Here cured 

it was found that successful recognition could be achieved in 

95% of cases, inaicating a robust performance by the region

analyser. 

2.2.2 Speeding the Region Analyser up 

It '\•lac observed that much of +.he time spPnt 1-Jy :BarrO\•; & 

Popplestonc 1 s program during re·gion-finding goes on C:iscover-

ing nearly iden~ical regions. The initial elementary re6ions 

arc grovrn round starting-points scattered ever the image at 

regular intervals, the ~pacing of these poi1Lts obviously deter

mining the smallest size of region that can be found l·riJvh cel .. -

tainty. The smallest picture regions tend to be holRs, so that 

moot object regions c:.re J.arge enoueh to contain quite a num-oer 

of these startir.g-points. Since the intensity gra~ient over 

objec.t surfaces is usuall:" fairly le,,_,, me.ny of the starting

points give rise to almost identical regions. 

To economise on this unnecessary region-finding the pro

gram v.ras modified to grow a region only from a _startinta-point 

found to be outside all rc&ions traced so far. Note t~at 

regions may still overlap so that region-merging ~ust be re

tained. ~ince regions inside other regions are naver detecte~ 

by the inodifi-:d algorithm, the spacing of starting-p('ints m~y 

be safely increased. The regio~-findc~ dtccovers ~hesp 

internal regions by first lookiug for simply-connect~~ regions 
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and then callinc itself recursively to look for regions 

\~ithin these; the spacine of starting-points is appropriately 

reduced on each recursive call. Finally the region-merger is 

used to eliminate weak boundaries bet\veen regions. 

This modified algorithm and the original one ~rere 

compared on a number of test pictures and found to produce 

analyses of similar quality. The modified algorithm, however, 

ran more than three times faster. 

2.3 Region Representation vs. Line Representation 

The choice of a· region or line representation dep0nds both un 

which is more appropriate to the problem domain and on which is 

more easily obtained. 

Some advantages of regions over lines are : 

(1) The more global nature of regions caa sometimes be us~ful 

l'lhen descri binc the main features of the image. 

(2) Reeion-finding tends to be a noise-rejecting process. 

(3) Region boundaries are closed,- making it easy to compu-te 

properties such as area and shape. 

(4) A typical complete region analysis usaally co:rtains 

rather fewer elements than a typical complete line analysis 

of the same picture; this eases the amount of --;ork entailed 

in recognition. 

Some advantages of lines over regions are : 

{1) Regions are usually too global; their pr0perties and 

relations are easily cor~upted by vcclusion dnd incorrect 

merging. 

(2} Regions tend to ma~~ the topology of the picture. Fo~ 

example, a single line may be represented by parts of 
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two region boundaries, and regions may not meet exactly at 

junctions (see fig. 2.1). 

(3) The local conficuration of lines often gives valuable 

clues as to the interpretation of parts of the picture. 

(4) The information conveyed by a line analysis is much 

more redundant, so that it is much easier to deal with 

occlusion and imperfections. 

Since both represe~tations essentially contain the same 

information about the picture, regions characterising th2 contin

uities and lines characterising the discontinuities, a region 

analysis and a line analysis ought to be inter-convertible. 

It is not difficult to form regions from a line analysis 

(section 5.1 describes one ·r.--ray of doing this), but the converse 

process is rather harder. Fig. 2.1 shorrs the result of segmenting 

region boundariea into arcs of uniform curvature using the methodz 

of section 4.2. In a line-drat·ring, the important features are 

the junctions and their interconnections; but,for the reasons 

given in point (2) above, this information is in general difficult 

to recover from a segmented region analysis. 

Regions are useful for characterising the visual masses of a 

scene and are therefore appropriate for describing lumps of putty, 

trees, outdoor scenes, etc. When surfaces have well-definen 

intersections, so that the meetings of edges are importcnt, 

lines are the obvious choice. Polyhedra lall naturally into this 

category, but curved. objects lie somerrhere betvret;n the tl-:o extremes. 

Most curved object~, however, have at least some parts wh1ch can 

be described quite well on a local level in ~erms of edges. 

Without some t;tay of establishing surface eha.!)e directly, I beli~v& 

that the local clues provided 'ty edge inteL·sections a:ce the most 



Fig. 2.1 Segmentation of region boundaries 
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valuable aids 'that a program can have in its scene analysis. 

It was decided therefore to adopt a representation in 

terms of lines as the primary means of describing the features 

of an image; the following chapters explain the line-finding 

methods that were developed. The enhanced region-finder has 

been useful, however, in the junction analysis program 

(section 5.1) and the surface classification program (section 9.3), 

both of which are part of the complete scene analysis system. 
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3. LINE-FINDING 

The edGes of a pictu~c comprise the discontinuitieo of its 

local properties. These picture edGes often correspond to scene 

edges, 1·rhich are the intersections of object surfaces. (In defer-

ence to convention, the term "edge" \·lill be used to denote ~Joth of 

these edge types, the context making the interpretation clear. 

The terms "line" and "curve" t-rill refer specifically to picture 

edges.) 

Image-processing is expensive, so it must be d:-i ven top-do\vll 

as much as possible. My approach is to use the iQage-processin~ 

routines to make an initial coarse analy~is from ~nich hypotheses 

can be inferred and then checked oui in det~il. Ny requirementa 

for a line-finder were.therefore: 

(1) It must work with curved lines es well as with strai~ht 

ones. 

(2) It must be quick and cheap, sensitivity not b~int; tou im-

portant. 

(3) It must be able to resolve closo lines; a c0arse Fcan 

may be only 90 X 90 ~nd so will contain a loi: of detail. 

(4) It mu et be able to track ro,~nd object bound.aries (to CO.tl-

firm object location and shape) as vrell as to process a whole pie-

ture in one pass (to find out t-Ihc;._,.; it t . ' con a1ns 1 • 

As the next sectio:a sho\':s, cons..i.cierable effo-rt ha3 been ab-

sorbed by the study of l..i.ne-finding. Despite th~s, nothing was 

found in th~ li teratu:cc \·ih i.ch quite sati;;;)fied c::.ll l;hes-: requ.i.re-

ments. A line-finder \·nis therefore spec;.ally wri tt.::n. Chapters 

3, 4, and 5 trace its operation through the various stages of: 



(1) edse detection 

(2) edge-tracking 

(3) curve segmentation 

(4) curve-fitting 

(5) junction-finding 
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(6) junction classification 

Fig. 4.6 shows some typical descriptions obtained after stage (4). 

3.1 Related Work 

The first noteworthy line-findinG ;,rogram •·ras th~t of Roberts 

(1965). His hierarchical approach, building up lines from progres

sively larger features, is a useful ~dea. It mit;ht have been pos

sible to adapt his method to build curves out of short, straight 

segments, but it rTas felt that this rTOuld have re5ul te~ in inP..dG

quate resolution. 

Roberts' program \vorks best on well-lit scenes. Late'l;' \·lOrkers 

have developed more Bensitive edge-detectors than his simple "cross" 

operator. ~obel's 3 x 3 operator (Tenenbaum, 1970) gives better 

noise-rejecti0n properties. Hueckel's (1969) operator is a novel 

application of spatial-frequency filterinc; and gives good results. 

Herskovitc & Binford (1970), in their comprehensive stuC.;y of edge

detection, argue that non-linear operators reduce th•;) effect of 

surface defects. Griffith's (1970) theory of optimal edge

detection is a useful formalisation of line-find:ng th~ory. The 

disadvantages of all these methods are their computational cost 

and their rt::quirem~nt for a large "set cf supper~". 

Instead of piecing lines tcgcther hierarchically as Roberts 
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did, others have chosen to find picture edges by tracking round 

object boundaries. Pingle 1 s (1966) program accomplishes this by 

alternately predicting an edge point and then locating it exactly. 

The use of a dynamically adjusted step size in the predictive phase 

results in rapid tracking of straight boundaries. An even more 

impressive demonstration of the value of accommodating line-finder 

parameters is to be found in Pingle & Tenenbaum (1971). I feel that 

it is probably better to make decisions about accommodation based. 

on more global considerations tha.n local intensity data; the accom

modations that my prograi:'l ma!ccs are under the control o: hif;hcr

level routines, not the line-finder. 

Line-finding is normall;t treateC. as a serie:!.. op0ration, anC: it 

is therefore difficult tc make use of e;lobal informaticn. The pro

gram vrri tten by Binford. & Horn (Horn, 1971) ir:; consequently a rt:

freshinG change in its parallel-processing approich. For ima8es 

with curved lines, ho't·rover, this technique ,,;ould not seem to offer 

much advantage ov~r serial methods. 

Another valuable tool in line-finding is plan~in; (Kelly, 1971). 

The idea is to process a sinplified form of the problem and use the 

results to plan the detailed analysis. Thic is essentially my 

phllosophy of image-processing. 

Murphy (1969) formulates line-finding as a heui .. istic ~earch 

problem. His vie\·rpoi.nt is interesting, bu.t the overhe~cls of the 

search vrould normal 1_y out-vreigh its advantages re:i.ati ve to more 

conventional methods. 

Instear"l. of establishing edges as consecutive sequences of 

feature points, it is possible to f:lnd them dire~tly through their 
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collincarity. The point-to-curve transformation devised by Eou;h 

may be used to accompliah this (nuda & Hart, 1972). O'Gorman & 

Clowes (1973) give an improved version of thia t~chnique which 

neatly overcomes the difficulty of detecting chart linec. A dis-

advantage of the method is that the basic algori thrn really l'lorks 

vri th lines, not line-segments. It is therefore difficult to dis-

cover segment endpoints, and the 1.-1ay in 'tvhich 0 1Gorr.1an & Clov1es 

do this is rather ad hoc. Although curved lines might be detected 

by a variation on HouGh's technique, the cor:1putational .... equirements 

could be prohibitive. Griffith's (op.citJ procedure for finding 

lines is similar, but 't·Iill liOrk only for straight ceGments. 

The line-finder written by Shir~i (1972) is the most success-

ful yet at processing polyhedral i~ages. His of a battery of 

heuristics to supply guidance at the lol·!est level is a t;ood attGinpt 

to brine ~s much seman~ic information as possible to bear on the 

analysis. Unfortunately this also makes his progra~ specific to couvex 

polyhedra (which is really the reason for its success). C&rved 

objects are much less constrained and the same i~eas arc really 

not generally applicable to them. For a particular net of curveo 

objects, however, similar but probably we~k~r heuristic rules 

could no doubt be devised. Shirai also relies on being ~ble to 

reli~bly ascertain the silhouette of a group of obj~~t~; I did 

not impose this restriction on my scenes beca't1ze it seemed to avoid 

some im~ortant. problems, such as handlinz imperf~ction3 in the image. 

Edge verification is much easier than edGe detection s~nce it 

is necessary to look in. only a small pa1·t of the picture; e"lCpensi ve 

verification operators can therefore be justified. Statjstical 
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methods are an obvious choice, and both Griffith (op. cit.) 

and Tcnenbaum (op. cit.) describe sensitive tests. Herskovits & 

Binford (op. cit.) claim good results for their verifier in filtering 

out the effect of surface irregularities. 

3.2 Edge Detection 

Edge-detection is the most time-consuming part of line-finding. 

In order to be able to carry out a quick initial analysis of a 

picture so as to obtain some idea of its contents, the follolving 

simple model of picture e~ges was used : 

(1) The intensity i.s assumed to vary smoothly over the regions 

of the image co~responding to surfaces. 

(2) The intensity is assumed to change sharply at points 

correspondinG to intersections of surfaces. 

If surface markings are excluded, mosi matt-pai1rted surfaces 

\'lill satisfy condition (1). U:uder normal resol".lt:i.on mosJ.: :picture 

edges of the scenes in this Hork satiofy condition (2). For a 

given error-rate when finding edges, the sensitivity of the edge

detector is related to the amount of noise in the picture-data 

and to the largGst intensity gradients fouLd on surfaces. In fact, 

the surface intensity gradients in many of the scene~ encouatered 

during this l·rork l'lere found to be lol·;. This is partly becaus') 

of the fairly dif~L"use illumination used and partly because tr..3 

surfaces of objects \'Tere approximately Lo.mbcrtian, that is .. 

they appear uniformly bright from any direction; under diffuse 

lighting conditions, such s11.rfaces look flat. A straightforv1ard 
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gradient operator may therefore be used to detect edges. The 

choice of a suitable threshold for its output is determined by the 

level of noise in the picture. 

The behaviour of various edge-detectors on typical pictures 

was investigated. Surprisingly enough, a simple first-~ifference 

operator, using the difference in int enEJi ty of ttvo adjacc:1t 

picture points, vras found to give reasonable results. Pirst-

and second -difference operators of varicus sizes v;are tried, 

as \vere some 3 x 3 operators Ruch as So bel's. Although these 

are better at rejecting noise and dealing with hlurrcd ed~es, 

they do tend to smear· the discontinui t~ .. p~ak on a sharp e.d.ge, 

and of course they involve rather more cnmputation. 

For simplicity, speed, and good resolnt.ion, then, the sir.-,ple 

difference operator was adopted. The program is so written, 

however, that the edge operator is indopennently spccifiea and 

hence can be readily exchanged for a more cor.1plex one. 

In section 1.5.2 it was ~entioned t~at the noise in typical 

intensity data is about 1.4 picture levels. The output of the 

simple difference operator due to noise alone will therefore 

have a standard deviation of about J2 x 1.4 level.s, so there 

vrill be a 1% probability of assumi.ng ihe presence of an edge 

\'Then there is none at a threshold of 2.3 x (./2 x 1.4), i.e. 4.6 

levels. Step edges of height 4. 6 levGls \vould. be ident ifie(i_ at 

this threshold in 50% of cases. Tests on real pictures indjcated 

that a thrc::hold of 10 \-Tas a good all-r::n~ud V? .. l•.1.e. At this 

threshold there is a very small probabil~ty of inferring a 
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non-existent edge, and the probability of detectin~ an edge 

whose step size is 15 levels is about 9~S. These figures, 

of course, neglect the effects of blurrine and surface intensity 

gradients. Blurring is not a problem at normal picture 

resolution. Surface intensity gradients are not usually la~ge 

except at the extreme edges of curved surfaces. Since noise 

levels are greater for lovr intensi ties, dark areas of the picture 

exhibit more spurious feature points. 

There are two operators, one for the h0ri~onta~ component 

of discontinuities and one for the vertical component... They are 

notionally applied midt·ray bet1·1een tH0 picture points; an above

threshold diffe1·ence indicat 8s the presence of a spur, tha-t is, 

an elementary edee-fragment. Spurs lie on a grid of 

bounrlary--,oint s vrhich int err:1eshes vri th the image-point grid a::; 

sho\·Tn in fig. 3 .1. ':!.'he coordinates of a bounde.ry-pvint. are 

defined to be the same as those of the image-polnt immediately 

North-East of it. 

\fhen the nicture is differentiated, thd polarity of the 

contrast across a spur is respected by keeping t1vu separa-te 

arrays for "positive" spurs and 11 neeativP.11 opurs. This 

distinction is helpful \·;hen actually finding the edges. 

A thinning procedure is applied to the differentiated 

picture so as to Heed out unnec3ssary spurs. This procedu.re 

effectively loc~tes the local maximum of the ridge correspor..ding 

to an edge when several adjacent spurs have abo·ve-thre~hold 

contrast. Spur-thinninc is not actually a separate process, but i~ 

carried out at the same time as differentiation and thresholding. 

The spurs detected in the grey-scale pic~ures of fig. 3.2 ~re 

shown in fie. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.2 Digitised pictures 
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Fig. 3.2 (contd.) Digitised pictures 
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Differentiated, thresholded, and thinned versions of fig. 3.2 
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Differentiated, thresholded, and thinned versions of fig.3.2 
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About 30 seconds com.putation is required to differentiate a 6~J x 

64 picture. 

3. 3 Edec-Tracl:inra 

The requirement of being able to trac~ round object boundaries 

suggested some kind of myopic "bug" vrhich '~ould craHl around the 

differentiated picture, following the paths indicatedby the spurs. 

When the picture contains a lot of close-packed detail (as ln a 

coarse scan), quanti~ation noise makes i-t difficult to predict the 

next point on an arbitrarily-curved boundary. The edge-fcllol·Iing 

program therefore makes use of only.the spur information, but i+. 

tracks l·Ti th a certai!1 amount of "inertia•: so that it can fill in 

short gaps, so that it C::).n t:cack a curve thj_·oug~ fairl~,r noisy art::as, 

and so that it can avoid meandering unnececsarily. Naturally, the 

fact that the edge-tracker uses only local information does some-

times ca,~se it to go astray. Despit~ this, :i.t is surp~·isingly 

robust, and its mistakes can often be corrected at a highe.:."' level. 

It is not necessary to differ8ntiate the whole picture b~fore fol

lo~ring eiges; the tracker can diffe~ent1ate as it boes along. 

The edge-tracker is called to follow an edge from a likely 

starting-point: this ma;>r be obtained ~i ther by scannir_f: the grey

scale picture and looking for significant changes or by scannin~ 

the differentiated.picttire. The tracker first of all looks at the 

positive an~ n~~ativc spurs in a window like that s~own i!1 fig. 

3.t,(a). The pattern of spurs is used to decide both the di~ection 

iil l·Thich to initially foll .. :n-1 the edge ;:tna. the E'3nse of the er.ige 

(the polarity of its i~tensity step). T~e tracker takes the in~ic

atL:d step and. then examines thB spurs (of the a.ppro:prie,te sense) 
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in a Hindo\·1 lil~e tho.t chOl-111 in fiG. 3./;(b). The pattern of cpur:::: 

this time deciG.es uhether tracking should continue and, if eo, 

in what direction. Tracking ceacec if the starting point is 

reached aeain, if there is no more edge to track, if another edge 

already tracked is met, or if a junction is encountered. In the 

case of a junction the edges of the junction are followed in turn. 

Once an edge has been follo\'red to its terminus in one direction, 

it is tracked in the opposite direction unless tracking in the 

first direction closed the curve. 

Since curves may in·~ercect themselves or otherc, a ;nembership 

array is uced to check for this eventuality; a point f.:~!' to a curT.rc 

is entered for each point belongi~g to it. I~terccctions of cur~es 

are therefore easily detected. 

Each curve is associated with a path record whose componcnto 

are the enclpoints o; t!1e curve and its che:.,.in-coded sttps (bo1.~:1C.a:!."'Y 

v~ctorE point North, South, East, or West). ~ach curve also hac 

a pointer to an intersection record "t·Ihich giv~s information on :"lln: 

the curve intersects others. Other properties of a curve inclu~e 

its average contrast. 

A preliminary se~mentation of curves i3 ca.r!'ied out cy brea:k

ing curves \'there they are intersected, or nearly so (that is, at 

junctions). Any very small curves which are not joined to o·(;hers 

at each end are now discarded. Th~ output of the cdgB-trac~in6 

progrruJ is a list of curves like those in fig. 3.5. A 64 x 64 

differenti~ted picture is processed in 3bout 10 seconds. 

3.~ Edge Vcrificatio~ 

An edge to be verified is specified analytically in terrr.s nf 
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Edges tracked in spur pictures of fig. 3.3 
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Fig. 3.5 (contd.) Edges tracked in spur pictures of figo 3.3 
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i-ts endpoints and its equation. The oame operator as is used for 

edge detection is then applied alone the edce in order to ascertain 

its average contrast. Since the noioe in the intensity dD.ta 

amounts to about 1.4 picture levels, the averace contrnot of an 

edge \-Tith n steps 'Nill have a standard deviation of }2/n x 1.4 

levels. A threshold of 2. 3 x (}2/n x 1.4), i.e. 4.rJrn levels, is 

therefore chosen; this rejects all but 1~~ of non-existent lines 

and ensures dctecticn of 997; of genuine lines \·TriOSe everace contr·a.ct 

is twice the threshold. Edges of 20 steps and only 2 !-'-:.ctu1 .. e level.::; 

contrast can hence be reliably verifiecl. 

It is interacting to note that the edgc-verifie~ could be used 

to fit curves to the picture d~ta. If the appr~xim~te location of 

the curve is knrn·1n, its optimuo fit may ue obtc..ined by adjus·iiin5 

its parameter~ so as to maxiMise the average contrast across it; 

the numerical opt imi s~t ion method des cri bed :!.:1 sect iorl 4. 3. 3 r::ight 

be userl for this purpose. 
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4. SEGl,!ENTATION AHD CURVE-FITTING 

The term "segmentation" is often used to mean the partition 

of a scene into bodies; in the present chapter it denotes the pro

cess of breaking curves up into ~eaningful pieces. Just as intens

ity discontinuities are important in grey-scale pictures, so curv

ature discontinuities are significant in object contours. (Indeed, 

discontinuity seems to play an important role in many aspects of 

visual perception.) There are tv10 main reasons for segmenting 

curves: it is a natural continuation of the process of compressing 

the information in the picture; and it facilitates dAsc~iption 

and matching at a later 8tage. 

A reasonable approximation to a curved-line dra\·line may be 

obtained with arcs of uniform curvature (that is: circ!es and 

straight lines). Hjgher order curvo~ a:.re neecied fer the finer dis

tinctions entailed, for· exa!.!ple, in cla.ssifyins junctions. Conj c 

~ections are an obvious choicE for 0urve-fitti~g~ and they are 

natural for des cri bint; mc,:l~{ cu:r".~ed objects. ~1hen the imc.3e closs 

not contain curves it is easy to segment and f~t lines at the same 

time. I-t is much trickier, ho1·1ever, to carry 0ti..J.; simultaneous 

segmentation a!id curve-fitting of curvec. The anp~oach I have 

adopted is to carry out a preli~inary segmentation into ar~s of 

uniform curvature and then to refine this sebffien~ation by fi~ting 

higher-or~er curves. 

4.1 Related ~ork 

A simple segmentation nroced.ure ~;as described by Attneave 

(1954), vrhose 1·1ell-:cno~·rn "sleeping co.t" picture de,;,onstrates the 

iwportance of extrema of curv~ture. 
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Robcrts (1?65) uced the r.m.s. error of a straight-line fit 

to indicate '\·7hen a breakpoint had been pas:Jed. A variation on 

his technique HC1S tried in a cegmcntation procedure to be 

described in section 4.5.2 • 

Shirai (1972) findo otraight segmento by ioolatinc cections 

of the boundary Hith near-zero curvature. His technique is similar 

to another seQ:1enta.tion id.ea that I tried. 

Agin's (1972) program for seQmentlng curves is clo~es~ to my 

Ol'In. He giv0s t\·IO criteria for deciding Hhcrac +,o segment: choose 

a point of inflection if tl1ere is one, otherwise choose the poin~ 

of maximum e:.:cursion from the base-1 ine joiniYl(; tre c:1dpoints of 

the curve. Agin' s segmenter has to "be ac~.vised by his curve-fitter 

as to l·Ihen it i c necessa~r +,o secment. Eis se[;T.".er~tation rules 

would ne~d some mo~ification before they could be applied to closed 

curves. 

Linear polynor.n.als (e.g. straight-line equatior..s) arc easy to 

fit. General second-order curves (i.e. co:':"'ic sections) a:r·e muc:1. 

more dif:icult; but becauoe surfaces of revolution are ~o commoa 

in curveJ objects there is good justification for bein6 able to 

fit at least circles anu ellipses. 

Paton (1969) approx~n~tes chromo~ome images by conic section 

arcs. If the equation of a general conic is expressed as 

g(x,y) - 2 2 
a::: + b:-:y + cy + d.x + ey + f = G 

then his "di~tance" func-tion giving the error of a point l·Ii t!1 re-

spect to the conic is g(x,y). Let p denote the parameter vector 

a 
b 

.E = c (4.2) 
d 
e 
f 
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If P(x,y) is the intensity of a point within the chromocome, the 

total error minimised by Paten may be e;:,:preosed as 
n 2 

E (J?.) = L p ( X . 'y . ) s g (X . 'y . ) 1 
. 1 ~ ~ l ~ ~ J 
~= 

subject to the constraint i 
.E. .E = 1 

Agin (op.cit.) points out that a more accurate diDtance func-

tion is given by g(x,y)/lgrad (g(x,y))l He therefore c~ooses 

to minimise 

(4.3) 

Agin reports that the c~rves fit.teu by this method tend to 

be more flattened than expected. Eis rr,in~misation proccclurc yields 

a choice of curves, and picking t~e best one is not always easy. 

Smith (1969) fits co11ics in a similar fashion, but further 

restricts the para~eter f to be l. Quite apart frow the fPct tbqt 

this is an undesirable constraint, he too reports that his proe;ram 

fits curves lihich are U!lnecessc.rily curled in at .I..' 11110 
T1" • 
l.&.l~ 

t.echnique for curing this ( \vcit:;hting points 'l:!i th the cur·,,.-n:turc r:ear 

them and i teratir..g to a solution) i::.: rather a~ .• 

As mentioned in section 3.1, the Hough tranRforna.tion could. 

in principle be extended to higher-order curves. The c.iifficulty 

is t!le rapid. crouth of procescinG requirc~ents \·rith t:he -r~unber of 

parameters. ~:onethcless, a reasonable estimate Qf -the p~r2.ncters 

of a curve ~ight s,ecify a sufficiently restricted su~-sp~ce of 

the parameter space to r:1a~~e the method feasible. 

4. 2 SeGnentation 
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4. 2.1 'rhe '\V -n Curve 

narrow & Popplentone (1971) dr~w attention to nn intorect-

inc form of the equation of a plane curve. Let ~ be the angle 

lvhich the ta.ncent to the curve maker; v!i th a fixe C. ~irection, 

say, the x-a:-::is. Let s d£J10te the dista.nce e.long the arc from 

its beginning. Then~ as a function of n cowpletely ~efines 

the curve. If a section of the curve in straiGht, ~~/ds (the 

curvature of the curv~) uill be sero, givinG rise to a horizon-

tal, str~ight line-zegr:tent i~ the '\jr-s plane. If 2. ncc·i;ion of 

the curve is circuJ.ar, dt,/~s 1·1ill be non-zero ancl const~nt so 

tha;~ n. sloping, ztr~ic~rt li~e-cc~ent 17ill resul ~; (the sign 

of the nlo;e dependinG on 1ilict~cr the circle is ~cinc Lravers0d 

clockwi~e or anticloo~wice). 

A contour in the picture consisting p~~ely of Rection~ of 

uniform curvature t·:ill thus be transforll!cd ·~n-~o a. scrien of 

straiGht line-nc~nent~ ir- thclr-s plane. Corners ~nd cusps 

in the contou.i.·· 1·iill appear a,c discontinuitics in t~~1fr-G CUl",Je. 

Real co:1tours, of course, only appro::i::w.ts to thiE. iclec-.li:::ed 

model, quit0 cpart from the effects of digi~isation ~nL noiec. 

Nonethelezs, the transformation is surpri3i~~ly good at 0ap-

turine the features of a contour, as fig. 4.1 shows. 

The ·,.f-s curve of fig. 4.l(b) in a smoothed. VP.r.sio~1 of the 

rat-r ·r data ~.~d 1·1~s obtained. by averaging \·;it~ a 't·Ti!1d.o-;·r of 7 

points. The smoothins process stretches sharp co~ners into 

steep l.ines. Because of boundary quantisation, the "t2..ngent 

f d . '". ( 00 900 1 ~'00 to the ~urve may lie in only our ~rec~lo~s , ·, , -~ , 

270°); to simplify the ari thmet.ic, t~1erefore, 'V is :::-e.::koned 
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in unitn of 90°. If the curve loops round on itself, the 

value of \f' continues past :4(=:360°) and does not revert to 

O. Distance alone the curve is measured using the number of 

boundary steps; this introduces some diotortion, but it is 

not nerious. A typical segmentation is also illustrated in 

fig. 4.1. 

The value of the transformation to the'\j/-s plane is that 

it reduces the problem of fitting circular arcs to the simpl~r 

problern of fitting straight line-segr."Lcr..tn. 

4.2.2 ~ursive Line-Fitti~g 

Since the fo1lo't·ring algorithm !'or re~ursi v~ly fitting 

straight lines Has iE:Vised. it has c~en found tha-t other Horl·:

ers (e. g. Horn, 1971; }.gin, 1972) have used similar techniques. 

The line-finder, given the cndpoints of a curv0, dete~aines 

the poin-t of ma):im-nrn deviation from t!\e ba.scl i:i:~e joining the 

endpoints. If the deviation of this pcint i~ aboJc a thrtsh01a 

then thG line is segr::ented there and "'uhe line-fi ttcr called. 

recursively to deal 1·1i th the tvro nel·T segments. If these t't-IO 

segments are also seernented, the original se&mentation point 

is examined to cee if it shoul~ be elimin~tc~. This must be 

done in order to deal correctly with the situation ~here part 

of t~e curve i£ parallel to a baselinG. A potenti~l d~fcct 

of t!'le methoC!. is that a single stray point may result in a 

rather dif.ferent set of set,T.lentsc- In practice, hoHeve1·, the 

smoothing of thc1Jf-s curve is suffi~"'ient to ensure thc..t this 

is not a problem. Recursive seQmentation is rapid ~nd effi

cient, ta~ing a second or so for a. curve of lOO points. ThP-
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oegmen-ter hn.n c.lco been uceful eloev1here: Ambler et al. (1973) 

employ it for describing object outlines. 

4.2.3 The Curve-SeGmenter 

Once the breal:points have been ascertained, straight 

lines arc fitted. to the segments of the'tJI-s curve. These 

best-fit li~es arc used to compute the curvature, orientation, 

and angle parar.1eters of segments. (See fig. 4. 2 fo! .. the inter

pretation of these term~:;.) !Tote that the nmaber calculated 

for the curvature is actually the reciprocal of the d.ic..metcr 

of the approxinating circle. Thio is a consP.qucnce of neasur

ing 'o/ in right-ansles and using boundc..ry length instc.:!.d. of o.~c 

length fo:r o. 

Each segment contains a pointer to a path r~cor~ 2-nd a:·~ 

intersection recorc: (exactly as for cu.t>ves). Itn (1tho1· corn-

ponents include its average contraot and the parameters of 

the curves fitted to it. Segments, li}:e curves, ar'3 entered 

into a membership array, cltich is u~8ful when fin~inc junc-

tions. A very short segment is merged Hith the smaller of 

its neighbours. 

Experience \·ri th the curve-segmenter ha.s shoHn that 

circular arcs are q~ite a good approximation for describ~~g 

the general f~atures of a contour. 

4.3 Curve-Fitting 

4.3.1 Straight Lines 

A convenient form of the equ~tion of a stiaight line is 

X cose + y sinG 
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A leaot-nquares fit to this has parameters: 

cos8= tl 

2t3t4 n 

where,x =lLx. 
o n. 

1 
1 

1= 

(4.5) 

n 
t 1 = 2{L_x.y. - nx y 1 

. 1 1 1 o oj 
1= 

21 n 2 2 
nx- - fLY. - ny 1 o . 1 1 of 

1= 

4.3.2 Circles 

Let the equation of a circle be 

g(x,y) = x2 
+ y

2 + dx + e~ + f = 0 

Minimisin6 th~ error function 
n ~'"' 

E = L ~ e(x. ,y. )r £: 
. 1 1 1 
1= 

leads to the following expressions fer d, e, and f: 
t t t t t t -t t ( n n n.. 2 ll. ,., l 

d = 3 6-2 5;e = 3 5 1 6;r = -l~2gL_x.+2fLy.+) x.+L~r~r 
t
4 

t n l . _1 1 . _ 1 1 -:-::-1 1 . _ 1 1 1 4 1- 1- 1- 1-

l-rhere, 
n ? n 2 

t 1 = nL_x~- <Lx.) 
. 1 1 . 1 1 . 1= 1= 
n n n 

t .. = n\x.!Y.- (\x.)('y.) 
j ?-1 J. 1 1-1 1 ?--1 1. 1= 1= 1= 

\11._ 2 n 2 
t

2 
= 11 ) V. • ... ( \-V. ) 

/-~ 1 '/~ u 1 
i=l i=l 

t = t.L_ t2 4 
? 

t:; 
.J 

(4.6) 

(4.3) 

(4.7) 

n 3 n n 2 r n 2 
t- = (nLx. CLx.)(L_x.)J+~nL_x.:r. 

~-- ~ 2 ·. 
- ( L_ X · ) ( L.- Y · ) ~ 

? l.l1 '11 '11 l. 111 1= 1= 1= 1=- . 1 1 . 1 .1. J 1= ::!..= 
( n 3 n n 2 ) n 2 ,nLy.- (Ly.)(L_y.)~+fn)x.yi-
( . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 ) l . 1 J. 

1= 1= 1= 1= 

n_ I") ~ • 

(LX~) ( 2_ y;) ~ 
.: , 1 . 1 .... J 
..!..=..L 1= 

Consider an arbitrary smooth curve and. approx:l.r.1ate it 

locally by a circular arc as in fig. 4.3. C i£ the centre of 

the circle and D is the projection octo the arc of data-point 

E (xi,yi). From equation 4.6 the centre is fo~nd to ~e 

( -·~d, --~-s) and tho ra0. ius tc be J i( d 
2 + e 2) uf. 

CE
2 

= (xi + }i)
2 

+ (yi + ie)
2 

CD2 = ~2 = t(d2 + c2) - f 
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.E (x. ,y,) 
J. J. 

local a;;;oxil!lati~rl-~ 
to curve by c~rclc - ;I ~ 

. I \ 
\ 
\ 

Illustrating undesir2.ble ~·Teir:htin;; of error by e~.u2.t ion L. 3 
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So, CR2 - cn2 2 2 dx ( ) ~ = x. + Y. + . + ey. + f = g x
1
. ,y

1
. 

l. l. l. l. 

But, CE
2 

- CD
2 

= (C~ + CD)(C~ - CD) p 2rDE 

That is, the "distance" function g calculates the true dist-

ance weighted by a factor roughly proportional to the radius. 

The goodness-of-fit criterion defined by equation 4.3 con-

sequently favours curves of high average curvature. Hhen 

fitting circular arcs this defect is noticeable only with very 

shallol·T curves ( t-rhich are normally fitted 1·ri th straight lines 

anyway). But when fitting less constrained curves (e.g. 

conic sections), there is a greater tendenc~ to fit flattened 

arcs vli th ends vrhich curl in. 

4.3.3 Conic Sections 

Let the error term to be minimised be 

where, 

= ( • ? \ 
L~ • ·-) 

Clearly E will have its overall r.1ini~um o'f: zero 1vhen the 

parameter vector .E. is the zero vector. Ho1vever, 3 1·1ij 1 also 

have a local minL11um for a non-zero value of p l·Ihich c:Jrre-

spends to tho desirPd solution. Provided t~at a suffic~ently 

good estimate of the opti;num parameter.~ cc::!'l be obtai!· .. :~d, a 

straightfor\·lard numerical minimisation r:.ethcd. 1·rill converge 

to the local minimum and not to ·the trivial over~ll ;ninimurn. 

In practice it haH been found that the valley containing the 

- I 
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local minimum is quite broad, and the parameters of a best-

fittin6 circle arc sufficiently clo~e to ensure proper con-

vergence. 

The minimisation procedure devised by Roscnbroc~c (1960) 

Has found to be the most cati~factory. Durine each itt')ration 

of the method, the function (of n parameterc) is mini~ised 

by taking steps along a set of orthogonal directions 

~l, ••• , ~ l·;hich are ini tiall~r the coordinate 2.::.:es of the 

parameter space. As~ociated with each direction is a st~p 

leneth. A trial ent~ils a step of the prcGcribed Biz~ along 

one of the directions. If the function value is net increa~ed 

by this step, the step length is li1Ul ti~licd by~( ex.> 1) ar..d 

is termed a success; oti1er1·rise thEl step length is reduced by 

a factor- (3(0<~<1) a.nd is termed a failure. 

A single iteration consists of trials in eact direction 

in turn until one success and one failure for each h~s teen 

obtained. If d. is the sum of all the su~ccsnful s-:.eps in 
1 

direct ion 'J. . .~.;hen 1 et 
~1 

!:.1 ::. dl~l + d2~2 + . . . + dE 
rer.~. 

~2 = d2~2 + . + cl rh~ .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . 
a = dJ,n -n 

~l lies in the direction of steepest descent, ~2 lies in the 

next most favouraule direction, and so on. Since all the 

vectors a. are linearly independent, ~ new set of directions 
-1 

may be derived using the standard GJ."'am-Sh:-:iid·~ ort~ogonalis-

ation procedure: 
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b. {~1 if i :: 1 

~ 
-]. \·Jhere, b. 

= a. - ~(.2;··~'.)~ =I bif 
-]. 

if i =I= 1 
-l. . 1 l. J J= 

Further iter~tion3 arc c~rried out until sufficient ~ccuracy 

in the parameters is obtained. 

Al thouch thic method. uc.s the best of t:1osc tested., its 

speed is lees tha:..1 might be desired; convcrgcnc0 0f the pare." .. -

meters to l·ri t~1in 1;.: of their cpti.m,~.i-:1 values is t:;c-r:.ern.lly 

ac~icve~ in a few itcr~tions &nd about thirty function evalu-

ations. It is unli}ccl;~r t~12.t ::1orc sophisticated. r::i~imisation 

techniq_ucs such as that of Po,·;cll (l·;)6L~a) ::o-:.lld effect much 

imprOVC:7!C!lt • 

The fuller error tcrrH of equ~tion 4.8 !l~c cuGcesr;fully 

eli~inated the problem reported by AGin of cxcc~~iv~ly flat-

tened curvas. It is unfortun2tc that this error tern is 

rather ~ifficult to minimise. AlthcuL~ oth~r f~rn~lieo of 

curves mit;!1t be easier to fit, conic sections are :;-roba"iJly 

worth the effort. 

4.4 Complctir..3 Seymcnte.tion 

One case 't·Thcrc re-scQncnt?.tion may be carricC. out ~as already 

been men tionec~; thir! i~ 1:hcrc a portion of the 1lf -s cu::-vc is 

parallel to a scsmentation base-line. If the circul~r ~re fitted 

to a segment usinG the1lf -::: curve has a lo1·1 cur·vaiure, an :-.tte:npt 

is made to fit a straight 1 ine to the se gm en~. If the 2,Jera~e 

error of the fit is acceptable and -~?le anblc subte!1ded o~,.- the seg-
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mcnt is omall, the straight line io accepted.. A hit;h subtcnc~~d 

angle indicates the situation shown in fiG. 4.4. In such a ca~e 

the GC{)nent is ~pli i by cnlling the set--menter ag~.ir.. Hi th a strict-

er deviation threshold. Without this check it would o~hcrwisc be 

d.ifficul t to detect the "hoc~·::ey stick" configuration of fig. 4.~. 

If the curvature of a SCGJTient is too high for it to 'be \·:orth-

1·:hilc tryinc to fit a straight line, a. conic section is fitted in-

stead. The initial estimate of the conic purameters is 

(1, 0, 1, d, e, f)T, where d, e end f are obtained by fittinG a 

circle in the J.:-y plane. (A ci:r·cle P,Cl.s alrea.C.y been :··-:_t-t0d. usins 

the 1Jf -s curve, but its pa.:cameters ar·e not so accul'cte.) 

Once a sct-mcnt h.as been a.ppro:.:ir:tat ed by a conir.;, various 

additional facts arc dctcrmin~d fror.1 the canonical forr:. o::' its 

equation: 

2 
X 

A + 
2 

L 
B 

= 1 (4.9) 

The e:.;:tra parar.tcters 'Hhich are stored are the typP of cor~ic, its 

raajor and minor axes, its cl?.ntre, and. the orientation c:· ~tc r::e.jor 

a.x::..s. For a no!l-centra.l conic, i.e. a par:'.bola, t~1e c:·:tr·~. p2.!~a--

meters are the orientation of its x-axis and the coeffic.i_e::"l-:::of: 

y = ax2 + bx + c (4.10) 

For a straight line, the extra pare..r.tetcrs are its orJ.e~~ation and. 

the coefficients of: 

X case + y cinG - = 0 (4.4) 

Hhen the parame·~ers of tHo adjacent se.c:Jnen~s Prt found to be 

similar, if the average er~or of a curv: fitted tJ bot~ of them 

is not significrvntly Horse than for each segr:-.cnt inr~i vidually, the 

tv;o segr.,ant s are merged. This '\·:ill eliminate a false segme:r.~.tat ion 
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mic sed 

straic;ht 1 ine ( sr::~.l-'-

Fig. 4.4 
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point due to some irregularity in the curve. 

Each seementation point is perturbed and the effect on the 

·average error of the segments it separates is computed. If an 

overall improvement results from shifting the segmentation point 

slightly, the shift is continued until the improvement ceases. 

This lessens any inaccuracies of segmentation due, for example, 

to the smoothing o~ the1f-s curve smearing corners. 

The output of the curve-segmenter is a list of the segments 

it has found. Fig. 4.5 sholis the half1·ray stage : the :.niti~l 

segmentation resulting fro!"l fitting circu.lar arcs to the 1}" -s 

curves of the boundaries in fig. 3.5. Fig. 4.6 sho1·1s the completed 

results after fitting by conic sections and re-segmentation. The 

initial segmentation takes only about 8 seconds:a but the second 

stage may require up to a minute in bad cas~s. 

4.5 Alternative Techniaues 

The techniques for segmentation and curve-fitting that. h~ve 

just been described \'Tere evolved only after sev~rP..l alternatives 

had been investigated. It may be helpful to briefly reviel·T the 

methods that 1-1ere not used and the reasons fer their rejection. 

The contents of thio section are really an aside to the main 

development of the thesis, and it is suggested that they be passed 

over on a first reading •. 

4.5.1 Usine; Boundary Curvature 

Since segments of approximataly uniform curvature are 

* of interest, an approach using the intrins:i.c equation of the 

boundary curve seemed hopeful. A program by Brackett (1971) 

was modified and extended to make it suitable for curve 

segmentation. The program first 

curvature ~s a function of arc length 
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Fig. 4.5 Circular arcs fitted after initial segmentation 

of edges in fig6 3.5 



Fig. 4.5 (contd.) 
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Circular arcs fitted after initial segmentation 

of edges in fig. 3.5 



Fig. 4 .. 6 
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Conic section arcs fitted after modifications 

to segmentation in fig. 4-5 
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Fig. 4.6 (contd.) Conic section arcs fitted after modifications 

to segmentation in fig. 4-5 
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compu-te::: the curvature at cn.ch point on the boundar-J uoint; 

the rate of chance of boundary slope. The curvature data io 

then smoothed to ~inimisc the effects of boundary qu~ntisation. 

Se[,rmentation io carried out 2.t points ul'J.ere -the curvature 

chanGen oicn and nt the ends of sections of near-zero curvn.-

ture; this amounts to splitting the bounclary at pointsof in-

flection and at the ends of straight lines. 

Trial G of t!le proc;ram t·:ere carried out O!l real picturcn 

and are d.escri bee~ in a separ?..te r·eport by the n.uth0r (Turner, 

197la). The perfo:::-~:1ance Has re.asonable but left much -~~~o be 

cl.ecirctl.. The sc&ncntation rules provcf .. to oe no..;.oe-sasceptibJ.c~ 

resultinc in unnecessary breal:points. It H?.s possiolc -to allcv-

iatc this trouble by checkinc:; segments for rc-iaerg:i.nG after-

wards, but the approach was not entirely satisfactory. 

The albo:ri thru procluces only segr.tents ui tl1 tl:c ~12.r.1e curv-

ature e:i[;n. In cer-tain ca~es this may not ce .. :.::.r:r h~li)ful; 

for C):a.r.lpl e, in fie;. 4. 7 just one segoent is founa. Hhc:::-0 thr~e 

mit;ht have-- been expect eel. A means t·:as scught, -'~hsrefo:::-e, o.i 

generating seg~ents with curvature ~1ich is unifor~ ~nd ~ot 

merely of the sane sign; t!1c 1(-s repr~sentation ~·~c-.s c;:.clo-pt0d 

for this purpose. 

4.5.2 Fittinc Strai 0~1t Liner:: 

Once t!:e com::1i tr.1ent to tb.e 't{f -s c-:.:r-,re ~·:a.s r.1a.c.e, 7~rio".ls 

+r1·e,., of f1"tti'1'T" !=':.tr~i2:,_~t lines to thc?tr_s ~ata.. means ~ere " ~ -~6- ~ ~ ~ 

The fi:-st app-roa.~:h that Ha~ follo~·:ed. used a least -rnean-s~ua1·e-

error 1 ine-fi ttint; procedure ratb.er like tp.at employed ·oy 

Ro1>crts. The proGram, l'lritten by Dr. H.G. :.Sarr~n·:, begins at 

'·. 
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Fig •. -1 .• 7 A cur·ve '\·!i th the s:1me ·curvature sig:1. at r:.ll Doint s 
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an nrbi trary point of the '4f -o curve and gro\·rs a straight 

1 inc in both directions. 1·1hen the average error of the 

l.m.s.e. line-fit cxccedc an upper threnhold, the end of the 

segment is dcterr.tinocl by projectinc; bac~:: a line joinint; the 

pointn at \·rhich the error crossed. the upper threshold. and. a 

lower threshold. Thin will locate the breakpoint correctly 

provided that the average error stays f~i~ly unifonn alo~G a 

straight section of thetjf -s curve and thc!l ris0~ r:;;;,a.rpl:i a~t'ld 

linearly 1·rhen a neu section is encour.tered.. I:1 :'ra.ctico~ 

the avera6e error oft.en ri::;c::.; rapic.l;-l above t}~e lo~;c.c th:::-echo:u: 

and then slac~e11s in ~radient before reaching t~e ~pper thres-

holcl. This results in the size of -chc ce5f:1CY"Lt bci:1G ur.'3.cr-

esticeted, the predicted breakpoint so~etimeo beinG wil&l~ 

vlrong. A number of al ternati vc criteria for estim2.tj nt; -~he 

average error, b[l.c::ing up until tl1e C:""ror contri 1:r~t ions of 

indiviclu2J points fell sufficiently, e"!:c. N:)i.1.C o-: -~!lose cri-!:-

eria, h•11·:ever, ?rove C. very sati cfc:.ctor·y, lc.:r·sely ~:.uc to the 

irrGbUlarity of the aa.ta. 

The results or Duda. ~ ~art (1972) su~gested that the 

segtJcnts cor.tprising thclV' -s ~urv0.. The simpler :.::lopr;-intercc~t 

'para:r.eterisat ion uo.s used because a:~j is cannot e:-::ccci unity. 

Trials of this method revqalcd that it could reliably pick ou~ 

the dor::ina:1t li!'lcs but could not detect the shorter ones. 

Furthermore, because of t!lc general risi.t1g trend. of ~he 1{-s 

curve, there was also a tendency to find spurious li~es ~uc 

to fortuitous near-collincarity of unrelated points. 
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The recurcive line-fitter dcocribed earlier was then 

devised and vras found to perform more oatiofactorily than the 

other techniques. 

4.5.3 FittinG Conic Sections 

Conic section::; proved to be rather intransiGent a~ far 

as curve-fittinG is concerned. ~y earliest attempts to fit 

conic scctionc \·:ere maC.e usinc the nimple error term g of 

equation 4.1. Since the conic polynomial is linc~r in the 

parameters, anal:rtic expressions for their optimur:t val~~h> ?.re 

easily derived. Experiments with a curvc-fit~cr bas8d on this 

revealed the same kind of defect clincovered b;j'" .t;.cin, namely~ 

the fittinG of flattened curves with curli~g ends. The root 

of the trouble lies in the deficiency of g ~s a distance 

estima+.or; as ~ection 4. 3. 2 explained, g fa.voars solutions 

of i1it;h avera&e curvature. 

Cons-traints on, sr:.y, the average f;raC.ient of ;; \·!J.ll ;lot 

improve its distance esti~etion, so it was decided ~o a~o?t 

gj I crc..cl ( g)l as a more f2.i thful, thout;;h no re compl0::-:, ~rro:-

measure. This error term does not give rioe to simple ane-

lytic solutions and nust be minimised numc:-ically. '"'I~ • • • 

~· ... ln~mls-

ation "t·ras tried using the stanc .. 2.rC. rTc;·rton-Ha:ph~Jon technique 

to find the zeros of the first <ieri ve.ti ves. . The second d.c-

rivati?c~ arc rcquireC. fo~ ~~is, but they are too coQplex to 

be calculated directly. fhc ap:f;l"'O.Zir:lation '.lSeC. in the "gen-

eralif-!cd 1 cast cquarc.::; methoC." (Pot·:~ll, 1?64":)) \'I?..s thcr'3fore 

c;nploycd. Provided. that each inc:.i vidual error contri butio:1 

tcnd::3 to zero at the mininur.1, the second derivatives may be 
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approximated using the first derivatives. When curve-fitting 

usin6 this idea 1·rao actually tested out, the rate of converg

ence proved to be poor, the program tcn~ing to oscillate 

about the solution. This behaviour wee traced to insufficient 

validity of the second derivative approximation due to the 

individual errors not tending exactly ·to zero et t~ac minimum. 

Po,·rell' s (1964b) technique alno ~inges on t~is ~.:pproxime.tion 

and· would therefore fare ne better. 

As an alternative ~o least-squares ~etho~s, so~e descent 

procedures '·rerc tried. Kruskal' s ( 196Li) algorithm convergE.:d. 

rathor slo1·1ly due to orratic variation in step si~e. The 

modified cethod of steepest desuent (Boot~, 1957) perfo~med 

b0.tter but tended tc oscillate do1·~n the valle~.r containing the 

minimu.r:t. 

Direct cearch mP-thocls \·:ere then consicicreG.. TI~o~:e (::. 

Jccves' (1959) proced.ure co:::tverged factel" t!1r:.:n t;~c ot:J.ero 

previously trio~, but ~~s somewhat slow ne~r ~be ~~ni~~~. 

A satisfactory solutio~ was finally foun~ in Rccenbro~k's 

method. alrea.C.y descrJ.bed.. 
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5. Jill1CTIO~I ANALYSIS 

Scenes of curved objects exhibit much Greater variety in the 

junctions they cauce than polyhedral scenes do. Tl1c interconnec

tions of junctions m~y also be nore complex: for exanple, a junc

tion need be attached to only one line, ancl tuo junctio!ls m~y be 

joined by more than one line. 

This chapter ~0ncribes the last stage of imace processing, 

finding and classifying junctions. 

5.1 JunctJ.on-:s'inc1i~g 

An initial list of junctions is obtained from seoilent intel'-

section information. The renai~inG junctions are found on the 

basis of encl:point :;:n:oximi ty using the segment membership '-1.rray c 

The coor~i~ate~ of a junction are chosen to mtni~ise the ~ean ?er-

pendicular dictance to its scQTients. OncP. junctio:a :;>c-3::.. tions h::.7c 

it passes throug~ t~c ju!lctions &t either end. 

From eF!.ch segment is co!1:-;tructed. a line r·ecord '·Ii tl1 pointe!'s 

to the se(;!:lent and the junctio!1s ( uhich :na;~.r be i.}H" sar.!a) ~t bot~1 

ends. Anti-cloc~uise lis~s of lines and ~n~lcs ar0 attached. to 

junction records. (The notion of junction angle iE generalised 

as in fit;. 5.1.) 

The closed areas of ~he picture are now fo~n~ by ~al~ing 

rounC. the net,:orl: o:i:' linos and junctions; this i:: ~;lightly com-

plica.ted by the fact that "C.~nt;ling" l.i.nes and lines ~;hich loop 

bac~~ on ·I,he:-Jsel -..res ?~re per~issi "Jle. The e:·:terior .~ngle su.rn for a 

circuit of an ~rea determines t·:het!;.er the sequc~~cc of '!JounC..c,z::; 
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c 

A ~ .. nd B 

Fig. 5.1 Measurement of junctinn a~~le 
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lines constitutes an inner or outer closure. (The picture-frame 

forms a dummy outer closure for the background region.) The 

equations of the lines bounding an area are used to construct a 

membership array, givin~ the points it encloses. F'inally, lines 

and junctions arc given pointers to the areas surrounding them. 

5.2 Junction Classification 

It can be shoHn that the follov1ing features of the projection 

of a corner remain invariant \·:ith moderate changes in viev1point. 

( 1) Der;r~e: The number of lii1CS in the ju.nc-~ ion stays 

conctant. 

(2) Relative a.nr,le size~ 'l'he size o'f: junction angleo 

relative to 180° remains the ~t1.me. 

(3) p,ontinui ty: Tvro lines are said to be contin:tous at a 

0 
junction if the angle between them is 180 A pair o"f' 

con-tinu~us line<J retain the appeaJrance of continuity 

from different viet·:points (unless the vie~·:-yoint is a 

special one). 

Using these invariants, j-u.nct ions may be classif'j.ed into 

types according to the folloHing features: 

(1) The degree of the junction. 

0 
(2) The size of the largest angle relative to 180 • 

(3) The sizes of the sets of continuous lineE (a set of 

lines is continuous if for every line in the set there 

is at least one other vrhich is contim.:.ous vri th it). 

Corners with no more than three surfaces a.re useful 

vlhen deal:i.ng with curved objects as well as vri th polyhedra. 

Scenes of such objects illuminated by a sinzle point source 

of light ;-1ill generally give rise tc jt:.ncti0ns v1ith not 

'·-
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more than 4 lines; a complete list of the types of such junc-

tions is given in table 5.1. 

llithin each junction type there is variety due to differences 

in (relative) curvature and (relative) angle of lines. Each line 

may be straight, curved anti-clock1·1ise or curved clock~·Iioe. A 

junction type of degree n might therefore be expected to give rise 

to 3n different possibilities - variants as they are termed. In 

fact the number of varic.nts is usually less than this because of 

symmetry; it r.1ay, hov!cvcr, exceed 3r.. if some variants e..re dis

tinguished by their a .. !lgles (relativ_e to 180°). A c01::pJ.ete list 

of the variants of the junction types in table 5.1 i~ eiven in 

Appendix II. 

To permit clascification of picture jun~tions~ each juncti0n 

variant is ~ssociatcd vii th t1·:o lints: a list o!' c.ngle-r.:u.r.1b~rs 

a.nd a. list of curvature-numbers. T:1e angle-numb€.!"' of an angle lS 

an inteGer which oncodes its rSle in the junction (i~s si~e rel~

ti ve to 180°, v:hcthcr it contributes \fi tl"l adjo,ccnt 2-nglcs to a 

sum of 180c, etc.). The curv~turc-nuober of a line is an inte6~r 

lvhich co:rres:_:)ondn to one of the t!lree curvatures it ma;y- have 

(positive, zero, negative). A junction dcscripi;ion in tcr::1s of 

angle-n~mbers and curvature-n~bcrs can be reduced to a c~nonic~l 

for~ (cyclic pernutation of the two lists still represents the 

sam~ junction, of course). Every junction variant has a different 

canonical description, and a picture junction -;nay be qui c_~ly clas

sified by constructing a description of it, converting it to 

canonical form, and t~en indexing unde~ this descripticn. 

The reduction to canonical fo:..·m ess-::nt.iall.f sinslcs out one 
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TYPE EXAM~LE NUMBER Of LINES LARGES1 ~~nG LE 
. JlZ £S Of S£TS Of 
COHTH\UG'\JS LIN:S 

T~~RI·II iTAL ~ 1 360° 0 

:811 L 2 >180° 0 
-

LIIBAL ) 2 180° 2 

• 
I ARROU 7 3 

I 
'>180° 0 

FORK _)-·- 3 <.180° 0 

TEE I \ 3 180° 2 

-
GAJ.IEA I 3 180° '), 

-:!\'· I C' 

~ 
P3AIC 4 >180 

., 

I~~LTI X 4 <180° 
• 

I K 0 --:1 KAY 4 180 

' 'f PSI 4 ( 100° 2 

KGAJ.I:.:A K 4 180° 3 

C!·:r X 4 < 180 
0 

2,2 

r·\ I I 0 PI 4 180 4 I 

• 

,Tc.b1e 5.1: Ju:1ct~')n tyues 
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area and unes this as the start of the description. This dis-

tinguished area is mar~:ed. \·ri th an asteriok in the variants of 

Appendix II. The canonical ordering of lines and areas round a 

junction is followed when ju~ction labels are input to the scene 

analyois procram. In the case of certain oymmetrical junctions 

there is no unique canonical ordering. 

Because the difference bet\-Ieen variants and even botvreen types 

may be quite subtle, it is necessa!·y to be tolerant durinc classi-

fication of somP. error in ant;les and curvatures. A jur..ctio~1 oa;;r 

therefore be assigned not one but se.veral ant;le-nurnbe:c list;:) a~d. 

curvature-number lictc. The classification of the junction is 

hence a list of types t?.nd variunto. Since the cl~.sti11.guished area 

may differ fro:n variant to variant, inforrr.~tinn c..bout t~1i~ is also 

includeJ in the classification. 

The output of the junction analyser comprisss lists of inter-

connec-ted areas, lines, a.r .. d c:!.assified. junctions. Ho exam;,les of 

* junction analyses •·rill be given because t~ey loo~-: ::tuch the ::;:;.me Q.::; 

the segr:te!"lt analyses in fig. 4. 6. Junction anal?sis is the fi11al 

stage of im~Gc-prcccssing. The remainder of the thesis CZ?lains 

ho\1 routines for object recognition, 3-d anG.lysis, and. scene 2n~-

lysis interpret image descriptions. 

* They differ only in that segments have been adjusted to pass 

exactly tnrough junctions. 
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6. TECIUTIQ!lliS FOR OBJ:;CT H~COGHITION 

Object recognition io the process of going from a description 

of an object to the set of properties associated with it (e.g. its 

name); often the Hay in \·rhich the recognition is achieved is 

important (e.g. the mapping of a model onto the picture). A dis

tinction should be made bet"t-teen classification, v1herc a fe:vl feat

ures of the object serve to place it in some class, and recognition, 

v1here there is some notion of matching the descriptions of the 

object and a model. 

I believe in using object recogni-tion like image-proce:3sing, 

that is, to generate initial hypothe~es from a coarse analysis 

vlhich can be verified by more thorough means. Hyp.othesis gen')rat:ion 

requires quick an~ cheap tests to narrow down the possibilities; I 

accomplish this by using the gross features of aE object such as 

its outline to dis9ose of the unlikely candidates. 

For hypothAsis verification, rather more extensive checking 

is necessary; my graph-labelling and hierarchical s;rnthasis pro

grams are employed for this. My requirements for a good object 

recogniser were: 

(1) It should be able to deal with imperfections and 

occlusion. 

( 2) It should be easy to change or extend its obje~t set. 

( 3) It should be able to assist in ti1e prediction of missing 

picture elements in the case of an impeL·fect match. 

(4) It shoul cl. be a bltJ to recognise fairly e;,eneral o"bjects. 

It \'foul cl be preferable if sorr.e ki!:d of 3-d moci.el s could be 

used, but there is no easy way to mo~el curved objects. Rather than 
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violate requirement ( 4) and deal \·ri th only simple shapes, it was 

decided to regard the recognition of views of objects as being 

essentially a 2-d process. Certainly a 3-d object may be 

characterised by the finite number of topoloeically distinct 2-d 

projections it gives rise to. By allowing some latituue in the 

description of a viel>: it is possible to recognise a continuum of 

projections by finite means. Provided that the set of possible 

views remains small this is quite a feasible approach. I do 

appreciate its unsatisfactory features, though, and chapter 9 

describes some initial attempts to overcome them. 

Chapters 6, 1, and 8 describe various ~pproaohes to object 

recogni ti0n -that l>Iere explored : 

(1) Barrow & Popplestone's pro3ram. 

(2) Outline-matching. 

(3) Decision-tree guided m~tching. 

(4) Hierarchical synthesis (both in POPLER ano. in POP·-·2). 

All these have important ani complementary capabilit~es, but the 

principal contribution of the \;o:r·k on ob,iect recognition lies in 

the implementation and validation of hiera~·chical ::~ynthesis. 

After developing the programs aetailed in Chapters 6 and 7, the 

POP-2 hierarchical synthesiser \'Tas found to be so s"..lccessful 

(see table 8.1) that it ~-1as adopted for all subsequc-:-Lt recog:1i tion 

work. Chapters 6 a.nd 7 a.re thus something of a. digre~sion but are 

included because it is felt that their interest jus·~ifies i-t. 

It is recommended therefor~ that they shoul0. be left out ( \-Ti tl-t thG 

exc~ption of the first page of' Chapter I) on a fi!'st r~ading. 

6.1 Related Wor~ 

Frt:eman has extensively studj_ed the matching of chc::.in-codcd 

boundaries (for example, sec Freeman & Garder, 1964). Ho\·rever, 

th~ a-pproach follo'tveri. by Ambler et al. (197"3) for matchinr, object 

outlines using description3 i.n terms cif segments is more satis-
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Roberts' (1965) work is intcrestine in that his 3-d modelc 

can represent many others through trancformations of ~nglcs and 

dimensionG. A perticular virtue of hie method ic that t~e best 

n:tapping of the model onto the picture is e::i:plici tly forr.ied. during 

rccot;ni tion. The recoGnition prOGl"'nr.1 't·:ri ttcn by Fal:~ (1970) is 

similar in many ways to ~oberts'. Falk, however, copec with the 

much oore d.ifficul t tasl:: of usi~g incomplete ancl pocs:. "oJl~r inacc:1r-

ate object descriptions. The good use his prosram ~a~es of the 

fixed set of rnoC..els is notE::\·rortl1;:r. I!is recoc;:'1ition -tec~:.~iques, 

though, c.t.rf:: not particule.rJ.y (lC;ep. Both Fal:::• c o.r.d. TI:-bcrt~' 

nethods are restricte~ to polyhedra. 

The use of topnlof;ical an '\:ell as ceor.tct:-icD..i ir' .. fo:---'".:a:tion 

'\-Ias pro:ninent in the uork of Guzman ( 1967). !Iis proG'rc:r.t::> coulc. 

hand-Generatc1 scenes. 

A clearer an~ more gc~er~l explication of rrco[njtio~ as 2 

process of m~tchinG relational ct:-uctures is civen by Bar~ow et 

( 1972). They tr[l..cc the d~vclc .:~nc!''!t of their i2.ec..s t!!::·oug~ the 

.....,, 
l..v..l.e 

previous i~vcstigations of rrastnll (196?) and 3arro~ & Popplestonc 

(1971). Ractall' s proGr~J-os for fi!:.dinG i~.)nor::~hisr'1s or n:ono-

morphisos betHeen g:-a:phs are efficient but ca:::l~_ot cc.sily bt: modi-

fiecl to handle imperfectiO!lS. Darro~: &; Popplcstvnc' s mC>..tche::-

possesses con~1:.rlera'blc rcbust~1ess and can cope \·1it!1. an arbit:t.·ary 

decree of imperfection. Their use of rcc.l--·:2.lueC:~ propcrt::.es and 

relations during :natching 1:a8 a val~able extension of previous 

ideas. An interesting feature cf their method is the ease with 

Hhich descriptions of models may be le:a.rned throu6h exar.:ples. The 
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major clr~.ubn.c~: o:f their albori thm ic i to inefficiency. Because 

it ec~entially carries out a tree Ecerch, recognition ti~e rises 

exponentially t·Ii th the nt.u:i"'oer of elements to be matchcC.. 

BarroH et 2.1. c:escri be scvcr2.l other r::atclli n& al[;ori thr.ls in 

addition to Tiastall'~ a~d Jarrow & Popplestone's. On the b~cis of 

tests on hand-cener2.teC: C:.~ta their :princirJle of hierarchical syn-

thesis showed considerable promise. Their encouraGing rc~ults le~ 

me to investic;~te anc~ finall;t to t:!.clop-t; thin t.ech:liq_uE- :for my 01:~1 

Ambler et al. (op.cit.) have further ~e~cloped these 1~cas 

to cna"ble efficient :.w.tching of sub-struv~ures o!' t;:o rcl ?.tio::!:ll 

structuref; to be a~hieved. t~l thour;h thi::; i!'.vol ves r.tu~h r.torc cc:::--

putc.tion, it i3 useful HflCj,: buth st~·uctures CG'..l1not be full~,r t:1atc:1e0.., 

as i~ the case of occlusion. In fact it ~as found to be pos~ible 

ma·tches in c:, potcntia1l~r i.~ore cffici~nt ::tanner. 

As mcntioncC: earlier, t!'le recognition pro[;rc:.:-:~ l;ri-ttc~1 by 

Barrow & Popplestone (1?71) ~as ~evised ~or siLclc e~amples of 

irre&'J.lar object~. T!1eir object set ( f50me of Hhich .l.s seen in 

fig. 1.1) is a good. mixture, c-.nc: the performc:~llce of their procrc~i:: 

Accor~incly their test set w~s enplo~ed as fer as possible in the 

rccot:;:ti tion c::perir.tents ~·l~1ic~ I carri8C. out. To per;ni t clirf>ct 

ccmparison, the same set 0f pictures (ri~e of eac~ object, from 

various vieupoints) was useC. in all tests. 

In their original paper, narrow & Popplcstone reporte~ 85% 
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I D n T I F I c A T I 0 

BAll CUP CYUND£R DO'J~HNUl HA~'iMU. MU~ PfNCIL ~ffCTACltS TUBf \J[DGE 

&l\Ll 5 

CUP 5 

CYUNDfR 5 

DOU,HNUT 
0 

1 4 

HAMMER 5 J 
B 

J 
• 

t~\v~ I 
5 I 

_J 
E 

c 
P~NCIL 1 4 

I T 

SPfCTACU.S 
I 

5 I 
TUBt 5 

\JfDGf ' 0.25 0.25 I 0.25 4.25 

Total number of tests = 50 Number correct = 47.25 

Percentr~.r;c sacces::;; of rccorni t ion = 95:~ 

I-Iin. recoc;nition time = 59 secs. r,fax. re0ocni.tion tir:1e = 11 r.-~ins. 30 s~cs. 

t
2 mins. 17 sec3. :re~ion a.n?.1j-.:;is 

Averc:.;:e rcco.r;!'li t.ion t ir.te = .4.....£ins. 30 secs. 
1 

~85 secs. J.~ef;ion descr:i.::'·;; :.c. 
min. ~ secs. region natchj~; 

Avcracc picture conn1exi~y = ~.7 re~ions 
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correct recognition in an avcracc time of 5 mins. 40 secs. The 

author conducted further tc~ts \·:i th improved hardl·:are ~nd an in

proved version of the program ~nd obtained 9~~ cuccess in an averaGe 

time of 4 mine. 30 secs. (Turner, 197lb). The perforrn~nce of the 

rccognicer in swnmarised in table 6.1 for reference. ::otc that 

Barrovr ~ Poppl eztone actuc~lly con::;iclercd the cup a!'l::l r.!UG to be 

instances of the same object. 

6. 3 !!atchi::1G Outli~cs 

The outlin0 of ~n object c~n often be extractei En3ily ~nd 

reliably and can be a valuable clue ·to its id.ontity. Ot:..t:!.iz1e-

matchi~g is therefore a convenient means of arr~ving a~ prelioinary 

recognition hypotheses. 

The digi tisecl na-ture of a boundary ma:~es di~~ct m~:tc::dr~g 

undesi:cable, p~.rticularly because bour:dary point::; C?~:-e ~-conr..ected, 

not 8-cOl1.!lectcc1. It is conseque~1tl;:,r nec8srJ::'.r:.~ to c-a!'r;:r out so:n'3 

form of SCgiTient!'..tion before m~.tchint; outli11e C .. ~scri::}tior..s. 1.:y 

(sec section 4.5.1)) l:as e~r>loyecl for thin; tht:. onl;r ~C;]i1ent pro-

ing is achieved. by a kir ... f .. of crons-correla:tio!" of t.1.-1e tiC,S" . .racnt-lists; 

a numeri0al estimate of the degree of match is usecl to f:..r.:.c. the most 

similar model. 

Dcs,ite t~e sioplicity of this approach, outli~es of the net 

of st~pe~ in fiG. 6.1 can be u~iqucly idcntifie~ in a ~ccon~ or so 

in 75~: of cc..:.1es. By -to.:::inf; not just the best :,,c.t.ci1 'tu"!:- ~lso ~hose 

matches cloRest to it, the correct objgct can be included emong the 

cn.l1d.ic1.ai.es in pract icall;T all cases~ 
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Fiz. 6.1 Object set for 6t-:.~line recor;ni!_ion 
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Because modclo of outlines arc merely listz of segments Hith 

certain average properties, it iD easy to make the :t;>rogra.m le~rn 

model descriptions. Extension to ne1·1 objects is therefore straicht-

fort-1ard. 

6.4 UcinL? a Tiecision-Trcc 

Hhen rccognicing single objects it may be quici:cr to U3e e. 

few gross features to hypothesise the identity of the object th~~ 

to use its outline. Barrow~ Popplectonc's 

in this •·ray to speed u:) i tz matching. 

Tl1e idea is to branch dolTn a binary decisic~-tree, a·t cn.cl1 

level of Hl1ich some fe~ture of the imar;c is uced to p2.rt:.. ~ion tl"!.o 

set of candj.tates; useful fce.tures are th~ c:.:~s~cnce of l1ole::; 

1:ithin a region and the nunber of rt.3gio!1s ctill to CH.~ iater_:)!'eJvcd.. 

A terminal node of the d.ccicion-tree co:--respond.s to e. ur~:..qpe 
• ~ J.. • 
lv.cn~~:::..-

fication. ffi1cn the pro~ram reaches such ~ node the inaGe end ~oful 

descriptions arc ~atc~cd; if t~c m~tch i~ ~~sati~fnctory t~c 

identification is rejcctei an~ f~rt~er ,os~ibilitiec a~c ~ric~. 

As the pro~ram •·;as actually implemented., c. satisfc.ctory r;.a:tc~l 

( rclati vc ·l;o some prescri bcC: figure of r:H?ri t) is tal~en to bo t~1c 

correct one and no further matches are tried. It uoul& be pos~ibl~, 

hoHcver, to ta~~ this r:1etch o..s a bound on the soluti:>n 
, 

a:r..u use ..l •• 
u.aC 

full branch-and-bound search of Earro1-r & Popplectone' s :-::atc;1cr to 

loo:k for any better natchcs; in this '\·!ay no gc!:erali ty ~-!01'.1;.:. be 

lo~t, but considerable computational sa vines mig~t -oe effect ne.. 

If "the decision-tree search is unsucce~.Jful, the full :natchcr is 

called in the hope cf achieving a partial match. 

Tho program vras implemented in PICO-PLA1ESR (see Appca:di:.-: 
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I .1.3) for bac~~tracking search of the decision-tree. The test re

sulto in table 6.2 should be compared with those in table 6.1. 

Although the recognition success rates arc almost the same, the 

different reasons for failure arc interesting. Because 3arrot·l & 

Popplestonc's program tries to explain as much of the picture as 

possible it sometimes interprets a shadow as being part of an object. 

On the other hand, the decision-tree progrem occasionally mis

identifies an object bec~use the firftt good matc!l it finds is not 

in fact the best. 

The most impressive difference .between the programs is the 

speed-up of matching by a factor of about 20, and it is ncte1·rorthy 

that this ~-1as achieved vli thout any significant f~~grad.ation i:-J. per

formance. What has been lost, of course, is somE.. fSenerality. It 

/ is no longer as easy to change the object set bc~ausc the decision

tree is ultimately bound ~P with it. Given a set of potentially 

useful features, it t·;ould probably not be too C:ifficul t to t·;ri te a 

program t-rhich could build its o1,-1n decision-tree. Besides, the 

decision-tree is merely a heuristic device to spee:i ~:..p the reccgni

tion; there is alt·rays the full matcher to fall back on. 

6.5 Using Graph-LabellinG 

l·!atching tt·ro relational structures amounts to findin6 a homo

morphism bett·reen them by shot·Ting that one structure may be labelled 

lj ke the other \·:hi le preserving the constraints implicit in its 

relations. A more detailed discussion of this idea is deferred to 

Chapter 10 v1here it is shot·m hov~ the ideas of l·Ial tz (1972) may be 

formalised ~·ri thin this framework. If the various kil'lds of p;_ctt:.re 

entities are interpreted as scene el.Ltities by attaching ce:rtain 
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I D E N T I F I C A T I 0 IT 

BAll CUP CYLINDER DOUGHiUT HAMM£R MUG fENCll S TUB£ ~PECfAtlE VEDGE · 

&kll 5 

CUP 5 

CYHNDrR 5 

0 DOUGHNUT t:: 
./ 

B 

J HAt1NtR 5 

t·1UG 1 , '). 
I 

.1. _J 
E 

c 

' 
~fNCIL 5 

I T 

I 
SftC1AClES 5 

> 

TUBE 1 4 

\JfOCE r 
./ 

Total number uf tests = 50 N~~ber correct = 47 

Percent Cl .7e S11CccsR of rccorni t ion = 94~~ 

Min. recoenition time = 41 secs. 

1
2 mins. 17 sc~o. re~ion an~lysis . 

Aver~~e recojnitic~ ti~e = 2 nins. 32 secs. 10.5 secs. rcsion ~escri~~ic:1; 
4.5 secs. resion n~t~hiL~ 

Avcrn~e picture cor:mlPJ:it;y = ~. 7 re;:ions 

To.ble 6.2 Recor;nition tests 1·:ith deci_f!iO!l-"!:ree rro.~:-r~.m 

'· 
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labels to them, the restrictions on ho~r these entities may combine 

in the scene arc reflected in constraints on ho\>T the picture may 

be labelled. 

Consider the 3-dimensional model of a wedce in fig. 6.2(a). 

If its corners and surfaces are labelled as sho~m, all the possible 

vie~1s of its corners may be tabulated as in fig. 6.2(b). If t\'IO 

adjacent junctions are given such labels, the labels implied for 

their common line and two common areas must be compatible. If each 

junc~ion in the whole picture is ascribed all its possible inter-

pretations, local inconsistencies between adjacent ju~~tions will 

invalidate many of the p0ssi~.ilities; E:ection 10.2 shoH~ hot·I these 

inconsi8tencics may be efficiently filtered o~t. There m~y stil~ 

be ambih'"Uities in the interpretation of so:::e jun~tio;'ls, so the globe.l 

interpretations of the pict 1).re must be found by enl.(.me:::·at:..o!l • 

.. 
This is the basis of the recoGnition techn:.<;:_ue. T!lt;; progrr~ili 

has as itc :~no'l.ded(;c-bas~ list!J of c.ll the posf::i~le jt!.~ction le1bel-

lings for the objects in fig. 6.3. A distinctio~ io, of ccurec, 

ma.(1e bct-v~een t}lc surface aD.d. corner lo:o:;l s of r~iffcrent ocjcct 

r.1oo.els. Note that some objects may be labelled. t·.~ith t~e l~bcls of 

another (e.g. e cylinder l\Tith mug labels, :J. sp~ .. cre ~;i~h d.cut;hnut 

labels). In such caGes the ~Ji:n:?ler intcrprcte,tion iz cl~o:;0n ( i. c. 

cylinc1_c.£.", sphere). 'l'he proGram o:perc,tes by la.be~ lint;; t:!c jut1otio.~.1s 

of the pictur~ inciepenclen.tly, d:;.sposint; of local i:':".co:1.sis·~e::1.'::ies, 

. 11 . t t t . ' . ,.J • ,_ - , • "" - • "" "" • 0 cnumera.t~nt; ~ ~n-erpre a ~on::::, c.t.J.scar ... ~~n~ su..,s-wnea. ~n~.~c.:_)rcua.u~ ns 

(e.g. mug, C:oughnut), and fir:ally i0entifyin6 th..:. object on the 

besis of the possible interpret~tions. 

Tl:~ prog:::-u~ t·las tcstec:~. on hand-&~neratecl graphs of ~!.ifferent 
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Fig. 6. 3 : Ob.ject set for reco~ni tio:n by r:r?.-oh-labellinr: 
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vicHs of each object. All objects \·Tere correctly and unambiguous

ly identified in the times sho\·m in table 6. 3. Polyhedral objects 

were included in the test set as \•rell as curved ones for the pur

poses of comparison, and it is interesting to note that they took 

much longer to recognise. This is partly because they have higher 

symmetry and so match themselves in several \'lays; all these matches 

must be enumerated during recognition. And it is partly because 

curved objects give rise to a greater variety of junctions; t~e 

number of labels per junction type is consequently much less. 

There are two obvious ext~nsions of this method: a~alysis of 

scenes instead of just single objects; and application to real 

pictures. It is quite straightfor\·m.rd to extend this formalism to 

scenes with occlusio!l; section 10.3 s:h.O\'lS how tltis hac b~en done. 

The analysis of real data is harder because the ~rogram is normally 

led astray by imperfections in the g~aph; in such cases it usua11~~ 

finds no interpretation at all of the picture. Section 12.2.1 

describes a means of labelling even imperfect grapi1s which has been 

succe~sfully applied to an exactly similar kind of sc~ne analysis 

problem. There should be no difficulty i1~ using this technique for 

recognition as well, although this has not been che~ked out in 

practice. 

A particular virtue of the graph-labelling ~pproach is T.~at 

object models are 3-dimensicnal and hence encompasG all poss~~le 

views. Their topological nature is both an advant~ge and ~ disad

vantage. It means, for example, tha·t the l-Ieuge :uJdel can des cri be 

any triangular prisrr., s~cauec! or other\vise. But because there is 

no geometrical information the \'Tedge model can be used to label a 
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OBJECT AYER~GE RECOCNITION TIM£ PER Mf\1( H (su.~.) N:i~·:BER OF NfTC.HE5 
CON51S1£lfvY CHf.O<ING -~tT£R"~[rtr"'t H'''I1Er.'T"''· OF MODEl \.JITH ITSELF .~ n . . r.:.J ·lv :<.t-•• ~,.. ... 

BRICK 46.0 24.6 6 

COHE 2.1 0.1 1 

CYLINDER 2.4 2.9 1 

DOUGHNUT 1.4 0.1 1 

LB:SA1·1 49.9 1.2 2 

r~rua 3.7 0.1 1 

• 
SPHERE 0.4 0.3 1 

TETEA:IEDROlJ 8.0 3.7 I 
12 I 

TUBE 3.2 0.1 1 I 
l 

H:SDGE 22.6 15.:; ~ _j 

T b , 6 3 R . .J, • .J, t · · ,. l 1 ·· 1 1 · a _e • ecogn~ ~~~on 11es s "!:11 't.r.:.. r.;r~Y)-1--aoe.~.._~n.~ ~)!'o;:rc:.n 

.. . , 
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hexagonal prism as in fig. 6.4. The essential problem here is 

that there is no global consistency between the viewpoints of 

model fragments. (This criticism also applies to Waltz's work.) 

A partial solution - which would eliminate the labelling in fig. 

6.4 - would be to implement a special rule which ensured distinct

ness of the junction labels attached to an object. Despite this 

limitation, however, graph-labelling clearly has uses both by 

itself and in conjunction with other methods. 
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c 

Fig. 6.4 Hexar,onal prism labelled l·rith 't·rcdse labels 
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7. HIERARCHICAL SYIJTffiiJSIS AND PLANNER 

Investigation of the potentialities of hierarchical synthesin 

proceeded along t\·To paths. The present chapter explores the analot:r 

betvreen hierarchical matching and PLANNER in the form of an imple

mentation in POPLER. The next chapter describes a POP-2 i~9le~ent

ation vrhich parallels the algebrc~ic formulation Given by Earro\·I et 

al. 

7.1 Intro~uction 

Recognition by hiera~chicc.l synthe::is uas fir::;t pro;os~::. by 

Selfridt;e G::. !Teisser (1960). The idea is that objects s}1nu1.: !::c 

described. in terms of simpler sue-objec-ts a~~l their ::."cl?:~:.ol"!ship~;, 

these sub-objects being in turn similerly descriLed, a~~ eo o~ 

righ"t down to the level of the picture pri~itivcs(c.g. ~rPao, llnec, 

junctions). A picture m:_:~,y be procesnccl ·oy ru.r!.nir.g t!'lis hicr~rchy 

bottom-up, +.hat is, by first finc_ing C!.ll i!1st~:1ces of the ::;:ri::~i-

tives and then progre~si~G ~p the levels of the ticrarc~y, buil~i~~ 

successive!~ ~ore 6c~plc~ ~encriptions. Alternatively t~~ hicr-

archy oay be run top-d.o\:.:.1, in u~ich case 011l~,r tho:::e ~".l't-o iJject!:j 

needed to construct a p~rticular object ~re se~rchc~ for. A co~

bined top-c:!.o~.:n bo"tto&J-up r.10C.c is also 90s si ble a:·.L-:1 c~ .. n ·o~ usc:'ul o~~ 

occasions. Asoocio,ted 1·Ti t!'l each object is a moclu.lc, 1-;:1ich !i:"'st 

of all combines the results of lo\·:er-clov:n ~rc-:71ocJ.ules c..ccor:linc:; 

to the specifications of the object, then pacscs itG ~csul~s ~o 

higher-up u0ct-r~oC.ulcs t:.epcncling on i-:. 

3oth :-1ilncr ( 1970) a~.d Barro1: ~ Burst all (De .. rro\·: et a.l., 1 )72) 

program~~d this method for i~terpreting hand-benerated pictu7~=. 
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Milner's program is not general enough to permit its extencion to 

real pictures. Barrow & Burstall's program is not very efficient 

because it is implemented using general-purpose procedures for 

abstract algebras. Neither of these programs was therefore used 

when investicating the application of hierarchical synthesis to the 

recognition of real pictures. 

There is good evidence to suegest that human visual p~rception 

is hierarchical (for e:::ar.tple, the v1orz of Hubel & ~Tiesel ( 1962)). 

Hierarchical organisation is also common in other systems and it is 

not surprising that the h)erarchical. eynthesis tecLnique h~s many 

parallels. One such ane .. logy is "l·:ith the structur0 of Hc\·ritt' s 

(1971) PL.AHNER. Practically all the mechanism for hierc.rchical 

matching is incorporated as part of PLAI:H:~rr so that "tllcre are sever

al good reasons "l·rhy a synt:h.esiser should be irnplemer.ted using it: 

(1) The effect of goal is like r~A.nning t:1e hif'raj:chy top

dov~n; ~::;crt ~as P.n effect ana.lct;'Jus to running the 

hierarchy bottom-up. 

(2) PI,_'\:IH:I!R th0orems behave just like moC.ules. 

{3) Multiple definitions of objects can be conveniently 

represented by theorems with the same cPlling pattern. 

(4) Call-by-pattern and pattern-uirccte~ search ease program 

design and organisation. 

( 5) The data-base features of the lan&-uage mal:e it easy to 

store and access res~lts. 

( 6) Th3 synthcs; ser may be readily j :1tegrated ~·Ii ~h other 

PLA:nrER pac!~o.gec to fom a completE. s;:;-stem. 

A synthesiser \·!as therefore irn:plementeC. in POPLBR (see Ap!)e:r

dix I. 1.2). Although the terr.linclog-..v and facilities of POPLER clo 
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not correspond exo.ctly to those of PLA~Hl!!:R, there is sufficient 

similarity to make the remarks in thio chapter substantially applic-

able to both lantS'Uagcs. 

1.2 I~ulcmcntation 

7.2.1 Descriptions 

The descriptions generated by the hierarchy are stored 

in the data-base as nested patterns of the gcntral for~: 

<<objcct-nam~ <<subobject
1

-na.mc subobject
1 

• • 

subobject -name s·.1bobject >'> >'> n n 

lli th the e:.:ception of the Pl'imi ti vc picture cle:.·ent3 the s·.:tb-

objects are the~selves pat~erns. The descriptions ~oo arc · 

thus hierarchical, ,.;!lich is helpful ~-:hen it comes to ch0cking 

propertino and relations of sub-objects. 

It is often convenient to be able to sto~e infor~ation 

in the property-lists of p~tterns. For exampl8, a '~ir of 

segments lihi~h combine to for:;t a complete circle r:lit;h+. be cic-

scribci by the pattern: 

<<circle « segnen t << see 1 >> scgnent « se g 2 >> '>'> >'> 

11i th pi·oper·ty-list: 

[cent::::-ex 21 ccntrey 10 

(note th?..t in this example, scg 1 anC. sct5 2 l·m,~ld be t!lc act'\A.a.1 

rccor~s representin& the se~ents.) 

There are t\·;o kind.s of assertions in the d-ata-base: 

temporary an~ perma~~nt. Since the descriptions cor.siructed 

by the synt~esis~r ought not to be thro\'m ?.\'ray in ~he even,; oi· 

failure they are permanent]y asserted into tha ~ata-base usin; 

passcrt. 
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7. 2. 2 Module a 

Modules have their counterpart in procedures, the concept 

specified by the procedure being indicated by its calling pat-

tern. Since the hierarchy is to be run top-d.O\'ln by using 

goal, the procedures must be of type infer, for example: 

procedure man infer << man = = » ; 
procvars h b 1; 

target « head ·i>h » 
target << body !> b >> 

tcrget << ·legs !>l >> 
if < test> then Das!Jert << tna.:a «head U.h boc.ly '!l.b legs !i1 -:-~ >'> 

cloze; 

fail; 

endproc; 

P~ocedures construct and test. combinations of their in-

puts by a series of goal-driven loops. In fact the ordina:L'y 

go~.l facility is not suitable for this, and a sp~cial target 

statement ~·~a::; introduced. This is des cri bed mere fully in the 

next section, but for the present may be taken -to be :::imilar 

in effoct to goal. In the procedure shbt·m abo,:e, < test> is 

some suitable piece of c~de for checking the inputs h, b, and 

1 to see if they form an instance of a mc,n. 

Since modules are also to be aroused during bot~o~-up 

running by assert, asserting procedures are required. Ho 'I:;-

ever, since essentially the same piece of progra.~ ~u~t be run 

\-Ihethcr t11e module is activated from above or belot·r, this 

would mean needless ~eplication of almost identical proced~res. 

OVJ.e '\-ray rounJ this is for t!~e a.ss~rti r.g proce~ure~ to 

activate the infer procedures. In t:1e above case tl;i~ coul<! 
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be done by: 

procedure man 1 asoertino « head == )) ; 
tarcet « man == >>; 

enduroc; 

procedure man 2 assertinc « bo~y -- »; 
ta.rcet « 111a.n == >~; 

enduroc; 

procedu~e r.tan 3 asoertins << le6s == '>>; 

tart;ct << r.tan == >'>; 

enclp:-oc; 

This has the desired. effect but le~ves the program ~·Ii th some 

spurious decision-ncdcs 1·:hich mu:::;t be removed. I~erc is a 

further problcr.1, th0ugh, uhich ma~·;:cs it troublcso:;1e to have 

several proccc .. ures playinG the part of one mor .. ulc. It is nee-

cssary to associate 1d.th each mod1:..le o. state cor.lp0n0::.t \:!1ic!1 

indicates '\·rhether it c:n;aits ~ctivation, is cu.r·re~1tly ~ctivc, or 

has been run to completion. This is easily clor.e l~y l:eP.lJine 

the inforraat ion asl ecp, a1·:a!:e, or 0::-:hauott:-d. :Ln t}lc ;,re ycrt.y-

1 i st of each· pro ceclure. necnuse pro c0d.urcs h<>..ve i t!c'!.i vidual 

property-lists ~.ad. "bec~us.e the set of :proce;~.::..ures a::::;oc-L;:).ted . 

1·ri th a. module :nust all have the sa!':le stc..tc, • .J.. • 
~il ~s necessary 

to ensure that a change in the state of one pr~cecl..ure affects 

all the linked ones. It is possible i;o do this, but c:1ly in 

a cl uinsy c ... nd round~.bout f;e.shion. 

A better r.1ethoC. is to d.isne:1se 1·li th assc:·ti~G procsiures . ----------
al toget!ler and to use one infer proccC:ure :or et::.c:L1 mo·iule. 

For bottor.1-up operation to be poss~ble it i~ then neccsst::.ry 

to build j_n infor:nc.tio~ about· the post-modules o:L cc..ch rnoC.ulc. 

This is done by includi~g a list of post-modules in the .~ 

.. ~ 
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propert~l-1 i et of a pro ccclure. A cpccial occha.nizr.l is al ::;o 

needed. to run the post-moC:.ulcs, ancl t~is is conveniently in-

corporated into the ftlcility. 

7.2.3 Control ~t~ucture 

If the hierarchy HC!'C d.ri ven top-<lol:n by a f?Ot:.1 this 

l·rould cive rise to a chai::1 of subgoals ric;ht to the botto:n of 

the hierarc!1y, \·;here the o.ppropriate proced.'J.rcs \·roult'. be run. 

Just one instance of each concept ~ould then be - - , pacze.:.t oac.\: 

up the hiera:::-chy. :ror:nt:1lly z.ll the e::am~leu c: a cor:cept nr: 

required so that, eit~er for this rc~con or for the re~con that 

an uns2.:ticfactory cor.1bino.tio~1 of in_9uts l:as sclccteC::., it ~·roJ..lC:. 

be necessary to fail b~ck down the c~2in of subgoals to &o~~r-

ate a net·; e::.:ample. ;-ratur~,lly this H01 tlc1. ·oc very inefficient 

and 1:oulf .. enta:i l siGnificant \Jast ed c!'fort in transferr lnG 

bac}:: tlncl fortl1 ·oett-:ccn c1_iffcrc~t lc'tJcls cf the h:.13rtlrchy. 

There {s ~lso a.:~~thcr C!.i:'ficul ty in running proceclti.r0s or.~. a. 

on~-chot cc=t,s:tc. ::BccausG each of a moclulc' s post-~10tlules t!O".;.ld. 

normally c:1ll it by means of a separa:tc [)OC'..l, it t-r.Jt'i.l ~. req_".lirc 

special measures to prevent the module beinz run scvor~l ti~cs 

in duplicate fashion~ 

These considerations demonst:::-ate the need to run mo~ulc 

procedures to compll;tion all at once(' A special fa.cili ty \·ra.s 

therefore added to the lcn~a&e to ma1::e this :possi "ble: 

tart;ct < pa:LtP.rn > < de..ta-base rccms. >< proc. recrr.s. > ; 

has the follot·ring effect. First, ~ go a~ of the lJatterr. is 

tried~ searching ~nly the data-base l~ith the &iven recommend-

ations. If any instancee of t~e po.ttern are found the:1 "the 
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corresponding procedure(s) must have been run to completion. 

The tarGet simply exits at this point and subsequent failures 

cause its internal 5oal to eenerate nel'T instances of the pat-

tern. If, on the other hand, no matching patterns are found, 

the relevant procedures are activated according to the recom-

mendations and run to completion. Any post-procedures requir-

ing to be activated. are run as described belo1·1. The situation 

is no'\'r as for the first case and tarcet exits after a goal of 

the pattern vrith data-base cearch only. 

A target aloo attends to several house-keeping jobs as-

sociated purely with the hierarchical synthesis. 1:henever a 

procedure is to be run, tc.rget sets its ~tc::te to !:,Hake v1hen it 

is fir3t invoked. ~lhen the proceC.ure he.s been run to compJ.etJ.<"'n, 

its state is set to exhausted. If bottom-up operation is ~er-

mi tted, ·(;he post-procedures \·rhich should be ~-i2kened are fou11d 

in the procedure's property-list. Each post-proccdur~ is ~cti-

vated by a kind of simulated assert, but is not allol·red -to run 

its post-urocedurcs until the otl1ers have b~en ac-tiv~ted. Thi= -- -
avoids some loops in l'lhich a procedure has to be put ba.c~-{ tu 

sleep because it 1·:ants to activatE:: others l·;hich arc alread;y 

al·Tak.e ·ou-t not yet exhausted. Even so, certain !~ind::1 of loops 

can still occur and target seto up a network o; feilure nodes 

to catch various failures-v:i th-message 1·1hich detect such loop-

ing. 

SP.lecti ve operation in top-dovrn, bottom-up, ~r \)Ombined 

mode is achieved by the use of filters l'Ihicn check the ;:;tate 

of procedures. Filters us~d i~ the goals senerated by targe~ 
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accept procedures only \'then top-do\·m operation is allO\ied, 

\'lhile filters used during the simulated assert generated by 

target accept procedures only lvhen bottom-up mode is allowed. 

Procedures vrhich are not asleen are never activated. 

The synthesiser often requires to t~r certain procedures 

1-1hich pass some filter. Unfortunately, there is no means in 

the language for giving combined recommer..dations, and this feat-

ure had to be specially added. 

7.3 Tests 

A hierarchy of ~ome 42 concepts ·uas p:rogrammed for the recogni-

tion of the Barrot·T & Popplestone object set. Som~ typical hi er-

archical deco,nposi tions are shoun in fie. '( .1. One i'urthP.r object 

. . 
was included \·rhich Barro\·T & Popplestone' s program finds t:.ifficu) ty 

wi·th - a cube. This object is troublesome because there iz often 

insufficient contrast betwee~ its internal edges to guarantee th~t 

tnrec separate regions t·rill be obtained. If t"'TO rGe;ion~ instead 

of three are found, the beet match is u~ually with th~ wedge model. 

l'lhen the program is trained only on cubes ~·Ti th three good regions, 

correct recot;nition of test pictures of cubes is ac~ievcd in only 

6o% of cases. It t·:ould, of course, be possible to train the progr!:'..r:l 

on tt·ro-:t:·et;ion cubes as t·Jell, but this t·.rould not be a ccmpletely 

satisfactory nolu·~icn. 

The reason for incluC.ins -~he cube in i:P,stE of the hif,:-:-archical 

synt?lcsi~er ".·:as t:h.a.t it Has ho:;>acl to shvt: tnc.t t::0 &re2.ter rcd.un-

C..anc;r of c. line re4Jrece~tatj on could !::.clp in a case 1:.:~e t!lis to 

cope with missinG parts. Tolerant object descript1ons of the form 
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to be described in the next chapter assist in handling such 

imperfections. 

As the results in table 7.1 testify, correct recognition 

of all the test pictures of cubes was obtained. Comparison 

with table 6.1 will show that although the average recognition 

time of the POPLER synthesiser is 6~ of that achieved by Bar-

row & Popplestone's program, this is attributable mainly· to 

the faster image-processing; in fact, the POPLER matcher· 

takes about 15% longer. Two factors, however, offset ~his: 

generation of combinations of i~puts by nested target loops js 

very slol·I; and the POPLER pz:ogram is actually matching d.escrip

tions 't'lhich are almost four times as complex (in ter.ns of t~e 

average number of pictu~e 0lemcnts). As the neAt chapter 

demonstra"&es, the greate:e efficiency of r. POP-2 implCi"!lentc .. t:.on 

makes a considerable difference. 

But the aim of hierarchical matching is not only to im~rov~ 

the absolute speed of recognition but alco to attenuate the 

exponentir.l rise of computation l·li t~ picture complc~:i ty assvc-

iatecl_ l'li th tree-search procedures. It ic of interezt, there-

fore, to establish ho1.·; the amount of p::-ocessing varies vri th the 

number of eler.1ents to be matched. T~·IO la.1·1s of variation are 

plausible a po1.·rer lavr or an exponential la1·1. The optimun 

fit of each law to the experimental ~esults ~as ~valu.ated an~ 

the pol':er la\·: "t·;as founcl to give a better e:.:planation of the 

data, the relati~nship being: 

t = 3.0 s 1.5 
+ 8.4 (seconds) 

v1here t is the tir.1e rcquirec.,_ to proccs~ a picture \dth s seg-
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I D E N T I F I C A T I 0 N 

~~ll CUB[ (U~ l~l\N~[R ~i\'((JlllT 
J,.\1 .. 11V: H~J1Mll MUCt ~Htll (~rr'-Or' 

I! Lv:r, .U ~J~ ~lr'l 

~LL 5 

CUBt 5 

cu~ 5 

CYURvlR 5 
0 

r---

WU~HNlff 
I 

I 1 4 
B 

J 

E HN·~M[R 5 

.c 
MUG 5 

T 

~UlC\L 5 l 
-

~fCTAUH 5 

TUB[ ' 
1 4 

\l{n~I 1 , 
4.~-

Total number of tests = 55 Number correct = 52 

Pei"centar·:e success of ::.."ecopn.~ t ion = 95% 

Min. recocnition time= 1 min. 1 sec. r.!ax. recognition time= 6 mi~s. 59 secs 

f 
48 secs. seg~ent finding 

Avera..-c recor:~i t ion t imc. = 2r.ai!ls. 40 secs. . 
.L m~n. 52 secs. segr:u~nt matching 

Aver~.rr;;; nicture cor:mlcxi tv = 10.2 se~ment s 

Table 7.1 Recor~nition tests :·~ith POPL~R z;rnthesiser 
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ments. The figure of 8.4 is the constant overhead that the 

synthesiser has of running the hierarchy in the absence of 

any data. Fig. 7.2 depicts the variation of log (t- 8.4) 

with log (s); the standard deviation of the best estimate of 

the slope of the line is 0.1. That is, the index of the 

por1er lavl variation is 1. 5 :!:. 0 .1. 

It is also of interes·i; to kno'\'1 how the time for matching 

varies with the number of modules. Experiments with ~anning 

various fractions of the hierarchy showed that the dependence 

of processing time on the size of the hierarchy is fairly 

linear. 

7.4 Comments on the Method 

The experience of \-lri ting a hierarchical synthesi~er in POrLER 

has highlighted the following deficiencies of PLANl~R: 

(1) A straightforward goal is an inefficient way of generatin: 

instances when all of them will ultimately be needed. 

There should be an optional means of getti~g all matching 

patterns at once. 

(2) Combinations of goals and asserts can lead to troublesome 

loops. 

(3) Generating combinations by failure-driven, nested goal 

loops is inefficient and inconvenie~~t. 

(4) It is necessary to be careful not to leave spurious 

decision-nodes about in case some subsequent failare 

a~expectedly ge~s caught on them. 

(5) Tite language encourages depth-first search tlu·ougL. hier-

archies of goals and subgoals; this le-ads to an in.fle:-:i ble 

I' 
\ 
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control structure. 

These comments bear out the criticisms of PLANHZR made by 

Sussman & McDermott (1972a). Their CONI:IVER language {Sussman & 

McDermott, 1972b) \·10uld appear to solve the problems mentioned 

above; a CO!H!IVER synthesis er uould be interesting for pt~rposes 

of comparison. 
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8. A IIICRARC!IICAL 3Y!TT:Cr:JIS3ll 

The ca:tecor~r-theorctic formalication of hierarchical synthcsiz 

advance~ by Barrow et al. (1972) is both cl~ar and olecant. Thio 

chapter describes an efficient imple~entation of their approach 

and. shoHs hou consider<1.ble fle::ibility may be built in • 

.. 8.1 Efficie~cy 

in t}1c folloHinc uay. 

Suppose ~ relational ntr~.lcture, A, 1·!it:1 i:A clomcntz is to be 

~:~~ustivo cencration 

of all pos:::;i bl c mappincs 'l·muld. req_ui :~:·c c'!.' the 

( • 1.' ~T (", "T ) cc , t' + A • ~ , • t . - !. ~I .... A l n I • ~uppo !:~e' .l(n;cver' .. le." . .!l. J. s oro_:er: 1:::1. ~ _: su (1:::;-~,J.:'UC-

turec (~:~:TA) of l!A. elo1.1011"tc(i = 1, ••• " :~) antl that c:'..ll o~cur-
~ 

rences of these in ::3 arc foun~:. It is plausi ole "!;},:l·c the nu:n1Jcr o:· 

instc.nccs in D of a substru.ct-a:::c of rcacor~a.ble cor:1ple::i ty shoulr?. "c~ 

of the order of :~. If the inntances in ~ of th~ subctructur8~ of 

A are co~bio~d and chcc~e~, this will tl1e~~forc require c~ the orter 
,,.. 

of J:r
13

• .. OiJCratio~n. r~}le total nur.:bcr of chec::s \·;i~.l thu~ "ue of the 

order of 
,,.. 

H.:.-.. 
B + 

and this "t·:ill be r.iuc:~ less tha!1 -::1e nur.1ber of chec!::s nacc:ed if A is 

not split U!), "that is ., ' 
~N 
1::-r A· 

= N ~ = 
B 

This ?..'!'G'Ument confir:::o the intuit:.. vr; one that hier~rchical 

methods are efficient. In fact, hierarcnical matching ic usu~lly 

even better than this 't·rould su~;ge~~t 1ieca.use of sharing of sub-
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objects. 

If modules only ever have t1·10 inputs ( n.nc! this is largely 

true of the hiera.rchies actually used in thin 1·:or::), ench module 

1·rill have to check of the order of n2 possibilities, !I bcir..g the 

number of picture entities. The number of co!iibin~.tions \·r?lich fit 

a module's opecific~tion will be of th~ order of rr, eo ~~at of the 

ord.er of n2 
possibilities ~·Till acain be presentee. to the ne:.:t stage. 

The ~ime tal~en to proce~s the C.n.tp. h.l.erarc:h.ically l·:oulc.1. conoequcnt-

ly be e::cpected. to depend appro;:imatcly quadratict:'..lly o:1 "tho :1umber 

()f elemehts to be r.tatc!lcd. Furthcr~o:::-e, the va.riatic ... 1 of r.-,a.tch!r.G 

time Hith t!1e size of the hicrn.r-chy l·ioulc1 be e::pcctcC:. to be ro:tGh-

ly linear, and a:..1y sha:cing of sub-objects '\"roulC: improve thic. 

8. 2 Titc :!!icrc..rchy 

8.2.1 Al&e~raic ~or~ul~~io~ 

Barl'O"~:r et al. characterise hierarchicc-.1 rr.c..tcl:in(; in th.c 

the object::. cf the hierarchy and. "the morphions bet".:ccn "!;?len1; 

denote this category by 1.1. V ic a sl:.b-cD.tet;ory of b, l:hich 

contains all possible picture objcc~o. Let V be a GU~Gct 
0 

of the objects ofU. A dccc:::-iption of an object c ~n G ic 

a morphic::1 h: b~ c u1::.cre b is a·"' objcc~ of{J. .~. cc:::::~ru.c"tion 

of b fror.• a. , 
~ 

i = 1, .... ' n, (b an~ a.. "be in~ ob~ects oflJ) is 
~ 

an n-tu~le of ~~rphisn3 f of the for~ f. 
J.. 

a.-+ b. I·c~ F be a 
~ 

oet of these constructionc. 

[The objects of U are the clemc~1.t:::: of t~10 hicr::'.rchy 
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the moc1_uleo. V rcprcsento the pri~itive eleocntc of the 
0 

hierarchy out of 1-:~1ich all otherc are built. The construe-

tiono in 1i' cr)ecif:t nou o bjectc of the hierarchy are to be 

formed from their cui:.-objectc. Ti1e olijects of b. are '-111 the 

pocsi ble picture structurcG \lhich may be cleccri bed by the hi er-

archy.J 

The triple (U, "f[ 0' F) :ts n. hierarc::ict?-1 r.ccc: .. ipti ve 

sysic:-:1 for f, provic:.ec~ th~t the follouinc rc\1ui:;. .. er.1ents llrc r.1c~ 

(I3arrou et al. t;ivc more form[',l conclitionc): 

( 1) The descri:)t ions proc::uced by the ~1ier~.:-chy r.lU~t be 

unique. 

(2) The objects in the hierc.rchy mu8t all "be ~onstru.ct-

ible from the ?rimitive ones. 

( .3) Objects in t::.1e hierc.'.j.·cl'!~/ mu3t be C.cfine(:. in ..lucrms 

of simpler onez. 

(f!.) The hic1"~rc!1y must 'be fini tc. 

For any conotruc~~on fin F with f. : ~.~b (whore b a~2 
- . ~ ::1. 

( uhere c is in G ) , conC.i tion ( 1) t,'"D.arantees t:;·~~t ·:here 

most one deGcription h of c in tercs uf ~, h: b~c. Thic 

may be conoidc~e~ as n. partial function 

horn (a.
1

, c):·: • • • :·: ~Or:1 c~n' c)~ ho~ (b, c) • 

. . . ' G ) in n 

spccificc.tion :'u:!cticn, uhich fi:."ct :processes t.i!o rcsul ts of 

prc:-r.lO<luleo in order to fincl instr:ulces of t11e cor..cept rcpro-

it~ poot-r.lcdules.] 
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Let there be~ p~rtial ordering~ over the objecto ofV 

sucl1. that if f is in F nnd f. : a. --1)- b, then a. < b for each i 
~ ~ ~ 

( l:here b D-ncl tl1e ai nre in U). Thi:J e:~re:Jseo condition ( 3) 

alt:;ebraically. 

[The orc.1erint; < corrcoponds to the "i~-~-oubobject-of'1 

rel<?.tion uhich defines the constructions of the hier~rchy. 

Notice the oimil~rity of a hierarchical system to the re-

\·rriting rules of a reGUlar gr<?vr.lr:lar antl to the algebraic notj on 

of a 1~-ttice. (The l[l.ttice defined by<, r.cuove:-, may bn.vc 

no nu~ Ol" inf. ) 1 - --
Ascociated with the hiererchiual ~escriptive cyntern 

all morphisr.ts g : b 40 (b in 1J, c :!.n b) a.::1d. uhocc operations 

are the ~f , one for e~ch f in F. Given a description cf an 

object c i:1 tcrr.l:J of V , a de:Jc:-iption ir~ terms cf the o oject ;J 
0 

of lJ be o~t~ined by co~~u~inG the cloGurc of the su~el~cbr~ 

of '3' uhose c~r:-icr is the set of initial (:escriptions of c. 

It r.1r!.Y be s:1.o-::n. thnt a~1~/ c.eocriptivn of c i.1C.;)" be obtained. i~1 

this \I2.y, oa.xirr,al objects of 'tJ undnr < being the mos-t co~i:pre-

hencive descriptionc. 

[The operation of finding the closure of the subalGe~r~ 

is equivalent to running th.:.: hicra.rch;:/ bottom-·.:tp. Top-do1·n1 

operation aorrecpcnds to us~ng only those operations needed 

to :for1:1 a deccript;_on in ter:ts of sorac spe~ified. ebjc~~. ] 

8. 2. 2 Ir:-rolencn·catio:::: 

The objects 1n the hierarchy ~re impler.lented ns mo0.:lle 

recorC!.s \"!l1.ose cor.1ponents inclulic a list of pre-moc~ules, e 1 ist 
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of post-~odules, a c9ecification function, a specification 

thrcshola, a list of results, a state, an~ ~n intcrcst-v~lue. 

The set of rnoclule~ corrcC",,""'Ollr1 r::. to 1J. T' 1 .L ~ 1 · - ~~ ~- ~e owes~ ~o~u ea 1n 

the ~icrarchy (those ~ith no pro-modules) cownri se V • 
- 0 

E~ch 

conc·~ruction f is ir.1pler.1entecl p~:.:·tly by 'the prc-::1oC:ule list 

( 1:hich defines the n.re:.--ur:1cnts) and. partly ty t::e zpccifice.:tion 

function ( l:hic:h ta~::cc. an r:-tuple of o.rcu."!1c!!'ts anC. verifies 

\"Thether t:1.c rela-'.;io!"ls;lips bctuecn them nect the rcquiromcntn 

f . .L .(:' t~ ., . t) 0 r'.n 1ns t.D.llCC 0i ·~c 0 OJ0C, • The oper~tio~s ~f ere carried 

out by the synthcniser itGclf, 1fl1ich combines the ~esults of 

a .module' c prc-mo(lulcc, teste the~ Hith the specification 

function, anr .. adc .. s n.n;:,r inct~nccz it finds t::> tl:.c moC:.ulc' s 

rcsultc. The parti~l ordering < nnd its i~versc a~e rc~rcLen~-

ec.l irnplici tl~.r b;r ·,the lists of pro-modules c:?.l:i ;ost-·r:iO(iulo:;. 

Runn:i.n.; the hiererch~r cori."csponc~.s to cor.1puti.:J.t; t:1c clocll.re of 

a subalcc"ura of ~ anC:. is a.chicvcd by proccssi~1£; a queue of 

modul cs, cch.cd.u.l cC. 1:;{ their state ancl int crcst-val uc conpor .. -

cnts. 

8.3 Control :t~ucture 

The oyntheciccr is GOVerned by ~ ~u:pcl"'Visor, one of u!1occ 

tasks is to schedule e ... ncl run a queue of jobs. Al thouch 'thc3e jobs 

arc e.ctu:.lly irr.:plc:.lentccl as i:loC.ulcs, they are re.ga:"C:.ec. ~s ccne:cal 

proc~nscs en~ need ~ot corrccpon~ to pictoriel co~ce?t3. Jobs are 

c,:.."dcreci.. b~r their ir~:tcrcst-val t:e ( i-val uc) and processed. on a 

priority l:>asis. Job i-valucs are dynarnice..lly upclated du::r'in6 rul:-

ninG according to the results that are obtnincd. Jobs ~re ~lzo 

c!iyna.rnically created or d.estroyeci. as necess~:::".f. This fa.cili ty oca.r_s 
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that the environment can drive the program, the solution procedure 

being determined by the incoming data. 

Jobs are promoted on the queue in several circ~T.stances. If 

a job is selected for execution but it is found that not all its 

pre-jobs have been run, there are two possible courses of action. 

Either the job may be returnecl to the queue and the necessary pre

,jobs pronated, or the job 8ay be run despi tc its l~c?: of complete 

data.. TJ.1is latter option may seem s·~rant;e, but an e:;:n.r.-.ple shoulC. 

shol·T hol·T it can be useful. IJct the con(,ept man be ciefined in terms 

of a hco.c~, boC..:r, and lees. Sup.9ose .that the man mor:'~u.Le :.s activa.-

ted C! .. nd it discovers tha-t only the head ~T!~ legs mod.ules ~nave be~n 

run. If it is run as if the::.:·c 1·1erc no inctanccs of a toS"L ( a~1rl th!1 

next section shol'!s hou thi~ c:?.:1 be done), it r.1ay still be ~.ble to 

find partial inGta.noes of ito concept. Such an instance, ~owevcr, 

l·IOuld give useful informatior.. a3 to Hhere ·r:.n appropriate bo~ r.!t,.st 

exist, if it exists a.t all. r:'hc boc_y mud.ule c:'UJ.(l r.:·H~n te co.llc\3. 

up to verif~r this prediction. It io impor·ta.n+. to be t:'..l.,lc -to uoo 

prot;ra.:n. 

Another fcrr:1 of promotion ta.l:cs pl~ce onc0 c .. jub ~~s termin

ated. If the job has obtained some results, t~ey arc used as fol

lous to al tcr the path of subsequent a~1alysis. f_ssocic.tec: i:!~ th e;.:ch 

rcsul t is a Gonfid.c:ncc-vc'luc (see :ne::t sectio1:) \";~1::.ci~ i3 loo;:.ely 

relc.tcc~ to its probr!.ble valid.it~l· It ic rc:~soua"':-;le thCl .. :t .':!. job 

u~ich autSments the knolrlec_gc-bane 1·:i t}l confil~cnt result::: shoulC. 

arouse greai;cr inte:::-cnt in its r .. e,enci.cnt jobs than ?~ JOb Hhich pro-

cluc~s lol·;-cor..fi~.cnce results or none ~t all. AccordinGly, the 

~. 
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confidence-value of the mo~t confident result of a job is uoed to 

modify the i-value of it~ post-jobo, t-lhich are then suitably pro

moted. This ia not unlike the use of node-scores in heuristic 

search and ensures prior development of the mos~ promising possibi

lities. 

Jobs also interact rli th each other in various v1ays. A 

fresh piece of information may suggest a nel·l set of jobs, may render 

oboolete other jobs \-lhich are 1-rai ting to be run, or rr.ay alter thci.r 

relative interest. Since the structure of the job qu~ue is acces-

sible to all jobs, flexibl~ i.nteract.ion is ee.sy. 

Jobs may be in a number of states: not requiring activation, 

al·rai ting activation, activated but not termtnated, terminated, and 

awaiting promotion/demotior. o~ the queue. The state component of 

modules is used to direct the search. By this me~ns the hierarchy 

may be processed top-down (appropriate to sear0hing for instance~ 

of a single concept), bottom-up (appropriate to exploring the ir.lplic

ations of some (partial) resul.ts), or top-dorm/bcttom-up (appropri

ate for breadth-rri~e search). 

8.4 Module Specifications. 

The specification of a module's conoep·~ muzt be sufficiently 

loose to permit some variation ir. its input data. In particular, 

it may be necessary to accept instances ~~here one or more sub

objects are missing. The hier~rchy is surprisingly tolerant of 

r ·~ 

such latitude, the roason being that, even if poor examples of a low-level 

concept are accepted, it 5s unlikely tha~ they ~ill pozsess all the 

necessary relationshipb to other sub-objects to filter throug~ the 

higher levels of the hierarchy. 

) 
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It is not eany to llcich up the several different i;:incls of 

eviclence precentec1
. to a nodule for c!lec:~inc. Is n. r:1i~sing oub-

object no importn.nt ec absence of a vit~l relati~nchip, for e=~~ple? 

The method choncn conbinen the information in n. wei~tited linear 

polynomial and then th~ccholds this to obtain a dccizion from the 

module. Gu3r.~an (1?67) pointn out thn.t evidence doe::; not nccec:ce:.rily 

combine 1 inearly. ~:5arnucl s ( 1959) uoed cro:::: e-t er;~s in his poly-

nonic:,l evaluation fu1J.cti0n. Inclusion of all intcrc:.cti(..a te:::-:-:1s is 

should. 1Jc chonen. At. ~n;r rc::.te, extensi'\e e:::perie;1cc '1.-J.ith the sin::-.le 

linear approach hc.s shol:r.. it to be adequate. 

Connider a t;eneral r.1oC:ule 1·;ith ::~vcral inputs. 'rhe i11odulc ~-rill 

r.1~~~c certain tests of· t!1c p!'c~ertiez of the inptttG nnC. :'.lsc o.r tl1e 

relations bE.t't':ccn then, 2.1 thout,;n not all the prop0.rties a~C:. rcl~tions 

will usually be chcc~ed. Associate with the rcLult of each test ~ 

cori.fidence-val ne ( c-valuc) in ·t:hc rent;c 0 -~o 1 't"Ti.lich r-clat~s to hou 

1·rell a pro?ert~r or reln.tion matches ti1e desired V"-1 ue; for e::a:npl c, 

the c-valuc :tight be calculated usi~G the nui:lber of sta.ndc:..rd d.cvia-

tions from the mean. Denote the c-values of the properties ~y 

p. (i = 1, 
~ 

... , m) and of the relations by r.(i = 1, ••• , n). 
~ 

By definition, 0 (. p. ' 1 
~ 

and 0 ( r. ~ 1 • 
~ 

For a given COQbination 

of inputs the decision procedure used by the module 

{ : < e reject combination 

~ e a.cce:r:>t combination 

l'Ihcre, 

m n 
d = Lo<·P- + L~iri . 1 ~ ~ 

~= i=l 

8= a threshold, o~ e~1 

\... 

.; o• 
-..;~· 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 
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m n 
Let.. + Le>. = 1 
. 1 l. . 1 l. l.= l.= 

The analoc;y 't·Ti th Perceptron-like mechanisms should be obvious, 

CX.. and (3. servint: as Heights for the inputs. 
l. l. 

If a combination of inputs is accepted, a c-valuc is calcul-

ated for it from the value of the decision polynomial relative to 

the threshold.: 

c-value = d-8 
1 - e 

(8.3) 

Hence, a corabination l':hich is barely acceptable recei vea a near-

zero c-value, and an ideal combination receives a c~velue of 1. 

Normal1y a module C.oes r..ot have to chec~~ thG properties of its 

inpu.tc, these having been tested by its prv-noliules. The c-v~lue£ 

pi ere then the co:1fidcnce;s alrc~cly cc.lculatecl for -t.lJ.e ?~c--mocix .. le 

rezults. 

If a moc.u.le can fin~ !1.0 e::arnplcs 't·:hich fit )ts speci:'icatioi: 

it is defined to have ~1il recul ts, of c-value 0. \Ihen on~ of tl1i:: 

moc:ulc' c poct-:-:-.oC:ulcs co;:'tes to test its inputs, .i.t 1·:i!l ~in:)l~l ob-

tain a zero co!'l.tribution to its decisio= ?0lynomial fron the results 

of the module. If there is still sufficient cvi~ence to accept the 

inputs, the rccul ts of the pozt-modulo ·v;ill werel~.r co:1.tC!.in ~n 

uncJ.efinecl clement. il'hi:- is the l7c .. y in 't·lhich a sub-i3tructu!'e 0f a. 

moc:.el mey be natchcd ;·:i ~h a sub-structure cf t?le pic-tu:-e. T~1e ~ar-

tial r.1~tc!1 si:)ccifies H~ich :::;ub-objcct:::; coulc". r.ct be fou~c'!. 

their c~:ictcnce r.tc~y be hypo"tllcaisec. ~.ne::. chec:~ed. out. Inperfectio11.s 

in the picture ~nd the cffcctn o~ ocoluaiort c~n thcreto~c be treated 

in a uniform nanner. 

The thres~0ld 8 of a reo~ule is dclibcr~tcly nad.e an ecce~cible 
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component of its record to asrliot in interac,tion of proc;ram and 

data. Juot az module i-values arc updated in accordance with 

accumulated rezul to, oo moclulc thrco!1.oldz may also be modified 

dynamically. 

There arc occasions 1ilicn multiple definitionc of a concept are 

uzcful. This is easily permitted by allolv-ing a module to have a 

list of spccificationz and a list of pre-module lists. 

S.5 Test::; 

stone object set, the hierC?,rch~r anc".. spec;_ficationn being ~imila:::- to 

those used l·li th the H)!"'L:J£1 synthesincr. Table 8.1, uhich chould :·e 

compared. 11i th tables 6.1 C?.nd 7.1, surnmaris0s th0 perforrr:n~::cc of the 

synth~siser. As l·lill be seen, the POP-2 sy11t~csif:er co~pl0tec. re-

cognition in about one fifth of the tir.l0 tC!.ken by :Bc,rrcu & PoppJ.c-

stoners pro c-ram. The figures for me»,tching ::t!one are eve~ no re ir:1-

pressive - a speed-up cf abo~t 13 tim~s. ~inc0 tne synthesiscr hac 

to match alm':.st four times aG many pictu,..e elcmcnto as 3c:.rrol·l ~:. 

Popplestone 1 s ~rogram, the improvement in ~pecd is effecti,rely mucb 

greater. 

Once again a pouer laH vres found to fit the experimental da tc-.l. 

better. The best-fit line shovrn in fig. 8.1 corresponc~~ to the 

relationship: 

t = 
1.6 s T 1.4 ( ~ecs.) 

vrhere t is ti1e matchi~.g time and s is the aumber of seb=Lle!lts. The 

Rtandard deviation of the cllope of the best-fit line gives the index 

+ of the power law as 1.6 - 0.1. This agrees satisfactorily wi~~ the 

fi5Ure of 1.5 ~ 0.1 obtained from tesis of the POPLER synthesiscr. 
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I D E N T 'I F I C A T I 0 N 

B~.U. CUB£ CUP ~~ll~t[R YJ~GWlU1 ~At1MH MU~ W-!Cll ~PfiTAaiS 1UBt \J(0G[ 

BALl 5 

CUB[ 5 

cu~ 5 

CYliN~tR 5 

~NUT ' 1 4 
,. --

\\AMNlR 5 

MUC 5 
I --

~[NCIL 5 

lMAUlS 5 

-
TUB[ l 4 

UHXI I 1 4 

Total number of tests = 55 Number correct = 52 

Percenta5e succe~s of recognition = 95% 

Min. recog~ition.tine.= 50 secs. Max. recognitioa time = 1 rnin. 

{

48 secs. se6~ent fir-dinG 
Average recocrnition ti~e = 55 necs. 

7.4secs. segment matching 

Averah'e nicturc comnlcxi tl = 10.2 ser;ments 

Table 8.1 Rccor:nition tests 1·rith POP--2 s:r!'lt!'-.esi~~ 
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Fig. 8.1 Graph of (t-1.4) against s for POP-2 synthesiser 
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Although an exponential law cannot be entirely ruled out over the 

range of data available, the experimental evidence accords with 

the theoretical prediction of an approximately quadratic variation. 

The dependence of matching time on the size of the hierarchy proved 

to be a fairly linear relationship. This is also in agreem~nt 

with the results obtained using the POPLER synthesiser and again 

confirms the theoretical prediction. 

Although rapid recognition has obvious practical value, 

I do not consider this as an end in itself '!Jut rat:h.er as a mealA.s 

of dealing lvi th more complex descriptions f0r the sn.rne amount of 

processing. The advantages claimed for the POP-2 syntr.esi~er 

over Barro'tv & PoppJ.estone' s matcher nre 

(1) Its ability to handle more compli~ated de'script~ons of 

objectz and scenes. 

(2) Its greater tolerance of defects in the descriptions. 

The tests just deocribed were restricted t0 single-object 

pictures because that is the limitation imposed by Barro'ti & 

Popplestone. ihe full capabilities of the POP-2 synthesisdr have 

been realised only in the complete scene anal;,rsis system (to be 

explained in section 12.3). In this system ·the synthesiser is 

called upon to recognise occluded examples of objects in pictureR 

containing 30 or 40 segmehts. Barrow & Popplestone's program 

would be quite unsuitable in this application on account of 

its limited matching abilities. 

The multi-level matc~ing that gives hierarchical synthe~is 

its speed has disadvant'""l..ges \'Then only pa.ctial matches can be found .. 
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as with occlusion. The structure of the hierarchy tends to impose 

a fixed sequence in which descriptions must be formed. Although 

this can be partly overcome by permitting undefined elements in 

the match, it is possible that a hierarchy may fail to obtain a 

satisfactory partial match which a reorganised version of tha 

same hierarchy might succeed in finding. This peculiarity arises 

from the need to threshold the results of each module in order to 

avoid passing too many instances to the next level up. One-level 

matching would be better because it could ~o~ice simultaneous 

relationships l•Thich the struc·~ure of the hierarchy obscures .. 

Ambler et al. (1973) have tried this idea,but bec~use they use 

it for recognition of object outlines only, ~o direct comparison 

of results is possible. Their method first of all entails finding 

all matching pairs of elements from t\-ro r·elational structures 

and then finding largest cliques of these pairings. TV? relational 

2 structures of N elements may have of the orller of 1-T compatible 

pairs, and cliques of these may be found in a time 'trlhich is 

roughly of the order of {N2) 3, that is, N6• Hierarchical 

2 
matching appears to be an approximately l1 process and can match 

a picture description with all models simultaneously. whereas 

Ambler et al. have to match l'li th models one c:.t a time. It would 

seem, therefore, that the speed of multi-level matching would 

outweigh the advantages of one-level matching, but it '\vould be 

interesting to subject this observation to practical verification. 
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8.6 Further Extensions 

This section reviews some further extensions of the 

synthesiser which have not been fully checked out in practice 

yet. Being of a conjectural nature, it could be omitted from 

a first reading of the thesis. 

8.6.1 Predicting Missing Parts 

lrlhen the synthesiser achieves a partia.l match, 

certain elements in the resulting description are undefined. 

If module specifications are sufficiently comprehensive 

it is possible to use them to obtain information about the 

missing p~n·ts. 

The relations which a specification checks are 

normally regarded as functions from n-tuples of argume~ts 

to (truth) values. One may also associate "t-1i th such a 

function a kind of inverse (an updatcr in the POP-·2 &ense) 

which takes an n-tup:!e of arguments and a (truth) value and 

makes the relation have that (truth) value by modifying 

the arguments in some way. By .running a speoifica.t ion 

function with thece special relations instead of the usual 

ones it is possible to alter th~ inputs so as to satisfy 

the specification. The special relations are designed 

to modify only the undefined parameters of missing parts 

conjectured in the following manner. 
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Suppoce thnt certnin clcncnto in a deccription have not 

been found. The pro-module lists of the appropriate modules 

may be u~ed. to discover ho·u the miosing con~epts arc built out 

of the primitive picture elements. Dy hypothesising the exist-

.(:' .... , . -1-h t .L '11 .L , - t . ., ence OJ. uJ.1CCC, l!~ u paranc ers S ll~ liO OC C.<.e crm~nec., t;encr-

aliscc~ c::amplcs of all the concepto nee~ed. way be constructed. 

If the ordin~ry relation-checkinG functions arc now re?laccd 

b;y- the relation-u~catinc ones e1nd the relevant :;n~rt of the 

hiere~rchy ia run ~,ga.i:n lri tll the fraoncnts of the p~rtial de-

scripti.on, ( 80oo of) the tu1C.cf'ine:d. para:ncters of the nc'l::' elern-

define the rnjccinG elccents sufficiently ~e!l for t~c= to be 

verifica Qirectly. 

ArL e;:ar!iple should i~1a~~c clear hot'! t:h.is :·:o:::-_:a. 3uppose that 

thA co~1CC;?t triancle consists of· three se&iler!.t.:! A, n, 0 l·ritl, 

the followinG properties an~ relations: 

str~ig~t (A), straight (B), straight (C) 

connects (!' .. ,:E), ~onnects (TI,c), co~;,:-.0ct~ (G,l:..) 

If a picture of a tr.i.angle is enccunterec1. iYl u!:ich o~1ly tuo 

of the lines are found, t~1e tria.1i.gle module mir;ht mal:::c a pe.rtial 

[ TRIAJ:~G LE [ S:SGI:lEUT [ A ] S:8GI-1E1TT ( B ] s::::a:.~::!iJT [ U:~i!1P IllED ] ] ] 

The missinc; clement ,.;ould. be eazily found tu be a se{;':lent c.nd 

one could be conotructed to fill the gap. Iro1·1 the special ,lp-

dating relations '\"Iould be brought intc, use a!ld the specifica:ti0n 

checkeu. Executing stra.ig!1t ( C} ·Hould. cause ~cgment C to ha·;e 

its cu~vature parameter ~et to zero. Executing~:~ (B,C) 
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\'lOUld set the coordinates of one end of C, l'rhilo executin,; 

connects ( C ,A) \·Iould set those of the other end. C \·rould then 

have been instantiated as far as possible. In fact, C t·rould 

be completely defined and could be verified immediately. 

8.6.2 LearninG Snecificntionc 

The hierarchieo used in the experiments \·Iere hand-generated. 

It would obvioucly be convenient if the synth~siser could learn 

hierarchical ~eccriptions ty itself. There arc t~o levels &t 

liliich this can occur: learning concepts (sec next cection) 

ancl le~.rnint; opecificationz. 

Recall that tlte ctecision procec~urt useG. by rJoclulcs is 

\·:here, 

cl 

< e 
~ e 

reject combinetion 

accept combination 

ro :1 

Lcx.p. + LB.r. 
i:.1 l. l. i=11 J. l. 

This may be re-\;ri tten c.s 

d = 

p.l C':ll i 
:1 . 

X = p~ 
r.1 

elm 
v1 = ~1 

. 
_r'nj f'n 

J 

This ic the cle3nical linear cc.tcGoriscr of ?attcrn 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.4) 

a nu.':lber of e:-:anples r.nc:. non-cx? .. r:-1ples of its conr cpt. Put a 

Given the resul to of measurc::!ents on the s~.m:>1e set ~.::cl .l.;:':lE' 
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desired classifications, it is necessary to determine the 

weighting vector ~ and threshold e which minimise the probab-

ility of misclassification. There are many ways of making the 

choice (see, for example, Nagy (1965)), but the method of using 

the distance from the class means has simplicity to commend it. 

If P--l and J:b2are the means of the feature vector x for the t\'ro 

classes, un-normalised solutions are: 

\'1 - \1. - LA • 
- - ·F1 F-~ 2 ' (8.5) 

8.6.3 Learning Concupt~ 

Parameter-learning methods are built on well-developed 

theory. On the other hand, the \vurk of vl ~nst on ( 1970) is one 

of the few theories of concept fori,laticn sui table for computer 

implementation. Unfortunately, his matching techni~ues are noi 

entirely general and it is difficult to see ho'\1 :..~eal-va.lued 

properties and relations could be ma~ipulated. A further 

difficulty \ii th automatically generating hierarchies is ·~hat 

the specific orga.nibation chosen ca.n have a marked effeci. on 

perfox·mance. Creating a good hierarchy is therefore even 

harder than creatjng just any hierarchy. Some useful design 

rules are: 

{1) Decompose objects into sub-objects which can be 

reliably found. It is ucually a good idea to use 

concepts which consiBt of neighbouring pictur& 

structures. 

(2) Share sub-objects as much as possible. 

{3) Minimis~ the number of i.Llputs to each module. 

A completely abstract :.:tnd uniform -..·ray of buildiug concepts 
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is possible using the notion of a constellation - a group of 

elements ( \'lhich may in turn be constellations) together with 

a specification of their relative positions.and orientations. 

A constellation has a reference point and a reference orienta-

tion and behaves as a single entity. Some means of combining 

constellations to make more complex ones must be supplied. 

This could be a set of relationships vlhich often justify group-

ing, for example, similarity of properties. A progro.m could 

then build a hicrarcny ir..crernenta.lly by first findJ.ng common 

2-tuplcs of pie ture: entities Hhich forweG. [;OOU [;r"Oapz, thc:.1 

constructinG 3-"tuples and 4-tuples from the t·\'io lo't'rer layers, 

and so on. ~cans and sta.n~ard Qeviations c~ul~ be com~ated 

for tho rela.tionshi1)G \·;i thin conctell~tior~.s; a hit;h ut<:'.nC.arc!. 

ctcviatiol'~ r.tiGht indicate too com::~re~en~i VC a CO:'lCCyt l·;hj Gh 

should be bro~~en ~O\·rn into simpler one~. ..:\.mbler et n.l. (1973) 

u~o constclla.tion-li1~c structure:J to C.esc.ribc object outlines. 

The hierarchy nay o.l tern~tivcly be .;rc,;n in the follo\;i.n:::; 

nanncr. Su:pposc that a p::trtial hicrc:.rcll~r c:::ists r'.ncl t!1~t c-

ne -r.T 0"0 -=ect J.• C"' nnCOU'"'tC..,...CC~ T,·,n .. l::!.t \·ll.'ll ',.•1:"' ."'~0' .. 1 J.• ~ t~ .. -:~ ..... + ~r·V·~•""'c!"',.._, ,L U J o..J '"' .! .&. .... - -!1: - - • V -'-' -

nodules \':ill fine~ instc:'.nccn of "tl1cir concept but l'!O one rnoC..ul o 

uill cooplctcly account for the object. A ~cscription of the 

object m~y 'be constructed from all the ma:.:imal de~criptio!'ls 

tr..at have "becr1 proc.uccd.. Tl!e rclc.ti0nsh:.;:;s tc.J.;1·,·cen the com;:o:1-

cnts of these dczcri?tions constitute c s~ccificatio~ of the 

.. • ..L OOJCCue 

\muld. be cir.tply to ~.nsumc thn.t t:'!.cy t·:ere r~ll -l.nclepe:1dent a.l t~::;r-

natives. A better uc:.y 1·;vulcl be -to fo:i:'n sor.1c l~ind ~f ..i..ntorscc-
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tion of the U.escriptionsin order to establish \·That Has rele

vant. In thin fashion a deocription of the new object in 

terms of objects already e):isting in the hierarchy coul1 be 

obtained. :Exar:1ples and non-eJ.:crr!plcs of the ne1·r objecJc \·:ould 

be needed in order to discover suitable parameters for its 

specification. 

After introducinG ?, ne\'1 concept into t:he hierarc:1.y it 

might be necessar"'J -'.;o break it d.::n·;n into combinationu of simp

ler ones. For exr'..mple, if tl'le net-; concept bu.:i.lcls on four 

others, it would be advantaceous to interpose two further 

mo-dules uhich would_ combine the basic concepts in pairs and 

then t?..ct as i11puts for the higher-level C')n~ept. 
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9. RECOVERY OF 3-DIMENSIOUAL INFORf,IATION 

2-d pattern recognition is an important perceptual faculty. 

But if a robot is to understand its environment and interact with 

it, it must have the ability to relate its 2-d percepts to the 3-d 

objects of its world. 3-d knowledse can also be of assistance in 

directing processing and resolving visual ambiguities. 

The kind of 3-d information that is useful is: the position, 

size, and orientation of objects; and the position, size, orient

ation, and shape of features. The following sections describe 

programs which obtain this by: 

(1) stereo-ranging. 

(2) analysis of intensity shading. 

(3) ma·i;ching ''~ith "procedural"models of proto·~ype shapes. 

The first two of these are useful as general-purposG -tec!lr1iques, 

while the third is more problem-specific. 

9.1 Related Work 

Stereoscopic ranging has been investigated by many workers 

(e.g. Lerman, 1970) despite the difficulty of finding matching 

points in two images. Cross-correlation is rather time-consuming 

for this c:t.nd it is better to match higher-·level descriptions 

obtained after some pre-processing. 

Nitzan (1972) obtains 3-d information by e:x.tro.cting plc::1es 

directly fro~ depth-maps obtained by a ranging device. Hcrl)~S 

(1968) use of focussing is an interesting means of estim~~ing depth 

l'lith ordinary TV ha.rdviare. 0thers (e.g. Agin, 1972; Shirai & Su\~a. 

1971) have used light-stripes, ~hich do seem to give more usefully 

struct,,.red data th~.n range measureme~ts of single points. Even so, 

rerception uz~ng depth data does not appear to be any easier then 
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perception using intensity data, and it is probable that ooth tech

niques will be developed as complementary aids to interpretation. 

Positional information may also be obtained through an under

standing of the relationships between objects in a scene. Support 

hypotheses in conjunction with a predictive camera model c&n permit 

calculations of position from a single vieli (e.g. Roberts, 1965; 

Falk, 1970). Scene analysis programs (e.g. Waltz, 1972) can discover 

relative depth information by finding how bodies occlude each cth~r. 

By matching the image l'li th 2-d projection~ of models i "'; is 

possible to establish object shape indirectly. Roberts' (op.cit.) 

version of ·this idea has the valuable feature thc..t comple~: objects 

may be synthesised from simpler one~. Eis ~rogram relies on objects 

having easily found reference point~ (viz. corners) which may be 

put into correspondence. His technique is therefore mof:)t ap~licable 

to polyhedra. 

Horn (1970) confirmed the long-held conviction that the ~had

ing of refl~cted light over a smooth surface is sufficient to deter

mine its shape uniquely. His proccd-u.re is rather sensi·t i ve to 

defects in the imaging device and is more completa than necessary 

for many practical applications. Krakauer's (1970) method of using 

· intensity contours is more robust but not so elegant. He deals -wri th 

complete regions at different thresholds and is concerned with their 

properties and the tree they form. In general only a fraction of 

an object's surface may be visible, sv I tdt::cidec'i. to a•iopt an 

approach lil'.a.ich would lvork for fragments of int~nsi ty c·:>ntou.rs. 

9.2 Using Stereo 

Range measurements are ol:i"'~ained by stereopsis on junc~ions or 

region cent-
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roids in the uoual manner (e.g. Lerman, 1970). A projective geo-

metry package (Barrow, 1971) is used to map image points onto 

points on the table and vice versa. Stereo measurements are accur-

ate to within one or two centimetres at a range of 150 centimetres. 

9.3 Determining Surface Type 

The curvature at a point on a smooth surface is obtained from 

the curvature of the intersection \·ri th the surface of a plane through 

the normal. For one orientation of the plane the curvature Nill be 

a maximum (K
1

) e.nd for another orientation it l·rill be a minimum 

(K
2
). The Gaus~dan curvature <?.t the point is K.1 x K

2 
~.ncl the mean 

curvature is ~(K1 + 1<
2
). Surfaces may be conveniently cle.s:::;ified 

according to their GausEian curvature: 

(1) "':)c:.rabolic J<lK2 = 0 

( 2) elli)~ic Kl1(2 > 0 

( 3) h;y::perbolic Kll<2 < 0 

Exa~ples of t~ese surfacu types are: 

(l) (a) plane (1<1 = K2 = o) 

(b) cone ( K, 
• 

=#= O, K2 = o) 

(c) cylinder ( 1<1 =F O, K2 = 0) 

{2) sphere (K1 = K2) 

(3) catenoid* (K1 = ·-K2) 

Planar, coni'cal, cylinc.rical, ancl sphcric~l ::>urf~c~s ''·l'e very 

Co!"'mo""' C:'l.te_""_o.; r].-l.;_· .... ~c :::;urfe.ccs a:-e less CO;;!r.lon, "uut :?.r·e to iJe ·sec:a 
u ... ·"'• - .... ..... 

in torusec, ~aC.:dlcc, c.ie:t;olos, etc. In the conical, c~rli:1c:rical, 

* A catenoid. is the solid of revolution gencraterl. b;_r r~t~tir1f.; a eaten-

ary about its directri:-:; it is t~ .. ~ onl;r r.'inime!l su!'f~~cc. 
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or opherical c~cc, t~c c1cn of K1 cives rise to two further classi

ficationo: convex or concave. 

It is of pr~ctical interact to be ~blc to i~cntify ~he surf~cc 

type, "-nd the z:;_1c..clinc of t!lc reflect cC. liGht provic.cn a raeCl.ns of 

cloing this. 'I'hc nurfaccc of the objects uocc"!. arc matt and. ucrc e:~-

perimente?.lly verified to cc apl)ro:::ir:1Pvtol;/ Ln:nbertian; that in, they 

ncattcr licht uniformly in all ~irections. Such e surface ~ppears 

to h~vc the sa:ne brichtness fror:1 all vic1·:pointc, the obscrYec: intcno

ity dcpcn~inc only on the inci~?nt encle of the liGht and not on th0 

vicuing nnGlc. Lar.tbertian surfaces appcr'.r flat under ~.tniforr.: lit:;ht

ing, so the surface classification pror;ram is run \·Ii th point-source 

illumination. Light.;_ng of this sort gives rise to inten:;ity con

tours like those in fig. 9.1 for each of the five surface types of 

interest. Fig. 9. 2 oho1·:s actual examples of s,1rface shading; can 

the reader identify the surfaces cor:i:·ectly 1·Ii tho~t recou!'se to t:he 

figure legend? 

The different surface types are distinguished in the follo1-ring 

ma11ner. Intonsi ties are sampled l·;i t.nin a windol~ of the su:-fc..ce' s 

image and various statistics are computed from them such as their 

standard deviation; a low value of this indicates ~ planar surface. 

If the· standard deviation is high, the picture is thresholded at a 

number of suitable levels and intensity contours are found by reg~on

finding. Circular arcs a:-e fitted to contours vli th1.n the t-:in".Ol-1 

using the methods of section 4. 2; the averc:.ge curvature at1d aver~.ge 

orientation of contours et ea~h level are thereby comp~ted. If the 

average curvature of contours at all levels is low, the surface is 

either cylindrical o:- conical. Near-:parallelism of successive con-
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PLANAR 

. ' 

Fig. 9.1 Idealised intensity contours 

Fi~. 9.2 : ~ctual exa~DJcs of surfac~~ 

[catenoid(top),cylinder(left),conG(centrc),sphere(right),plane(bottom)] 
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touro is characteristic of a cylindrical surface, while a system-

atic increase or decrease in the orientation of successive contours 

indicates a conical one. If, however, the avera6e curvature of all 

contours is high, the surface must be spherical or· catenoidal. 

The contours of a spherical surface all have appreciable curvature 

of the same·si&~, but catenoidal contours display significant vari-

at ion in curvature, \·lhich often crosses over from positive to nega-

tive. 

Naturally, cylinders and cones, or spheres and catenoids can-

not easily be told apart; the larger the picture ilindo\·r, t~1e rnore 

chance there is of discriminatine between them. Large-angle cones 

and noticeably foreshortened ones ar·e most successfully distin-

1;uishcd from cylinders. A c~angeover in the sign of contour curva-

turc is the best clue ';·lhen differentiating sp!'le:t:e~; and catenoid.e. 

Once identification is completed, various useful s~rfacP 

properties are derive~. ~he averacc orientation of all contourc 

npccifies t~e direction in the imaGe of the axiz of e cyli~~er, 

cone, or catc~oi~. The in~crsection poi~t of the conto~rs of a 

cone preC:icts t!1e :position in t~e imo.gc of its apex. Tile 1 ine 

joininG the centres of the ellipsen fo.ctJinG the conton:i:'.:; of ~ 

sphere is the proj0ction onto the picture of the re.y joini.nc the 

ligi.~.t svurce and the sp?lere centre. Asoumptiono Cli."\out sur:G.cc 

'n,. ..... ...,..!.e +1.~.c p ... ""'ot,.-:"'~.nl·· also C:.eter:Ylinc3 the c.::nve:::i t~r'·/ .o!en e1pprop ... .1, .• ll · , v- .... - c;i _ 

1 icht ~ource, tile TV c?..mcr0, gncl ~- point on the surf c. cc ~u. ~s t~c 
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Fig. 9.3 ' • {Intensity nrofiles for di~fcrent viev~in& directions 
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surface in a circular cross-section. The convex and concave cases 

result in the intensity profiles shown in fig.~9.3. It will be 

noted that, provided the directions of illumination and vie't·Ting 

are not the same, the two cases give rise to intensity profiles of 

opposite average gradient. The light-surface-camera angle must 

therefore not be too small. The program proceeds by finding the 

average intensity gradient along a line in the picture which lies 

in the plane of intersection with the surface. If the average 

gradient is very lo\·r, no judgement is attempted; othen1is2, the 

sign of the gradient and -~he relative position of light source 

and camera are used to establish convexi~y/con~avity. 

These techniques were subjected to experimental verification 

by presenting examples of -~he five surfaoes in variou;:; orientations 

(see table 9.1). Teste were also made of convex/concave classi

fication of co~es, cylinders, and sphe~es. No wrong c~assifications 

were made, but in 13% of cases no decision could be reached because 

the average intensity gradient was too low. 

9.4 Using 3-d Modelo 

Extensions of Roberts' technique did not seel!l feasible 

because there is no general way of defining reference points on 

curved objects l'rhich can be put into geome·i;ric correspondence. 

Junctions, for example, cannot be necessarily used because they 

do not always corresporid to real cor11ers. The approach that 't·!as 

actually adopted might be termed procedural modelling. Associated 

with each distinct view of an object is ~ procedure which models 

the projection of the object from 3-space into 2-space. \'/hen the 

object is seen from some vie'tipoint, its ~articular projection is 

identified and the appropriate procedure is used to derive the 3-d 

parameters· of the object : position, dimensions, and orientation. 
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I D E N T I F I C A T I 0 N 

~ATENOID CONE CYLINDtR PLANt SPHERf 

(~1tNOID 3 2 

s 

u CONt 4 1 

R 

F CYUNDER 5 

A 

Pl~E 
c 5 

E SPHER£ 5 ____ _. ____ ~ ___ ,_. ____ ~--~----~ 
Total nur.1bcr of tests = 25 Humber correct = 22 

Percente..r;c ~uccess of rccor;ni tion =- 8E( 

A,.rero.ro recor,ni t ion t ir11e = 7. 2 secs. 

Tab1 e 9 .1 : ..;;;.T..;;.e;;;..st.;..;;;s;...· ~o.;;..f .....;;s;..;;.;u;.;;..r.;;..fr';.;..;; ... c;...;;e__;;..;c l;;..;a;.;.;;;::;;.;;;.s.;;;;.;if~i~c~a...;.;t ~;;..;· o~n;....-;.;l")r;;...;o~ 
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Comple:: objects n.re recarded. ~-G being combinc.tiono of certain 

prQtotype pcrt8 in certain relationahipc to eac~ other. ~icrarchi-

cal deccription~ are thcr9fore n~)ropriD.te, but the prioitivc cle-

nent:::; and the rclc.tionc :1rc 3-clir.1encional. ·So::te prototypes tho,t are 

uoeful in dcccri~inc curved object:::; c.re nhown in fig. 9.4. They all 

possess the common property of being Gencrnted by the rotation of a 

circular arc. Operation:::; of union, intersection, and corn~lemcnta-

tion on these primitives could proC:ucc a Hid.e vr!.riety of shapes m"-.!ch 

in the ma~ner of Lc.nt; & :Braid (Braid, 1973). :Because all the prirni-

tives are solids of rcvol~tion they nay be ch~ractcriscd in projec-
. '" 

tion by an ellipse, the zha.pe and a;:1gle of l·Ihich may be used to find. 

the orientation of the prinitive in 3-space. The range of the o-o-

ject is found. by stereo, and from this and the o:·ienta+.io:t it is not 

difficult to determine position and cl .. ir.1ensions. The ~haractori.:tic 

ellipse of a. sphere or torus can be found even if pc.L·t of the objec)t 

is occluded, but t-Tith cones, cylinders, and coJl? .. r-s it ic r ... ece3so.ry 

to see at least part of one en~. If a comple~c object is not in 

vieH, it may be possible to compute onlj lo'\·Ier uounds ol': some of it~ 

dimensions. 

These ideas \ver·e implemented in a program to a!lalyse single 

instances and simple combinations of the chosen prototypes. The 

program can fix positions to \';ithin one or tuo centimetres, 0imeri

sions to \·li thin a·oout 1~, and orientations to wi tl:.in about :a0
• 

This accuracy \'lould be sufficient to enable thE: robot 1 s h<-1nd to pick the 

objects up fairly accurately. Typical compound t~bjects r:hich have 

been analysed are: mug (cylinder plus half torus), dumb-bell (2 

spheres plus cylinder), cornet (cone ~lus part sphere), and bottle 
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j 

(2 cylinders plus collar). The program first identifies the primi-

tives in the scene, then describes them 3-dimensionally, and finally 

matches the descriptions with similar 3-d descriptions of models. 

The major difficulty with this approach lies in the step of 

segmentation into primitives. At present this relies on obvious 

visual clues to guide the recognition. If surfaces are allovred to 

blend into each other then it may not be clear lihat primitives are 

present c.nd hol'r they arc combined. ~·Ii th this kind of curved object 

it lvould se. em that segmentation 1·:ould have to be based 0~1 ·i;he nature 

of the surfaces involved. Perhaps the surface classification p.C'O·-

bram or a procedure like Agin's could help here. 
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10. TECHNIQUES FOR SCENE ANALYSIS 

Scene analysis is the process of interpreting the description 

of a picture in terms of objects in the real world and their relation-

ships. The analysis may be carried out using either models of 

specific objects of models of object classes; both these 

possibilities have been explored. 

Chapters 10 and 11 deal with the following steps to"t1ards 

analysis of scenes with curved objects : 

{1) Use of object mod~ls. 

(2) D~rivation of j~nction labels and consistency ~1les for 

certain kinds of curved objects. 

(3) Application of these to the analysis or hand-genera·ted 

scenes. 

Fig. 11.12 is representati-..re of the kir.ds of sctne t:ha;,; can be 

understood .• 

10.1 Related Work 

Models are fundamental to scene analy~is. C~veu a.set of 

object models and a scene, some i.nsta~cPs of objects mu.y ,,_s-u.ally 

be found; these may be removed from the sc~ne description and t~o . 

process repeated, a bad choice at som~ point perha~s necessitati~G 

back-up. Roberts(l965) used his 3-d models in ttis fashion, 

but clearly other forms of models could. serve ihic :yurrose. 

It is interesting that mouels of specific objects need not be 

used; models of object classes ~an se~!e instead. This w~s 

essentially the disc~very of Guzman(l968), vrhose SEE progr·c:1.m is 

reasonably successful ~t partitioning o0mplex poJyhedr~l scenes into 

bodies. Guzman's methods are h~uristic and opaque, but amount to 

'' 
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some simple rules about trihedral vertices. The success of SEE is 

perhaps surprising, for it can be easily fooled (e.g. Winston, 1968). 

Rattner (1970) was able to improve SEE 's performance by extending 

the mechanism for inhibiting linking. To permit SEE to be run on 

scenes with shadows (which tend to confuse it), Orban (1970) devel

oped Guzman-like heuristics for eliminating shadow lines. 

The performance of these programs is specious, though impressive 

by comparison with lihat was previously possible; the programs pOR·

sess only a tenuous understanding of the semantics of polyhedral 

scenes. Both Huffman (197.1.) and Clowes (1971) revolution:j.sed this 

understanding with their independent and complementary contributions 

to a sound theory of polyhedra. They pointed out how local pictu=e 

evidence (from junctions) suggests hypotheses about scene fragments 

(corners). They also explained how an interpretation of a picture 

as a scene can be obtained by combining locally consis·'.ent hypotheses 

into one complete description. Both Huffman and Clowes introQuced 

the notion of labelling parts of the picture to indicate their inter-. 

pretation in the scene. Huffman also we~~t beyond polyhedra ane 

showed that smooth objects can be treated in a similar way. 

Waltz (1972) built on these foundations an.d ~volved. a rich 

semantic theory of line-drawings of polyhedral scenes with shadows. 

His contribution was twofold. Fi~st, he convincingly demonstrated 

that improved descripti"e power in a positive benefit. His refine

ments and extensions of the b&3ic Clowes/Hu~fman labels actu~lly 

ease the computational burden through elimination of spurious inter

pretations. Second, he proved that it pays to eliminate as much 

irrelevant information as possible on the basis of purely loc!:.:il cri

teria before trying to look for glob~l interpretations. 
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Waltz's interpretation scheme is esoentially topological, 

although he sho"t-Ts ho"t-7 quanti sed information about surface and edge 

orientation may be added in a natural "t-7ay. An interestine contrast 

is to be found in the v7ork of Mackl-Torth( 1973), "t-tho makes good use 

of the simple geometric properties of planes. His dual represent-

ation of planes, first employed by Huffman, leads to a clean and 

straightfor\·7ard interpretation algorithm. The importance of 

Macbvorth's work is that it describes a theory of polyhedral corners 

which explains the junction le,bellings of Clowes and Huffman. 

Unfortunately there seems to be no neat way of extendinb his 

technique to more general types of surface, although the ideas 

presented by Huffman (1973) for develop~ble surfaces may be 

relevant. Waltz's methods, on the other hand, are less ~astrictive 

than M:ackworth 1 s, and it vtill be seen hov1 they v;ere generalised to 

deal with certain kinds of curved objects. 

10.2 Generalised Grauh Labelling 

Although Waltz described and implemented his ideas in the 

domain of p~lyhedral scenes, his methods are clearly more widely 

applicable and are worth generalising. The following sections 

formalise lial tz' s graph-labelling paradigm ~nd hJ.s procedure for 

filtering out local inconsistencies. It is explained how these 

ideas have been implemented and applied to the analyflis of restricted 

scenes of curved objects. 

Certain graph-theoretic terms such as "subgJ:aph" and "maximal" 

will be used in specialised senses. To distinguish these, the 

prefix 1- (for 11 la''uel" or "labelled") vrill be added. 

10.2.1 Formalisation 

An 1-graph is a quac:.a.~ple (N',tP.., L, interp), 't-.here N is 

a finite set of nodes, tR is ?. non-reflexive binary relation 

{IR. Ii2-Itrue,fa.lse J>, L is a. fi~ite set of labe:;.s t·Jr 
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interpretations), and interp : N ~ 21 • In what follows, G will 

always denote the graph ( N, <R, L, interp ) and G1 will denote 

the graph ( 1'1, ~, L, interp1 ) • 

I . An 1-subgraph G of G 1s an 1-graph such that 

interp 1.(n) .S. interp (n) for all nE.N. 

An 1-constraint system c0 associated with the 1-~~aph G 

is a triple ( I, f:>, implic ) , v1here I is a set of implications, 

b is a symmetric binary relation ( f,: I
2
-+ ~true,false J ) , and 

ir.tplic : L x N~I. Since Land Ii are finite so is I. 

An 1-graph G is inconsistent with respJ=Jct to the !-constraint 

system c
0 

(or, inconsistent, if c
0 

is understood), if there 

exist n
1

, n
2 

€ N such that n
1 
~ n

2 
and the fol~.owine; condi tio:n 

holds: for some 11 ~ interp (n
1

) there is no 12E inte~ (n2) suoh 

that implic (1
1

, n
2

) b implic {1
2

, n
1
). An 1-graph Nhich is 

not inconsistent is consistent. 

I 
The 1-maximal consistent 1-subgr~ph a· of G (briefly, MCS) 

with respect to the !-constraint svstem C(! satis:ies the fol-
~ U" 

lowing conditions: 

( .) 
1, 

(ii) 

(iii) 

a'· is an 1-subgraph of G. 

l 
G is consistent. 

any consistent 1-subgraph of G is als0 an 

r. 
l-subgraph of G • 

The MCS is easily shown to be unique. 

An interpretation G1 of G is ~n 1-subgraph of G such 

that for all n € N, int erp' ( n) corrt ains exactly crJ.e member. 

Interpretations, like 1-graphs, are considere~ to be consist-

ent or inconsistent. 
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f·1CS Alcori thm: 

The MCS of the 1-gro.ph G "iTi th respect to the 1-constraint 

system c0 may be obtained by the follol·ling procedure. In this, 

E is the set of nodes already examined and E is all the others; 

P is the set of nodes currently participating in the propaga-

tion of interpretation changes; D is the set of interprcta-

tions causing inconsistency rrhich are to be deleted from a 

node; n is the node currently under considerati0n. c 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Set E to <J> ; set E to n. 

If E is em:iJty then sc;.t the ~CS toE and exit~ 

Choose n e E. c 

For each neE such that n ~ n, let D be the set 
c 

10 £ interp (n0 ) and therG is no 1 e ir:terp (n) such "!:!1a.t 

implic (1 , n) '(, implic (1 ,n ) 1 . Replace in-tern (n ) 
c c , c 

by ir1terp (n ) - D. 
c 

(5) Remove n
0 

from E and add it to~; set P to fncl· 

(6) If P is empty then go to (2). 

(7) ChooGe n0~P. 

(8) 

(9) 

For each neE such that nR n ) ltJt :J be the s'3t ~ 1 
c \ 

1 E. interp (n) and there is no 1
0
€ intern (n

0
) :::;uch 

that implic (1, n )birr.nlic (1 , r1)}. Replace 
- c --- c 

intern (n) by int~ (n) - D. If D is not empty 

then add n to P. 

Rem0ve n fro~ P and go to (6). c 

Theorem: The r.J:\!S algorithm termina-tes. 

The proof of this is as follows. 

(i) Since N is finite and each node is chosen only o~ce, 

/ 
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in step (3), the algorithm cycles a finite number 

of times through later steps. 

(ii) Since N and L are finite, step (4) requires a finite 

number of operations. 

(iii) Since N and L are finite, the total number of inter-

pretations of nodes in the graph is finite. Every 

time a node is added toP in step.(8), this total 

must have been reduced; were it ever to reach zero, 

no further nodes could be added to P. Consequently, 

P must eventually become empty, so step (2) '\-Till be 

re-entered after a finite number of operations. 

(iv) The algorithm must therefore term~nate. 

Theorem: The MCS algorithm does generate the MCS. 

First consistency, then maximality is proved. 

(i) Let E0 , E1 , ••• Ek (k = llnlt) denote the value of ~ 

on successive entries to step (2). Suppose that 

E. (i < k) is consistent. Let n be the node chosC'"l 
~ c 

in step (3)" If Ei u ~ n c1 is consistent then by the 

definition of consistency the set D computed in steps 

{4) and (8) will be empty. There will therefore be 

no alteration to the interpretation of E. and n , 
~ c 

hence E. 1 will also be consistent. If, on the other 
~+ 

hand, Ei u I ncl is in~onsistent then ne must have scm9 

un'\·ranted interpretations since E. is acsu.Ined consist
~ 

ent; the cats D computed ir.. step (4) ., \·rill contain 

these. If E. v fn l is still inconsistent after -the 
~ 01 

deletion of D from the inter~retations of n , the c 
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nqdc(s) with unwanted interpretations must be related· 

to n because E. is consistent,· the un\'ranted inter-c 1 

pretations will be collected in set D by step (8). 

If Ei u i n
0 

\ is still inconsistent after deletion of 

the sets D, steps (6) to (9) vrill propagate consist-

ency out through related no~es until there are no 

more changes; the previous theorem guarantees that 

this \'till happen aft er a finite number of operations. 

At this point Ei u { n
0 
1 \'Till be consistent and there

fore so will E. 1 • It has been shown that if E. is 
1+ 1 

consist en·~ then so is Ei+l. E
0 

is clearly consistent, 

so Ek - the J.!CS - is consiztent al~o. 

(ii) Since the set D computed at steps (4) and (8) con-

tains no more than the interpretatio~s which are 

causing inconsistency, each Ei - in particular E~ 

is maximal. 

(iii) The algorithm must therefore generate the NOS of a. 

10.2.2 Implementation 

The graph-labelling method just described has the follo~-

ing informal interpr~tation. The graph corresponds to a col-

lection of local structures (cf. N) with inter~retations 

(cf. interp, L) ,.;hich are ambiguous on a lo.cal level. An inter

pretation of a struc+.ure implies certain rest~ictions c~r. 

implic, I) on ,;he interpretati_ons of neighbouring structure~, 

which form a context ( c:t:'. ~) in l'l!:ich the i~1.terpretation· must 

make sense. Local consistency amounts to a "eo-occurrence 

r~striction" (cf.'(,) lvhich constrains the interpretations of 
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neighbouring structures. Given a collection of structures 

with their initial context-free interpretations, the MCS 

algorithm will dispose of all spurious interpretations which 

are locally inconsistent with each other. 

For the purposes of scene analysis, the set of nodes 

might comprise the picture junctions, whose interpretations 

would be views of certain types of corners. A node label \'Ioulc. 

then interpret parts of a ,junction {areas and lines) as seen~ 

entities (surfaces and edges). Two junctions joined by a com

mon line would ascribe the line· and its flar~ing areas partic

ular labels which consiste11cy \'rould require to be compatible 

(though not necessarily the same). 

The implementation of the algorithm corresponds f·airly 

closely to the formal description. An 1-graph is a list of 

nodes which are represented as records whose components inc~udc: 

the type of the node, a list of the ncdes in whose context it 

lies, and a list of its interpretations. The implemPntation 

is deliberately open-ended. to \'riden i+.s scope; the nature of 

node contexts and interpretations, the function for determini::c, 

implications, and the consistency relation are all defined 

externally according to the application. This flc~ibility t~s 

facilitated experiments on different problems and. with differ

ent representations. 

One point of difference betwee~ Waltz's filter procedur~ 

and mine is worthy of note. Waltz's program begi~s with an 

unlabelled picture and attaches permissible lai.)els to junction~ 

only as they are examined. This obviates the need to have all 
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possible labels of all junctions in memory at the same time. 

The present algorithm begins with a completely labelled graph 

and throws away unwanted interpretations; to avoid excessive 

memory requirements, node interpretations are represented as 

dynamic lists (see Appendix I.l.l). The algorithm is implem-

ented this way partly for generality and partly for some neat 

uses that can be made of the dynamic lists. 

Two main routines are available for processing a labelled 

graph: one is the filter procedure for creating local consist-

ency; and the other is for enumeration of the glo~al interpret-

ations of a graph. A locally-consistent graph may not have any 

global interpretations so enumeration is necessary. This, how-

ever, is easily carried out with the help of the I•ICS algorithm; 

a POP-2 transcription of the procedure is as follows. 

funct~ allinterps g~aph; 

~ node interp interps interplist; 

if nullinterp (graph) then nil e:=\:it; - --
if oneinterp (graph) then cons (gra~h, nil) ~; - -
multinterpnode (graph)4 node; 

nodeinterps (node) -+interps; 

nil~ interplist; 

loop: 

end• _, 

1f null (interps) ~ interplist ~; 

h~ (inter ps) -+ int erp; t 1 ( int erps) ~, int erps; 

cons (interp, nil)~ nodeint~rps (node); 

allinterps (mcs (graph)) < >inter~list ~ interplist; 

goto loop; 
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In the spirit of the filter procedure this avoids as 

much tree search as possible. If nullinterp finds that the 

nodes of the graph have no interpretations, allinterps exits 

with the empty list. If oneintern finds that each node has 

just one interpretation, allinterps exits with a list contain

ing the graph itself. Alternatively, a node with several inter

pretations is obtained by multinterpnode and its interpreta

tions are tried one at a time. As each interpretation is 

selected, the MCS of the new graph is computed and all its 

interpretations founi by a recursi7e call. The new interprc~

ations are concatenated onto those already in intcrnlist, which 

is the result of the call of allinterps. 

10.3 Scene Analysis ~sing Mouels 

Section 6.5 previel'Ted the use of graph-labelling. It \-Ti.ll be 

recalled that junction labels '\vere derived. from all possible vi~'t·Ts 

of corners of the objec-t set sho\'ln in fig. 6.3. As was h~.nted, it 

is easy to use the same program to analyEe scenes \'li th ucclusiotl. 

The principal restriction is that ti1e scenes should hav~ nu shaiows 

or cracks. This is merely a means of limiting t1 ... e size of the 

junction data-base; there is no reason l-Thy shado\'1 and crack inform

ation could not be incorporated. 

In the absence of shadows and cracks, a T-junction alTJtays 

indicates occlusion, the stem of the T belonging to the m0re distant 

object. Because of the very rich la~elling scheme (a different 

label for the corners and. surfaces of each object), it is r.~.ot 

practica'ble to includ~ all possible T-j".lnction labels in the data-· 

base. Since T-junctions imply only occlusion, they really do not· 
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contribute anything to the elimination of labels. They can there

fore be ignored by splitting them up as in fig. 10.1. This parti

tions the picture into a number of disjoint subgraphs each of which 

may be analysed independently. (To be accurate, only the set of 

junctions and the set of lines are partitioned; some areas are 

shared by subgraphs.) 

The new T-stem junction::; may need to be given "match anything" 

labels so as to be consistent with whatever is at the other end of 

~he stem. Objects may be self-occluding and hence may be associated 

with their own individual T-junctions. Special T-stem labels are 

created for these, ~nd it is so arranged that they are al\vays tried 

in preference to the "match anything:! label, which is used only if 

the special labels are found to be inapplicable. In this ~1ay the 

program can distinguish between the T-j~nctions which arise from 

self-occlusion-and ordinary occlusion. 

There is a further advan~age to be gained from a preliminary 

partition into bodies. As section 6.5 pointed out, some objects 

may match themselves in a nlunber of ways. Were the program to ana

lyse the whole picture at once, many essentially identical inter

pretations would be produced. By splitting the picture up, fewer 

combinations need to be tried. Once each subgraph has been individ

ual!~ analysed, the results are combined with du~ regard to compati

bility. 

As in the object recognition version of the program, when 

there are several· possibl~ identities for an object, subs~ed ones 

are deleted (e.g. ncylinder" is choser1 in pr~ference to "mug11
). 

The scene analysis program determines all pussible partitions 

'· 
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Fig. 10.1 §p1ittins up a T-junction 

// 

) 

FiG• 10.2 ~::..:tlmn1e of scenesann.lyscd usiP.) object moC.els 
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of the scene and all possible object identities. An example of . 

the kind of scene processed by the program is fig. 10.2, which con

tains a typical ambiguity which the program cannot resolve. The 

foremost object is identified as a brick or a wedge because the 

geometry of the picture is not used; the program cannot tell that 

the line-segments on either side of the cone are not collinear. 

Even so, this problem simply highlights the surprising amount of 

information that can be obtained using topology alone. 

10.4 Curved Objects: Some Problems ar.d Restrictions 

10.4.1 Problems 

It has been seen that models of specific objects rnay be 

used to analyse scenes of bodies with curved surfaces. Models 

of object classes may be used in a similar way, but the addi

tional complexity of curved surfaces necessitates certain re

strictions. The consequences of permitting surfaces which are 

not planar include the following. 

{1) Surfaces 

Object surfaces may be curved instead of flat, but 

it is not possible to tell directly from a line-drawing 

just what the type of a surface is. Curved surfaces may 

be locally described as parabolic, elliptic, or hyperbolic 

{as in section 9.3) but may change from one type into 

another without any trace in the line-drawing. 2he simple 

geometric properties of planes and the absence of any 

other surface type contribute significantly to the success 

of Waltz's program. 
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[ vicHpoint must be in support plane J [ 
viet-rpoint rr.u.st be in tant;e.Llt ] 
plane throu.gh cor.tmon tienera~or 

(b) 

Fig. 10.3 cener~tor ed.P.:-e labels 

scncr~bl6 cencrator edGes are seen only in snoci~l c~ses 
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(2) Edges 

A further edge type is introduced by curved surfaces. 

This gives rise to the outline of objects like spheres 

and is termed a generator "edge"; it corresponds to some 

(invisible) line in the surface. Folloliing Huffman, it 

will be denoted by a double arrow as in fig. 10.3(a). 

Like the usual obscuring edge it can bound objects, but 

it is interesting to note that "separable" generator edges 

can be seen only from special viewpoints (see fig. 10-3(b)) 

and hence are not admissible. 

One disturbing feature about curved edges is that 

they may undergo transitions in interpretation without any 

visi.ble change (e.g. fig. 10.4). This underlines the ob

servation that the segmentation of the lines of a picture 

cannot be independent of their int~r.·pretn..tiou. l-lal tz 1 s 

program can rely on lines being ascr.i bed the same inter

pretation by the junctions at each el'lclJ clearly this is 

not true in general. 

Polyhedral scenes give rise to lines which are con- . 

nected at both ends to other lines, and each pair of junc

tions is connected by at most one line. Curved objects 

violate these rules as well (e~g. fig. 10.5). 

·c 3) corners 

As alreany pointed out, junctions may be und~tectable, 

may be attached to only one line, and may be joined by 

more than one line. There can even be lines without any 

junctions (e.g. the outline of a sphere). 
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Fig. 10.4 Ede;e type transit ions ( dottecl lines sho\·r transition -poi1.:.t) 

Fie. 10.5 

A 
(a) (b) 

J·~lnctio:r-~ n::-..:y be attac~ed to onl;r one line 
Ju.ncti.onc may be connected by more than on.e line 
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Generator edges give rise to a new kind of junction, 

where a generator meets another generator or a tr.ue edge 

(for example, all the junctions in fig~ 10.5(b) ). 

(4) Illumination 

The reflected intensity is (ideally) the same at all 

points of a plane surface. This is a powerful binding 

force in Waltz's program since all the edges round a 

surface must assign it the same illumination label. 

Fig. 10.6 illustrates how a curved surface may receive all 

possible types of illumination. 

Fig. 10.6 also shows that shadow lines may be non

existent (e.g. the line separating the illuminated and 

non-:i.lluminated halves of the cylinder) and rltay peter 

ou·t (e.g. the shadoltl cast across the cylinder). 

(5) Orientation 

Waltz describes but has not implemented a means for 

attaching (quantised) orientation labels to line~ and 

areas. Once again, the uniformity of straight edges and 

planes makes this possible for polyhedra but not for 

curved objects. 

10.4.2 Restrictions 

The problems just. outlined show that curved objects 

caru1ot be treated by a straightforv1ard extension of polyhedral 

techniques. In orde1· to make some headway, 
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Fig. 10.6 A curved surface may have all three illumination typeG 

.ACTUAL CORNER 

. ) .... 
~ 

M~RGED CORN[R 

Fig. 10.7 Merging of close_ junctions &:~ to limited reGolution 

'. 
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restrictions had to be·placed on the nature of the scenes to 

be analysed. Many of these restrictions, however, are essential

ly the same as those imposed by 1-lal tz. 

(1) Background 

The background is assumed to be an illuminated plane 

with no holes; no assumption is made about its orientation. 

{2) Lighting 

Illumination is by a single point-source of light. 

{3) Viewpoint 

The scene is contained wholly within the picture. A 

small change in vielipoint should not alter the topology of 

the picture or the types of its junctions. Junctions, how

ever, are permitted certain other freedoms. It is accepted 

that junctions cannot allvays be classified uniquely; the 

program is therefore destgned to cope with ambiguously 

classified junctions. There are often occasions when two 

junctions are very close in the picture; since ~icture 

resolution is inevitably limited, certain pseudo-junctions 

caused by merging of nearby junctions are permitted (see 

fig. 10.7 for examples). As the next chapter shows, 

curved surface~ give rise to enormous numbs!'·s of junctions, 

so it is really not practicable to include labels for bad 

junctions as l·lal tz has done. 

(4) Surfaces 

Surfaces are smooth and o~aque; creases are not per

mitted. The points in a surface must all r.e of the same 

type (i.e. parabolic, elliptic, or hyperbolic); splines 
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are therefore excluded. The only assumption made about 

surface reflectivity is that it varies smoothly over the 

surface; surface markings are not allowed. 

{5) Cracks 

Cracks are not permitted. This restriction is imposed 

not because cracks are difficult to handle but simply be

cause they are much rarer with curved objects than l'Tith 

polyhedra. It is therefore not worth the effort to in

clude crack labels. Since cracks are excluded, separable 

edge labels are less \-rorthwhile; and it ha.:, already been 

noted that separable generato~ edges cannot normally 

arise. For these reasons it was decided to fot'go sep:.r

able edge labels as well. 

{6) Corners 

The number·s and typee: of s11rfaces that come toget:1cr 

at a corner are restricted. Onl;;· corne.rs ·~·Thich enclose 

one connected volume of space are permitted; corners 

like those where objects meet aJong an edge or at a point 

are not admissible. 

Since there is no easy "ilay to use edge and surface orien"'.;

ation, the geometry. of a pic·~ure is used only for junct.; on 

classification; the analysis is otherwise baseQ solely on 

the topology. This means, in particular, that no coherent 

use is made of the position of the light source. There is OJ.le 

feature of the program, however, tnat does permit the use of 

non-pictorial information. When Waltz's prog~am labels a 

jlli1ction, it really relatos only some aspects of the juncti)n 
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to the scene (in particular, the lines). His program does· 

not characterise the correspondence between corners seen from 

a certain viewpoint and junctions. Consequently, the analysis 

it makes is not fully 3-dimensional. In the program that was 

developed for curved objects, the way in which picture structures 

come about is explicitly represented. Thus a junction is inter

preted not merely as the intersection of edges of certain types 

but rather as a certain type of corner, generated in a partic

ular fashion, and viewed in a particular way. Information 

about the edges is then more properly associated with the 

corner than with the junction. This extra knowledge permits 

inferences which Waltz's program cannot make - inferences, for 

example, ~bout hidden su~faces and edges. 

Waltz describes several refinements of his program, some 

in the direction of improved efficiency, and som~ in the 

direction of specialised labels, In writjng the curved object 

analysis program, no particular efforts were made to demon

strate the proven efficiency of Waltz's methods; the only trick 

that was employed was to process the backgroun~scene j~nctio~~ 

first. Several of Waltz's varieties of labels, such as those 

for separable edges and cracks, were not used. Another type of 

label not included is the T (table) variant which marks edges 

lying in or obscuring the table. This label type is an attempt 

to express coplanarity of surfaces - in particular, parts of 

the taule surface. T labels could be slightly extended to 

deal with cases like fig. 10.8(a), \)ut more sophistication 

would be needed in a case like fig. 10.8(b). Besides the 

difficulty that T labels check for coplanarity only w~th the 
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(a) 

(b) 

T labels could prevent the ~rrowefi line 
be1n;.: lauGlled r.-ys 2~n. o:.)sr.ur1n:- ~o .. ~·c 
Tnin c2.se ~:ould re~uire ~ more com"'r'lis;D.ted 
ex~ens1on or T Iaue s 
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supporting surface, there is the added problem that to detect 

coplanarity in general may require a complex chain of reason

ing. Checking for coplanarity of parts of the table is about 

the limit of what can be usefully achieved with labels alone. 

It is probably best to investigate relationships such as co

planarity after processing with the normal labels. Since fail

ure to detect coplanarity usually results in only a few extra 

labels, this does not leave excessive numbers of interpretations. 

Post-processing can certainly be more general and possibly more 

efficient when it comes to looking for complex relationships. 
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11. ANALYSING RESTRICTED SCENES OF CURVED OBJECTS 

The restrictions laid down in the previous chapter \*Tere 

adopted in a working scene analysis program which can handle cer

tain kinds of interactions between parabolic (e.g. planar, conical, 

cylindrical) and elliptic (e.g. spherical) surfaces. Junction 

labels have not yet been worked out for hyperbolic surfaces because 

they are less interesting; but the methods to be described are 

equally applicable to such cases. 

The next two sections explain how junction labels and consist

ency rules were derived. These sections are rather detailed ar.d 

indigestible; the reader impatient to see some x·esul t s should look 

at section 11.3 first. 

11.1 Generating Junction Lab~ls 

The notation used for surface type re£lects the characte~is

ation of su~face curvature in terms of two prir.cipal radii of curv

ature. As shown in table ll.l,.the surface sy~bol indicates the 

curvature ir. the principal directions: ~ straight line for zero 

curvature, ou-tward pointing arrot4s for positive (c:onvex) curvature, 

and inward pointing arrows for negative (concave) curvature. When 

the curvature in one direction is zero the symbol is simplified to 

show this. To avoid confusion with the terms "convex11 and "concave 11 

as applied to edges, convex surfaces are termed bulging and concave 

ones hollow; the corresponding desc~iption of a planar surface is 

flat. 

Surface classes are C.enoted by singJ e-le·ttar identifiers: 
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SURFACE 
EXN1PLE FULL SIMPLJFIE D 

1YP[ NOTATION NOTATION 

pla:t:e + + 
PARABOLIC 

cone bulgin.:; + ........ 
or 

pylinder hollot-r ~ ~~ 
bulcine + + -1 ELLIPTIC sphere 
holJ 011 + + 

ITYPER.BOLIC cc:.tcnoid + + 
_I 

Table 11.1 Curface curvc.turc svr.t"c:Jls 
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C conical (or cylindrical) 

E elliptic 

H hyperbolic 

P planar 

Edge classes are denoted by the identifiers of the surface 

classes meeting at the edge (only tt·ro surfaces may meet at an edge). 

For exa~ple, the edges produced by the intersection of a plane and 

an ellipsoid are all of class EP; the generator edges of cones a1~e 

of class CC. 

Corner classes are denoted by the identifie~s anu numbers of 

the surfaces meeting at the corner. C.~1H P is thus the most 
K m n 

genera.l corner clacs (k,l ,m,n all non-negative integers); if ar~.y 

of k, 1, m, or n is zero, the surface class identifier is omitted. 

For example, the corners generated by the intersection of one planar 

and one conical surface are of type c1P1 . 

An object class is defined by the edb~ clas~es/corner classes 

'\'lhich objects of the class may possess; an individual object, ho'.·r-

ever, may have only some of th~ posoible edge and corner types~ 

Thus objects \vhich are formed by truncating cones 1-rith tt·ro (possioly 

intersecting) planes form the class (cc, CP, Pr)/(C1P1, c1P2). If 

the edge classes of an object class are all those t·r!-..ich might be 

expected from the corner classes, the edge classes may be om:tteC.. 

The previous object class ~ay therefore be abbreviated to (CiPl~ 

c1p
2
), but class (cr., CP, ~~, EP)/(c1E1P2) may not be so ~bbrevi

ated. Uote that the surf::tce classes associated vri th ~ .. n object class 

are specified by its corner cle~ses. 

The follot-ving sections e:=:plain ho·t'T junction labels are gener-
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for the following case ss 

(1) Corners. 

{2) Tees. 

(3) Shadowed corners and Tees. 

{4) Shadows cast on surfaces by distant corners or Tees. 

(5) Shado-vrs cast across edges by other edges. 

11.1.1 Generating Labels for Corners 

A smooth surface may be approximated in a p~ecewise fash-

ion by fragments of .planes. An arbitrary C 1_E
1
H P corner may 

• ,1\; · m n 

thus have its curved surfaces represented locally by planes so 

as to produce a purely polyhedral corner. Two planes are su!-

ficient to approximate each curved surface, so the given corne~ 

may be replaced by one of class P2k+ 21+2m+n· A bulging surface 

will give rise to two planes meeting in a convex edge, while a 

hollow surface will give rise to a concave edge. This proced-

ure can be applied in reverse, so that a polyhedr~l corner may 

generate one with curved surfaces. The idea is that an edge 

of the polyhedral corner should be imagined to have been pro-

duced by local approximation with planes to a curved surface; 

the edge then becomes rounded and the planes on either side 

merge to form one Sh1ooth surface. Con,Tex (concave) edges bt;-

come bulging (hollow) surfaces. 

The conversion of a polyhedral corner to one with curved 

surfaces is termed the plane-to-curved transformation (PC trans

forrnat.1.on). The transformation is obviousi..y not unique. Its 

utility, however, lies in the prese1·vation of convexity and 

concavity of both transformed and untransformed edges. This 
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means that the labels attached to the projection of a poly

hedral corner carry over in a natural way to the projection 

of the transformed corner. Consequently, the labels for 

junctions associated with curved objects can be obtained from 

the labels for junctions associated with a suitable degree of 

polyhedra. 

With simple corners there is often at most one distinct 

way of carrying out the transformation. Conical and cylindri

cal surfaces, though, do need a little care on account of their 

anisotropicity. It often happens that a cylinder (and to a 

lesser extent, a cone) is cut by a plane along one of its gen

erators; and a shadow often falls acrose a cylinder so as to 

lie exactly on a generator. Thus, although junctions in which 

a line lies along a generator are really special cases, because 

they are common they are permitted. When applying the PC 

tra~sformation, this means that not only the surface ~ype but 

also the surface direction must be taken into account. There 

are three possibilities: 

(1) the edges bounding the (conical or cylindrical) 

surface do not lie along a generator. 

(2) one edge lies along a generator. 

(3) the other edge lies along a generator. 

Special treatment of conical and cylindrical surfaces is neces

sary only because the generators are straight and so give rise 

to different junctio~ types; ellipsoids and hyperboloids dD 

not need this treatment. 

The PC transformation ls ~seful for two reasons. First, 
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it is a valuable aid in determinine l'that junctions may arise; 

indeed there are so many of them that a systematic procedure 

is essential. It \·ras not intended that it should be pro

grammed, though this would probably be feasible. Second, it 

stresses the 3-dimensional nature and generation of corners: 

legal junction labels do not mystically appear but are 

generated by some 3-dimensional process. The interpretation 

of a junction is as a particular kind of polyhedral corner 

which has been transformed and vi e"'·red in a specific t·ray. 

Some examples should help ·to clarify how th::.s procedux·e 

works. c
1
p

1 
junction labels may be derived from P2xl+l' that 

is,.P3 corners. Fig. ll.l(a) shows one such corne~; the PC 

transformation can be applied in only one distinct t·~~y in this 

case. Fig. llcrl(b) is the same corner from another vievrpoint. 

Fig. ll.l(c) shows a P
4 

corner being used· to create c
1
P

2 
junc

tion labels. Here there is a choice not only of vthich edge to 

transform but also of l'thich edg~s may lie along gencra.tors; 

if the desired corner class had been E
1
P2 instead of C

1
P2 , 

the latter choice i.·rould not have existed. lt1 inally, there is 

no way of transforming the corner of fig. ll.l(d) to obtain 

an H
2 

corner. 

Appendix III.l lists junction labels for those corner 

classes that have been considered: P
3

, P
4

, C
1

, C2 , C
1
P

1
, 

c
1
P

2
, E

1
, E

2
, E

1
P

1
, E

1
P

2
• Apart from P

4
, these classes are 

the ones of greatest in .. uerest; i~teraction::; "Hi th H surfaces 

and bet1.-reen C and E surfaces are not so i.·rorth considering. 

Cl~ss p is included because it is needed in the generation 
4 
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COR~l£R 
RESUL1S OF PC TRANS~ORM/\1ION Clr\SS 
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Fig. 11.1 : Ex~mples of PC transformatio~ 
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of some of the others. 

11.1.2 Generating Labels for Tees 

Tees occur when one edge obscures a more ·distant one 

(shadow Tees are considered later). A Tee class is denoted 

by the classes of its occluding/occluded edges; polyhedral 

Tees, for example, are of class PP/PP. Tees associated with 

curved objects may be inferred from those for polyhedra by a 

procedure similar to the PC transformation. First, the visible 

surface of the occluding edge is allowed to become curved; 

the occluding edge itself may also be permitted to become 

rounded, in which case it becomes a generator. Second, the 

Visible SUrfaces Of the OCClUded edge are Simil~T·ly allowed 

to become curved; the occluded edbe tnay not become rounded, 

however, or it will disappear. 

Tees may be divided into three types~ as in fig. 11.2(~), 

according to the way in which the occluding and occluded edges 

come together. Becauee the bar anrl the steill of d ~~e are in a 

sense independent, the PC transformation may be applied separ

ately to each. This gives rise to two sets of labels, and a 

Tee label may be obtained by pairing any T-bar label with any 

T-stem label, provided that the T-bar and T-stem are of the 

same Tee type. This is convenient for tabling T~e labellings, 

since bar and stem labels for each edge class need be ~~itten 

out once only. 

Fig. 11.2(b) illustrates tl1is procedure for two hypotheti

cal edge classes. Appendix III.2 contains labels for Tees with 

occluding and occluded edges from classes CC, CP, ~E, EP, and PP. 
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T£f. TYPE GENERAL FO~,;: EXAMPLE 
~ t (; 

* 1 I 
I 
I 

~ r - ... 
2 I + \++ 

~ 

i ( --=-~ 3 I ~ I 

(a) 

EDGE CLf\~S XX 

~H 1/Pr l~B:LS Trr T"c~ 1.l. 11 r 
I 

-~~:..#:"'' T-BARS ' 1 I 

T-STfMS -+\-.... ~~~ 
l 

1 
- \Tr'.J1~1 - _t_+_ -~1.,-· :..-·· 
!-.J It: h\ t .....,.,,. 

I 

T-B~RS 
--4--- ~----I 

I . I 
I I 

2 
. I ---·- 2 

r-STEf1S -.;t;-
._~ 

T-BUV I ...---r-~ ... ,0 I 

3 ' 
~S1fMS!. -~~~ -~--

: I 

3 

seleci only T-Ba~ 1~~ -
to get occlud~ng edge labels ~ 

elect only T-Stem l~tclc 
to get occ~uded edGe lab~ls 

Fie. 11.2 

TH 11~ LABELS 

TEE CL~S5 XX/YY 
(b) 

{a.) Tee types 
(b) Hypothetical example of Fenerntion of Tee 1~bcln 

\. 
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11.1.3 Generating Labels for Shadowed Corners and Tees 

A necessary condition for a corner to have a shadow eman-

ating from it is that it should have at least one convex edge 

(or surface) and one concave edge (or surface). This immedi-

ately rules out a number of corners from consideration. To 

discover the ways in which a corner may have shadows, each of 

its convex edges (surfaces) is regarded in turn as a possible 

cause of shadol-r. Note that more than one such ed~e (surface) 

may simultaneously cast a shadow. As \'/hen eenerating col"'ner 

labels, cases li'here =.. shado'ti' lies along a. conical or cylinrlri-

cal generator are treated separately. Shadows can arise noi. 

only with corners but also with T&es, but only those of type 2 

or 3 may have shadows. A shadowed-corner class ~s denoted by 

the same name a~ its associated corner or Tee class. 

Some typical shado'ti'ed corn.3rs are shown in f j_g. 11.3. 

Appendix III.l/III.2 covers all the shadowed versions of the 

corners and Tees consjdered. 

11.1.4 Generati.ng Labels for Shadc~·rs on Surfaces 

A corner or Tee \'li th at least two conve..:c edges (or surfaces) 

may cause a shadow-junctio~ on a more distant surface. A ~-

face~shado't1 cla~s is the same as that of the surface on which 

the junction is fc~med. With conical or cylindrical surfaces, 

shado\'lS exactly along gera.,~rators must be considered. A p~culi-

arity of bulging surfaces is that a 3hadow may si~ply peter out 

* (on the line of tranbition between illwniLated and self-shadowea 

parts). 

* The transition line is invisible because the intensity is 

continuouc there, although its first .d~rivative may not be. 

"-· 
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CORNf:R SHADOW'lD VERSIONS 

-
+ .... .... 
~ ~ ~ 
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~ ~~ 
~ ~~ $ ~ /+ ~~ + ... -~,~~ 
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Fig. 11.3 : Generation of shad.orrec-corner labels 
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SHOR1HAND EXPANSION N01t\1ION 
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. {(a) (L) n.nd (R) notation used in Appendix lii 
Fig. 11.4 : (b) Generation of curfacc-shadm.-: l2.bels 
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* The shorthand shadow labels, (L) and (R), are explained 

in fig. 11.4(a). Typical shadows caused by corners and Tees 

are shown in fig. 11.4(b). Appendix III.3 gives 

shadow-junction labels for C, _E, and P surfaces. 

11.1.5 Generating Labels for Shado·t-rs across Edges 

The shadow of a convex edge (or surface) will cause a 

shado"t-r junction where it crosses another edge. A shado"t-r-

casting edge (or surface) gives rise to one of six different 

types of shadow depending on its cu~vature and which side of 

the edge is solid (see fig. 11.5(a)). 
-)(· 

A double arrow notation, 

as in fig. 11.5(b), is used when tabulating edge shado\·rs. A.11. 

edge-shado\·1 clas..§. i::; the same as that of the edge across \'lhich 

the shadow is cast. Shadow junctions are generated by allow-

ing each of the possible shadow types to fall across an edge 

of the class. Shadows along conical or cylindrical generators 

are counted separately. 

Fig. 11.5(c) illustrates the method. Appendix III.4 gives 

all the junctions associated with shadowed edges of classes CC, 

CP, ~' ~P, and PP. 

11.1.6 Junction Description Language 

As will have been gathered, junction labels are grouped 

together by classes on a n1odular basis. Depending on the types 

of objects \ihich may be present in a scene, the appropriate 

modules are combined to form the data-base of labels for the 

program. Two kinds of information must be supplied about a 

junction: its labelling and its derivation. The labels of the 

* These are not a new kind of label but are purely a 

not~tional device for tabulating'junction labels more compactly. 
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(a) 

t~PANSION 

~ r-f ~ 

~ ....... ~ 
X. 
~ ~I\ 

(b) 

S~J\~OWE D Eb~E l~BtlS 

(c) 

. (~a) Shadow tvpes 
Fir;. 11.5 :{\.b) S~orthc..:::Hi ::otatio_"l uaed ~n A'OP~ndix III 

l (c) Gener~t i0l1 of od'".:~~-s:u:tdo,·: 1~-bels 
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areas and lines surrounding a junction are given in the canon-

ical sequence obtained by the methods of section 5.2. The 

information about the derivation of a junct~on depends on its 

interpretation. For example, the derivation of a junction 

which is the projection of a corner would specify the polyhed-

ral corner type, the PC transformation, and the viewpoint. 

All this data is expressed in a special meta-language 

for describing junctions and corners. The meta-language will 

not be described in detail, but some examples will illustrate 

how it is used. 

Three planes divide space into octants. Huffman (1971) 

used this to classify trihedral corners according to the number 

of octants filled by solid material. Dowson (197J) outlined 

an algorithm based on this idea which obtains junction J.abels 

for trihedral corners. More generally, a degree-n polyhedral 

n 
corner may be classified according to the number of 2 -ants 

of solid material. Each 2n-ant may be assigned a numbe~ fro~ 

0 to 2n-l using Dowson's technique of noting on which side of 

each plane the 2n-ant is. Edges may be numbered from 1 to n 

according to which planes intersect in them. 

If the junction in fig. 11.6(a) were the only one in some 

object class, the description of that object class in the meta-

lauguage might look like: 

· .. 
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CORN[R GENERI\1ED BY. 

+ 

Fig. 11.6 Tynical corners 
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OBJCLASS (P3, P4) 

CORNCLASS P 3 

VARIANT 1 , 2 , 3 

VIE\·1 4 

TRANSFORM 0 

ARROW 1 (F Pl F Ml F Pl) 

ENDTRANSFORM 

ENDVIEW 

ENDVARIANT 

ENDCOllNCLASS 

ENDOBJCLASS 

This may be interpreted as follows. There is ju~t one junction 

associated with object class (P
3

, P
4

) and it is the projection 

of a corner of class P
3

• This corner occupies octants 1, 2, 

and 3, the junction being the result of viewing from octant 4. 

No edges have been subjected to the PC transformation. f~e 

junction is of type ARROW, variant 1. Its labelling of areas 

and lines in canonical order is: planar surface; s~raight, 

plus edge; planar surface; straight, minus edge; planar 

surface; straight, plus edge. 

Consider now th~ junction of fig. 11.6(b). This might 

appear in a description such as: 

OBJCLASS 

CORNCLAS~ 

VARIANT 

VI:I!.'W 

(ClP2) 

8 

ClP2 

0 

TRANSFORM; 

ARROW 7 
ENDTRANSFORM 

ENDVJE\i 

EIIDV ARIANT 

ENDCORNCLA. ~!3 

ENDOBJCLASS 

2Cl 

[ * I:!. BC P3 F 01] 
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The meaning of this is as follows. There is just one 

junction associated with object class·C
1
P

2 
and it is the pro

jection of a corner of class c1P2• This corner occupies hexa

decant 0 and is vie\'Ted from hexadecant 8. Edge 2 and its flank-

ing planes have been transformed to a conical surface such that 

edge 1 lies along a generator. The junction is of type ARROW, 

variant 7. Its labelling of areas and lines in canonical 

order is: urucnown distant surface (could be part of background); 

straight, incom::t.ng, obscuring edge; bulging, conical surface; 

clockwise-curved, plus edge; plan~r surface; straight, out-

going, ob~curing edge. 

These examples are artificial in varioJ.ts ways. The meta-

language is much more concise (and unintelligible) than these 

illustrations would suggest; for example, object classe~, 

numbers of filled octants, etc. are indexed by integers. Also, 

in a practical case there are usually many more junctions and 

hence many more variants, views, etc. Junction descri~tions 

are obviously not unique; 2n-ant numberings depend on the 
. n 

choice of basic planes, and several 2 -ants may yield equivalent 

views. 

The descriptions of junctions caused by Tees, shadowed 

corners and Tees, surface shadows, and edge shadows are all 

similar to the descriptions of junctions caused by corners. 

11.2 FUriher Considerations 

So far nothing has been said about illumination information. 

As was seen in fig. 10.6, a single area may hav~ several illumination 

labels. This emphasises the f:1.ct. that illumination is rea~.ly a 
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local property (like curvature); global agreement over a surface 

cannot be guaranteed in general. The solution adopted was to 

attach illumination labels not to areas but to lines, or to be 

more specific, to lines in the vicinity of junctions. For, as 

fig. 10.6 also shows, the illumination across a curved edge may 

vary along its length. 

The illumination labels permissible on either side of an edge 

depend on its t.ype. Waltz has tabulated the possibilities, but 

these must be extended to include the new generator edges. The 

illumination rules for these in tabl.e 11.2 are inoorpor·ated into 

the explicit lists for all edge types in fig. 11.7. 

The data-base of junctions contains only ~~illuminated versions; 

illumination labels are added dynamically as in W~ltz•~ program. 

The situation is more complicated than in Waltz's case, ho\'lever·, for 

the lines bounding an area at a junction need no~ ascribe it ~he 

same illumination label. (See, for axample, fig. ll.8r) Normally, 

though, both lines agree in their illumination label. ThP :proced-

ure for adding illumination information to a junction is as follows. 

If there is a shadow at the junction, as in fig. 11.8, a check is 

made for a bulging surface that could be c~usine the shadow. If 

one is found, the lines bounding the surface must have I anJ. SS 

labels. Pairs of illumination labels are now assigned to lin~s 

much in the manner of Waltz. The lines bounding au area must give 

it the same illumination label unless the area 1s one of t~e 

shadow-casting bulging surfac~s, when the lines m\tst ha»e I and 

SS labels. 

A change in illumination can occur between the endpoints of an 
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edge, but this is not the only alteration in interpretation that 

can take place: as has already been noted, changes in edge type 

are possible. This raises the question of what consistency on a 

local level means. Suppose, as in fig. 11.9, that two junctions 

connected by a line have a~ arbitrary assignment of labels made to 

their common components. The labels around each junction must 

make sense when the junctions are considered individually and when 

they are considered together. The groups of labels which must be 

compatible are: 

I 

{1) (All' Ll' Al2) and (A21' L2,·A22) 

(2) (Ill' Ll' 112) and (121' 12' 122) 

{3) (All' 11' Al2' A21' 12' A22) 

Since the interpretations of junctions are generated by 

physically possible corners, the groups in (1) will always be corn-

patible. Provided that junctions are only ever given permissible 

illuminated interpretations, the groups in (2) will also be compat-

ible. Labels which make the groups in (3) and (4) compatible define 

transition rules, which state how labels at on~ end of an edge may 

mutate into other labels at the opposite end of the edge. 

It will be clearer if this is particularised to the kinds of 

surface currently under consideration, namely those without splines. 

For such surfaces, A11 = A21 (= A1 , say) and A12 = A22 (= A2 , say). 

The groups of {3) and (4) therefore become simplified to: 

' {3) (A1 , 11, A2, L2) 

{4)' (Ill' 11' Al' 121' 12) ~nd (Il2' 11' A2' 122' 1 2) 
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11 

' 

I 
l:r 
I 
I 

1 

Fig. 11.8 ::A junction with more th~n one illumi~~tion l~bal for ~n ~r~a 

junctionc J1 ,~2 line labels 1 1 ,12 

are~ labels A11 ,A12 ,A21 ,A22 illum. labels : r11 ,r12,I2l'I22 

Fis. 11.9 : General consistency requirement~ 
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The edge-type transition rules, which summarise compatibility of 
I 

the group in (3) , are illustrated in fig. 11.10; the transition 

rules are defined explicitly by all the possible cases (gleaned 

from the labellings in Appendix III). The area-illumination 

transition rules, which summarise compatibility of the groups in 

(4) 1 
, are illustrated in fig. 11.11; once again this is an 

exhaustive listing obtained from Appendix III. 

To return to the original question, t\-ro neighbouring junction 

.interpretations are consistent if the four groups above are all 

compatible. It is possible for two junctions to be ~onnected 1y 

more than one line; in this case, con~istency along each line is 

required. Consistency in Waltz's program is clearly j~st a 

simplified version of the foregoing. Since the filter p1·oced~re 

spends most of its time investigating interpretations for consist-

ency, illumination labels, line labels, etc. ar·e specially encoded 

to facilitate efficient checking. 

11.3 'l'ests 

The scenes in fig. 11.12 are typi')a~. of th?se handled by the 

program. Analysis takes somewhere between one minate and one hour, 

depending on the picture complexity. Not all scenes yield. a single 

interpretation, but ambiguities are chiefly of t~ro soJ.~ts: ~.mbiguity 

in the local illl~ination of an edge; and ambiguity about whether 

an edge is concave or obzcuring, when an object could be resti~g on 

or floating above .a surface. Interestingly enough, there iD selJ.om 

any doubt about the type of a surface although its iJ.lumination is 

unc~rtain. This reinforces the opinion stated ea~lier that the 

qhape vf a boundary is often a eood clue to the nature of the e·-1-
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closed surface. To investigate this, the program was run without 

illumination labels on scenes \'Ti thout shadows; once again, 

surface types were usually unambiguous. The role of surface 

type labels is thus similar to that of surface illumination 

labels in vial tz' s program; both help to bind together interpret

ations of separated junctions. Since illumination information 

does not contribute much to the elimination of labels, it \'Tould 

seem likely that to lift the "no surface splines" restriction 

would lead to a considerable degradation in performance due to 

the loss of this grasp on the combinatorics of the problem. 

It \'ras of interest to find how tolerant the program is of 

ambiguous junction classifications. When a junction is not 

classified uniquely, the labels for aach pof:si r,ili ty are simply 

merged. When the program was run on pictures with multiple 

junction classifications it was found that it could generally 

dispose of the superfluous labels~ This is an indication that 

the labelling scheme tends to nhang together" \-Jell. The 

phenomenon is reminiscent of the tolerance of the hierarchical 

synthesis method to loose descriptions and spu:r·ious data. 

The _main difference in performance betl·reen Waltz's program 

and this one is in speed. Waltz's program runs about 30 times 

faster on a polyhedral scene than the present program d~es on a 

comparably complex scene ,with curved objects. The re~sons for 

this, summarised below, lie in the differences of ir.1plementat~on 

and the differences of problem complexity. 

(1) langu.ag~: 

~lal tz' s program runs o.a a PDP-10 and is \·i .• :•i tten partly 

in MICRO-PLAID'iER (Sussman et al., 1971) and partly in compi.lcd 

LISP. Tebts on so~e of Waltz's pictures suggest a speed 
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Fig. 11.12 ( contd.) : T:vnical scenes O.!l:alyscd by the nro;::-n.m 
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difference of about a factor of 5 on this account. Waltz's 

program is therefore faster by an effective factor of only 

about 6. 

(2) implementation: 

As already stated, no attempt was made to adopt the many 

tricks used by Waltz to gain in efficiency (surface brightness, 

background segments, preferential treatment of junction types, 

etc.). The main sop to efficiency is the processing of junc

tions on the background/scene boundary first. 

(3) labels: 

The presen~ program deals with a rather larg~r set of 

labels. Still, it should be acknowlP-dged that Haltz uses a 

richer set of line labels and includes labels for cases of 

missing lines, accidental alignments, and non-trihedral junc

tions. It is interecting to note that the considerable in

crease in~tal labellings that curved objects cause is to 

some extent offset by the greater variety of junctions. Al

though there are more labels, they are spread over more junction 

types. This partially, but not completely, attenuates the 

increased combinatorics of the analysis. T-junctions generally 

take longest to process because they have such a large number 

of interpretations (many Tee variants have over 3000 different 

illuminated interpretations). Since T-junctions account for 

typically one-third of th~ junctions in a picture: a consider

able amount of effort is absorbed by them aJone. 

(4) constreints: 

Waltz's domain is much more tightly constrained; lines 
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and areas, for example, do not have different interpretations 

in different parts of the picture. Consequently the filter 

procedure can cut down the number of possibilities much more 

rapidly. 

(5) consistency: 

Because curved objects have looser consistency require

ments it is rather more time-consuming to carry out checks than 

in the polyhedral case. 

{6) illumi~ation: 

Generating illuminated junction interp1·etations is more 

complex than for polyhedra. 

If language and implementation differences are borne in mind, 

the speed of the present program relative -to \ialtz•s is reasonably 

satisfactory, considering its more difficult task. 

'· 
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12. UNDERSTANDING REAL SCENES 

This chapter covers two topics relevant to the understanding 

of real sceness 

(1) Methods of extending Waltz-like scene analysis to handle 

imperfect pictures. 

(2) Integration of the programs described in previous chapters 

into a complete system for analysing simple scenes of 

polyhedral and curved objects, such as fig. 12.2. 

12.1 Related Work 

Attempts to handle imperfect d~ta at the scene analysis stage 

have generally eniailed the use of tolerant segmentation rules. 

Guzman (1968), for example, begins by grouping regions joined by' 

two strong links but later relaxes this in favour of weaker linkinc 

evidence. \ia.ltz (19'72) handles missing lines ar..d accidental align

ments in an elegant and uniform manner by simply including labels 

for cert~in junctions which arise in these cases. His treatment is 

not extensive~ however, and covers only certain common Qit~ations; 

nor does it deal with spurious lines. It is not clear from hi~ 

work just what kinds of junction misclassifica-tion can be tolerated, 

but the problem is less acute in his case since junctions have only 

straight lines. 

Falk's (1970) INTERPRET system follows ~much ffiore heuristic 

approach which is intuitively less appealing than Waltz's semantics

uased procedures. His co .. tcentration on a line representaticn in

stead of a region repr~sentation echoes the comments made in section 

2.3. His routines for segmentation into bodies and for hypothes-
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ising support relationships seem rather too deeply rooted in the 

picture domain, although they obviously do have some physical justi

fication. The most salient feature of Falk's program, however, is 

the good use it makes of its knowledge about the fixed set of proto

types. This is seen both in the "good" and "bad" junction lists 

and the predictive use of object models for verification. Even so, 

his program is open to the criticism that it could make fuller use 

of feedback, for it can revise only a. few of its decisivns. 

In this respect, Uagao's (1972) work on extractint; face descrip

tions is greatly superior. Note'\vor~hy is his application of problem

specific evaluation mechanisms at each stage to diagnose trhen and 

where to apply feedback. 

Another impressive special-purpose system is the COPY program 

written at M.I.T. to copy scenes of blocks (Winston, 1973). This is 

a good ; ncarnation of the principles of "heterarchy" (I•Iinsky & Pa.pert, 

1972), for it runs by the cooperation of many special-purpuse modules 

which are experts on the appearance and properties of cuboids. One 

less satisfactory feature of h~terarchy is that "executive control 

should be distributed throughout the system" (rlinston, op.cit.). 

This leads to ttro difficulties: 

(1) It is hard to give a global direction to the analysis, 

for it may become sidetracked at a local level. 

(2) Since modules effectively activate each other directly, 

it is not easy to try several solutions in parallel. 

I believe that centralised control is better; a community of 

advisers work better than a community of autocrats. 

' ' 
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12.2 Dealine l'li th Imperfect Data 

12.2.1 An Algorithmic Approach 

The imperfections in real picture analyses .are basically 

of three types : inaccuracy, missing data, spurious data, 

It has already been seen how the hierarchical synthesis approach 

to object recognition can tolerate these defects to some 

extent. Waltz-like scene analysis is sensitive to other 

defects as well, for example, degenerate viewpoints and 

accidental alignments • 

When the scene. analysis program is run on li~1e-drawingo 

with mistakes it usually finds no consistent interpretation. 

There is a chance, however, that the scene may actually be 

labelled, but in some unlikely or physically impossihle way. 

Clearly, then, the output of the scene anal~sor should be 

validated by the object recogniser to make sure that the 

bodies implied by the segmentation are sensible. 

\ihen the line-dra\·ring contains errors it is reaso~'labl e 

that the program should try to explain as m~ch oi the picture 

as possible. More formally, the program should try to find 

consistent subgraphs of the picture graph which are maximal 

in some sense. It l-Tould be convenient if this could bt3 

formulated in terms of ·finding maximal cliques, two nodc3 

being regarded as lin..l<:e.d if they are rnutually consistent. 

Unfortunately tilis \·rill not quite work beca.u:3e, even ;_f all 

nodes are pairwise consistent l-.ri th each other, the graph may 

still have no global interpretations. Consisten~y must 

be viel-red as c relationship betli'~en a node anll.. a subgraph, 

no"t between t1.-10 nodes. A clique is therefore 
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taken to be a consistent subgraph, and a node is considered 

to be linked to all members of a clique (and hence eligible for 

inclusion) if the addition of the node does not. cause incon-

sistency. 

Clique-finding is a \'lell knol·ln problem in graph-theory, 

and many clique-finding algorithms have been devised (e.g. 

Kn8del, 1968; Bron & Kerbosch, 1973). None of the standard 

algorithms are applicable to the present case, L.ov1ever. Because 

the number of interpretations of each node in the graph ohrinks 

in order to ensure cnnsistency.of the clique, it may happen 

that nodes which were eligible for addition to a clique sud-

denly become ineligible. This is rathar like trying to find 

cliques in a graph \'lhere links betv:eeu nodes may vanish as 

clique-finding progresses. 

In fact it is really largest cliques rather than max;.mal 

ones that are needed for picture interpretation. La1gest 

cliques may be obtained by a binary tree-search, with branch-

and-bound cut-off .to ensure that only cliques with a ~aximalnumber 

of elements are produced. The algorithm used is ~n adaptation 

of the ona employed by Ambler et al. ( 1973); an ineffj.cient 

but clearer POP-2 trans~ription of it is as follows. 

function findcliques graph; 

vars bestc.lique.size; 

0 ~ bestcliquesize; makecliques (nil, graph); 

end• --' 
function makecliques clique candidates; 

vars candidate neloJ"candidat cs ne\·rclique; 

if null (~3.ndidates) ~ u~eclique (clique) ~,; 

if size (clique) + size (candidates)<bestcliquesize 
- ~exit; 
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hd (candidates)...,.candidate; tl (candidates)-, candidatas-; 

mcs (cons (candidate, clique)) ~ ne'ticlique; 

fil t ercandidat es (candidates, nel'rclique) ~ nel'rcandidates; 

makecliques (newclique, ne't-rcandidates); · 

if sameinterps (neltrcandidates, candidates) then exit; 

makecliques (clique, candidates); 

end• _, 
Recall that graphs are actually implemented as lists of nodes. 

When findcliques is called, it initialises ~estcliquesize and 

then calls makecliques with the empty clique and all nodes as 

candidates for inclusion in the clique. If makecliques finds 

that there are no candidate nodes then the clique is a maximal 

· one and is handed to useclique. This checks vrhether the clique 

is smaller than the best ones found. ~o far, and if so it does 

not use· it. Otherwise useclique finds all interpret~tions of 

the cliq_ue and retains only those \'lhich are acceptable ~ccord.-

ing. to some cri te:..'io!l (e .• g. recognisability of bodies); if 

there are no acceptable interpretations, the cliqu.~ i~ not 

used. If the clique is larger than any found before, all prav-

ious iuterpretations are thrown away and replaced by the new 

ones·; bestcliquesizo is then suitably updated. If, however, 

the clique is the same size as the previous best, the nel'T 

interpretations are simply added to the existing ones. 

Even if makecliques still has some candidate nodes, if 

the maximum possible size of the clique cannot exceed the best 

so far then the clique is aQandoned. Othe~rise the clique is 

augmented by Lhe addition uf one of the candidate nc~es and 

the l·ICS of the new clique is computed. Any canc.ic.c.tes ,1nable 

to be included in the new clique are weaded out by filtercandi-
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dates. Note that both~ and filtcrcandidates may reject 

some node interpretations in order to ensure consistency. 

A recursive call is now made to makecliques with the new 

clique and new candidate set. After this, the interpretations 

of the old and nevr candidate sets are checked for equality. 

If they are the same, the candidate that was selected must be 

in all maximal cliques containing the clique, so there is no 

point in pursuing the branch of the tree in which the candid~te 

is left out. If the interpretations are not the same, ho\1ever, 

that branch is investigateu by a second recursivP call to 

makecliaues vti th the unaugmented cJ ique. 

This pr.ocedure has been tested on bo~h perfect and j.mpar

fect line-dra.\-rings. vlhen ther~ arc no imperfectic,ns the algo

rithm naturally finds the complete picture graph as the 1~.rgest 

clique. The overheads of the tree-search :nake it slo\'fer th~n 

a consistency check of th~ whole graph at once, b,lt because 

all the "candidate-included" bra11ches are chosen befcre the 

11 candidate-excluded11 ones the largest clique is found right 

away. The behaviour of the algorithm on impe~fect pictures 

depen~s on the nature of the defects. Whe~ junctions have 

been misclassified, the algorithm usually chooe~s to exclude 

just them, or sometimes certain of their neighbours. Si"Lce 

missing or spurious lines generally involve pa.irs of jur-0ti~ns, 

a "better" solution may. be found in \·thich a fauJ.ty pa~r of 

junctions is included at the cost of leavin£ out 0nly one 

normal junc~ion elsewhere. In such cases at least part of the 

picture is ofte~ labelled in some curious, though legal, man-
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ner; other physical la\'IS (e.g. geometry) or some recognition 

capability must be used to reject such interpretations in 

favour of the expected one. 

The disadvantages of the clique-finding technique are its 

greater demands on processing time and storage requirements. 

When the line-drawing is free from errors,the tree-search 

procedure takes about twice as long as a check of the complete 

graph. When there are several errors, tree-search is about 

five times slower than if the graph were perfect. It is 

unfortunately not possible to make it any more efficient 

because it is rarely clasy to find candidates that must be in 

all maximal cliques containing a given cliqu~ (this is trivial 

i~ conventional clique-finding). A further diffic~lty is 

that, because the tree·-scarch analyses the interpretations of 

nodes in such a peculiar manner, the number of interpretations 

'trihich must be explicitly held in memory at any tirue is 

generally grea.ter than during a complete consistency check 

(which throvrs av1ay interpretations faster). 

Although the clique-finder has be~n employed o~ly with 

the ordinary scene analysis program, it could be nsed to 

enable the object-model scene analyser (sections 6.5 and 10.3) 

to interpret real pictures, despite imperfec·~ions. 

12.2.2 A Heuristic ~pnroach 

Often it is necessary to process the complete picture-

graph in order to. locaLise the scurces of inconsistency. 

This re~y usually be aohieved more e=ficjently by analysing 

the graph piecemea•., that is, by p~rtitioning it into sutg~ap~s, 

processing these, and combining the results. This is essen-
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tially what the clique-finding algorithm does, but with rather 

small subgraphs - the nodes. A convenient subgraph to oper

ate on is that associated with a picture ar.ea. Area subgraphs 

are small enough to be manageable yet large enough to be \'lell

constrained. N'odes l-Thich have something urong with them can 

normally be quickly discovered by examining areas in the fol

lowing manner. 

(1) Label all the nodes of the graph. Any node found to 

have no interpretutions is immediately suspect. 

(2) If all nodes appear satisfactory, partition the graph 

into subgraphs corresponding to the areas of the 

picture and check these subgraphs for consistency. 

If adjacent areas are founu to have no interpret~

tions then the nodes co~non to both areas are su~

pect. ~im.i.larly, if an area has no interpretations 

but all the adjacent ones do, any of its no~es w~ioh 

are not shared with ~djacent areas are suspect. 

(~) By regarding consistently labelled areas as super

nodes: the clique-finder may be used to piece to-

gether the largest consistent sub-picture(s) compris

ing complete areas. If any consistently-labellable 

area is excluded by this, the nodes it has in common 

with areas in·the largest ~lique(s) are suspect. 

(4) The set of suspicious nodes can be diminished still 

further by gro\'li!lg the largest clique(~) w~ th the 

clique-finder, but adding no~es instedd 0f areas. 

This heuristic proc~dure :i.·uns fa~ter on perfect !'ictures 

'· 
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than the algorithmic procedure of the previous section, but the 

difference is more marked on imperfect pictures, where the 

algorithmic procedure takes rather longer to isolate suspect 

nodes. The heuristic procedure lends itself better to inter

active cooperation with other programs such as line-verifiers. 

It also has an advantage in storage requirements because entire 

areas are processed at a time, leaving fevrer interpretations 

to be considered. If the clique-finder is called, it is used 

only on areas, so the search tree is considerably smaller than 

it would be if nodes were considered. 

12.3 System Design 

12.3.1 Design Philosophy 

The program modules which are described throughout the 

thesis were developed more or less individually as useful ele

ments in a complex system. 'l'his section deals \·Tith the 't1e.y i!'l. 

which they have been integrated into a complote system for 

understanding simple scenes. The description that tLe system 

builds of the scene is sufficient to ~nable it to answer ques

tions about: 

(1) the types of objects in the scene. 

(2) the locations, dimensions, and orientativns of 

objects. 

(3) the qnalitative relationships betl'leen objects. 

This information· vrould be sufficier~:t for a r~rson to sketch 

the scene or to copy it. 

In d.esigning the s~stem the follovring considerations were 

borne in iuind .• 
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{1) The system should be reasonably general purpose. 

The techniques employed should therefore not depend 

too heavily on the particular object. set chosen. 

{2) Both polyhedral and curved objects should be allowed 

in scenes, to demonstrate that the system does ex

tend previous capabilities. 

{3) The analysis should be top-down as much as possible. 

Processing should therefore occur according to the 

following pattern: first, initial coarse analysis, 

then gener~ticn of tentative hypotheses, and finally, 

verification of these through detc.iled investigation. 

Preliminary results should be used to plan later 

analy:Jis. 

{4) No module should be cssum~d to produce perfect re

sul·ts. Conclusions should -ther~fore be- reached on 

the basis of as many sources of evidence as possible. 

{5) The system should be data-U'ive~l, the solution path 

being det ermi11ed by the c~1vironment. 

{ 6) l~odul#?.s should not need to !:now in advance the order 

in which they will be processed. 

{7) The activation of modules shculd always be from the 

top-level, ihroug~. the mediation of a supervisor. 

This makes it easier to impose a global solution 

strategy and to schedule execution of competing jobs. 

B0th Falk'c INTEaPRET and M.I.T.'s COPY use P.xtensive 

heuristic rules to determine how objects are s~pported. Such 

support relationships are useful when establishing the loca~ion 
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and dimensions of an object. Quite apart from the fact that 

these heuristics are too pictorial to be entirely satisfactory, 

they are specific to polyhedra. Similar rules could no doubt 

be constructed for certain kinds of curved objects, but they 

would probably be too complex to be practicable. It was there

fore decided to do without support heuristics. Stereo measure

ments are used instead when locating and dimensioning objects. 

12.3.2 System Implementation 

Because there are so many jun~tion labels, j_t is necessary 

to limit the size of the label data-base in order to ease the 

task·of diagnosing the cause of imperfections in the picture. 

Scenes are therefore allowed to contain only blocks, cylin4ers, 

and cones. This is a practical limitation, however, not a 

theoretical one. 

The heart of the system is the POP-2 hierarchical synthes" 

iser, which functions as supervisor, job scheduler, and obJect 

recogniser. The analysis proceeds by the execui.icn of a queue 

of jobs which interact and are scheduled as described in 

chapter 8. 

The system is so organised that, when ~ module requests 

information that is the specialty of another, v~ check is made 

to see if that module has been run; if ~ot, execution ~f the 

current job is suspended and a new job to run 'that module is 

placed in the queue (of. the "memo-function" idea of ltiichie 

(1968)). If, however, the job is actu~lly on the oueue but 

has still to be run, it is promoted instead. Normally one 

might l'lish to run this job straight away, but it ma.y happen 
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that some more promising or more pressing-job needs attention. 

Execution is consequently carried out solely on the basis of 

relative job interest. 

Fig. 12.1 illustrates the potential interactions between 

the modules, all of which have been described in detail earlier 

in the thesis. Although modules are shown calling other mod

ules, the interaction really occurs through the intercession 

of the supervisor. Data is available both through job activa

t:ions and through a global data-pool. 

The system builds a description of a scene ~n the follow

ing fashion. 

(1) The scene is viewed under uniform ligi:~ting conditions 

and a coarse raster scan is made. Uslng a. medium 

spur threshold the picture is processed to the stage 

of a line-drawing. 

(2) Now the hierarchical syntheeiser looks for (complete 

and incomplete) instance~ of modeJ.s. Thi~. prelimin

ary recognition is used in several ways: junctions 

which have been misclassified and lines l-ti th dis-

torted curvature or endpoints arc corrected; 

where junctions or lines have been missci or split 

up, completions are conjectured and verified. 

Any of these improvements may entail re-consideration 

by the image-processing modules or ma~ require a 

fresh, more detailed pic+.ure to be truccn of part of 

the scene. 

(3) The scene is nov; viewed und~r point-source lightii.;.g, 
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F'ig. 12.1 Interdcpend.er:_cy. of s:rste:n modules 
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which gives rise to shadows and to shading on curved 

surfaces. The line-drawing evolved by steps (1) and 

{2) is used to plan the analysis of this new picture. 

First, the picture edges which l'Tere already found are 

located, then any new edges which have arisen are 

sought. 

(4) The line-drawing with shadows is passed to the clique

finder, which pieces together an interpretation of 

the scene on an area-by-area basis, as in section 

12.2.2. Any junctions which are conjectured to be 

suspect are immediately investigated as follows. 

When a junction is considered suspect, informa~ion 

from various sources is brought to bear on it. The 

object recognition previously parr·ied out may suggest 

labels for the junction. The surface classifi~r can 

be used to propose labels for areas. any strong 

lines which were found in the anaJ.ysis of step (3) 

but not in that of step (1) might be labellahle a~ 

shadows. The 3-d model matcher may indicate possible 

labels for some lines. The rest of the picture-graph 

may imply certain labels for the suspect junction. 

All these potential sources of help are used in con

junction with the data-base of legal labels to deter

mine what -is wrong with the junction. If it has been 

misclassified, thie is easily correctede If ther& 

are missing lines, these may be verified usin~ a 

lower spur threshcld. If there are· spurious lines, 
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a higher-resolution picture may be taken to check 

whether the junction is actually the result of merg

ing two (or more) junctions. Alternatively, the 

spurious lines may be found to be of unusually low 

contrast, in which case they may be deleted because 

they probably arose from some noise effect (e.g. mutual 

illumination). 

If a junction passes all these tests then the trouble 

almost certainly lies elsewhere. If nothing wrong 

can be found, the junction is tem~orarily ignored in 

the hope that evidence discovered at a later stage 

will reveal the cause of the inconsistency. 

When the clique-finder is running, the hi~rarchical 

synthesiser is used to reject any interpretations 

which contain unrecog~isable bodies. 

(5) Once as much as possible of the pi0ture has been·ac

counted for by the scene analysis, each interpretation 

of the picture is segmented into bodies. If there 

are ambiguous interpretativns, the system tries to 

resolve these using other evidence (e.g. object re

cognition, ~urface identification, likely shadows, 

3-B model analysis). 

(6) Each permissible interpretation is now considered 

and its.bodies identified, located, and dimensioned. 

Using both the line-labels and the 3-d model analysis, 

the relationships between bodies may be established. 



12.4 System Performance 

The performance of the system was evaluated by using it to 

analyse 8 test scenes consisting of 2, 3, or 4 objects (blocks, 

cones, cylinders) \'li th some occlusion; degenerate vie\rls of objects 

and crack edges were avoided \·Then setting the scenes up. The test 

examples showed: 

(1) Two cubes, side by side. 

(2) A cone standing on top of a cube, to the left of an 

upright cylinder (see upper scene of fig. 12.2). 

(3) A block resting on an upright cylinder, in front of 

a cone lying dotvn. 

(4) A block on top of tt·ro upright cylinders, forming an 

arch1.-ray. 

(5) Two cones standing in front of a horizontal cylinder. 

(6) A cone lying on two upright cylinders (see lower scene 

of fig. 12.2). 

(7) A block with a cone standing in front, another behind, 

and a cylinder lying to the left. 

(8) A cylinder lyin~ at the feet of two others, and a cone 

lying to the right. 

Scenes (1), (2), (5), and (6) were interpreted satisfactorily, 

that is, all the objects 1·1ere correctly identified, their posi-

tion, orientation, and .dimensions tvere determined with acceptable 

* accuracy, and their· relative positions were correctly deduced. 

Appendix IV describes a typical analysis in detail. 

* i.e. position accurate to 't'Tithin a fe'tv centimetres, orientation 
to within 10°, and dimensions to within lo%. . . 

' 
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Fig. 12.2 Typical scenes analysed by the system 



In scone (3), the program was unable to determine the lengths 

of the cone n:nd the cylinder since they l·Tere partly hidden. It 

vras also unable to decide vThether the obscured cone vras in fact a 

cone or a cylinder. In all other respects, the description of the 

scene \·Tn.s ns expected. 

The lengths of the partly hidden cylinders in scene (8) 

could likeHise not be found. The inner curve of the base of the 

cone was missed by the procram, resultin~ in it incorrectly con

cluding that the cone \vas pointine; for\·rards instead of bacb;ards. 

The remainder of the description of the scene was othen-rise satis

factory. 

In scene (4) 6nly the block was correctly recognised. One of 

the cylinders 't·ras misid.cntificd as being "'~\-TO because a spurious 

line uas detected alone the line of transition betl-rcen illuminated 

and self-shadowed recions. An accidental shadow alignment caused 

rejection of certain junctions, thus preventing recognition of 

the other cylinder. 

In scene (7) the cylinder and the cone behind the block were 

correctly identified and described. One side of the cone in front 

of the block v1as lost due to 101.-r contrast, and the other side of 

the cone t-Tas taken to be the front edge of the block ( t-Thich vias 

in fact hidden). This error proved fatal and the program was un

able to make sense of t:i:1e cube and the cone. 

A reasonable description of a scene Has thus produced in 

roughly 3 out of 4 cases; about 15 minutes of processing was 

required per scene. The main causes of errors are: 
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(1) r~1issine and spurious lines, Hhich may mislead the object 

recoGnisor. 

( 2) Missing and spurious juncJ~ ions, v1here the edge-tracker 

or curve-segmenter has gone astray. 

(3) Merged lines, because of inadequate picture resolution. 

(4) Merccd junctiono, because of accidental alignments. 

These errors are mainly due to tho limited sensitivity of the 

edge-detector and to the loN resolution of pictures. I used only 

90 x 90 image arrays partly because I l'lished to test the principle 

of using an initial coarse analysis to plan more detailed investi-

gat ions, and partly becauoc the standard picture-reading soft't·Tare 

makes it inconvenient to reo.d l~l"'[:;Cl"' arrays. The clique-finder 

does its best to cope t·ri th mistakes, but it gets bogged dov1n if 

there are too many of them. 

A good deal more feedback could profitably be incorporated 

in the system; lack of time prevented anything deeper than has 

been described. Nonetheless, the Gystem has proved a useful 

toot-bed for .the sepurate modules developed for use on images 

of curved objects. It does not possess the degree of competence 

that J.I.I.T.'s COPY or Falk's INTERPRET has in the limited v1orld 

of blocks, but it does tackle a. more difficult task in a more 

ceneral \'Iay. 

Hith extra effort on inclucling more feedback and improving 

system integration, it oueht to be possible to extend the capabi-

lities of the system to uJiiilise the full capacity of its modules • 
. 

A realistic goal would be the analysis of the scenes of fig. 11.12 

in actuality. 
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13. CONCLUSIONS AtiD SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER rlORK 

This chapter collects and expands the comments distributed 

throughout the thesis. 

13.1 Image-Processing 

The edge detection and edge-tracking routines have served fair-

ly well. Despite their simplicity·they are surprisingly robust, and 

their resolution in detailed pictures is good. However, the edge-

detector suffers from insensitivity because of the need to suppress 

noise. The edge-tracker operates rather too locally. ~1 tj1ough it 

has been possible to overcome these vagaries to some extent by feed-

back from a higher level, this has not been e .. n en·~irely satisfact0ry 

solution. A gl"eater degree of self-sufficiency \·rould be desirable 

. at the line-finding stage. The detection and tracking ro1:.tines c1.::-e 

probably the weakest part of the system. If the cost of greater 

sophistication \·rere acceptable, it would be easy to replac'3 ·them; 

possibly some line-finder normally used on polyhedral scenes (e.g. 

Pingle & Tenenbaum, 1971) could be adapted to suit. 

The edge-verifier, like the edge-detector, ~s not particularly 

sensitive, but it is sufficient for most purposes. ~here is prob~bly 

less need for improvement here since there are fe\-1 occasions when ti•e 

discovery of a very fain~ line would make much difference; a ~cen~ 

analyser must be able to cope.with the occasional line being genuine-

ly invisible. 

Segmentation using the 1(-s curve has proven q_uite successful 

for describing curved object~. T~e need to smooth 4~connected bound-

aries fai.rly thoroughly leads to rounded corners which tend to be 
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found as short, sharp curves; 8-connectivity would effect an 

appreciable improvement. Segmentation of straight-line images using 

the1f-s technique is not quite so successful because of rounding of 

corners, but it is easy to correct this by extending the lines until 

they meet. If it is knovrn in advance that all the lines in -the image 

are straight, it is possible to find them more directly by fitting 

just horizontal lines to the 1.J1-s curve. 

The curve-fitting routines for straight lines and circular 

arcs are satisfactory. Conic sections obtained using the more com

plex error term are certair~ly much better than those obtained with 

the simple error term, but it is unfortunate that ~he complex error 

term is so intractable by the usual oytimisation methods. Possibly 

some approximate form could be found which could be easily minimised 

but which would be superior to the simple error term. An al terna.tive 

would be to try the Hough transformation as suggested in section 4.1. 

Since·the general conic equation is linear in th3 paramt:)ter!S, this 

might prove to be quite an efficient technique. 

Junction classification has served ade~uately and has exhibited 

good tolerance of errorz in line orientation and cvrvat~re. 

13.2 Object Recognition 

Barrow & Popplestone' s progr·am vra.s an important incursion into 

the recognition of non-r:)lyhedral objects. The advantages of their 

approach are generality and robttstness. Their use of a regions repre

sentation is fairly sa'!;isfactory for single objects, bu-~ the global

ity of region descriptions is not suitable for scenes with occlusion. 

Their matching algorithm is reliable but suffers from the slovn1ess 

of ·treP--search techniques. 
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The outline-matcher and the decision-tree guided matchcr both 

show considerable speed increases over Barrow & Popplestone's 

method, but at the sacrifice of some flexibility. Although 

hierarchical synthesis is a few times slower than outline-matching 

or decision-tree matching, its superiority in many other respects 

is sufficient justification for using it in most cases. 

Recognition and scene analysis with object-model labels has 

shown promise. Particularly encouraging is the ~apidity of 

recognition of curved objects relative to planar ones. A valuable 

extension would be the incorporat1on of the semantics of chadows 

(and possibly cracks) into the same formalism. It would al~o be 

worthwhile to convert the program for use on real pictllres Nith 

the help of the clique-finder. The integration of object-model 

labelling with the normal scene labelling could ~rove to be a 

fruitful combination. 

The principle of hierarchical synthesis has been amply 

validated on real pictures. Particular virtues of this approach 

have been found to be : matching time depends only quadrutically 

on picture complexity and only line~rly on object set size; 

actual matching ·~imes are good; tolerance of imperfectiono io 

satisfactory; handling of occlusion is reasonably adequate. It 

has also been possible to implement a synthesiser with a flexible 

contr·ol structure which encourages interaction. 

13.3 3-u Analysis 

The intensity contours of a surface have been successfully 

employed for reliable and fairly fast determinatjon of surface 

properties. This information could be useful v1hen describing a.n 

object in terms of certain prototype shapes as well as when 

recognising it. 

The major criticism of the app~oach to cbject recogv~tion is 

'·· 
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the rep~esentation of objects as sets of 2-d viel'rs. It is diffi

cult, ho'\iever, to imagine hol'r completely general curved objects 

could be appropriately modelled. Instead of keeping a set of topo

logically distinct 2-d viel'rs, it might be possible to use more 

views, described geometrically, together l·ri th a procedure for inter

polating between them. It is plausible that human perception of 

shape is founded on a mechanism like this. Hierarchical represent

ation in terms of certain primitive ohapes or. features also seems 

to have certain affinities to the manner in which people describe 

complex objects. The difficulty wi~h this approach ib the step of 

segmentation into primitives. Segmentat.ion can be guided by the 

information contained in the edges of an object, ;~·hich often, though 

not invariably, give a good indication of its st~ucturP.. 

13.4 Scene Analysis 

The generalisations of Waltz's ideas have proven usef~l in 

different applications and with different representations. It has 

been successfully demonstrated that scei~es of curved nbjects may be 

analysed using such techniques. The greater complexity of this 

task necessitates ccnsiderable computation, but a more efficient 

implementation in a faster language on a faster co~puter could 

probably run at least t~n times more rapidly than tea existing pro-

gram. 

One obvious ext~nsion \iould be to expand the label data-bas~ 

to cover further types of corners, for exam!Jle those invol vi14g 

hyperbolic surfaces. The difficulty l'Ji·~h this is that the set of 

labels would begin to grol'r to unl·lield~r proportions. An alternative 

arproac!: that \·rould be l'rorth :p,,_tting some effort into l'loul~- be t~ 
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try to develop a theory of corners vti th curved surfaces much as 

Macbrorth ( 1973) has done for polyhedral corners. Hi thout some 

restriction on the nature of surfaces this l'tould probably be fruit

less, but some results might be obtained for, say, developable 

surfaces using the ideas presented by Huffman (1973). 

Tighter consistency rules could be built into the program. 

No use is made at present of the direction of curvature of conical 

and cylindrical surfaces. Information about hidden edges and sur

faces is not used to reject othentise compatible interpretations. 

It is interesting that global consistency of surface type 

seems to bind interpretations together iil much the same vtay as su.r

face illumination does in vla.l tz' s progra:n. The fact that illumina

tion information does not con~ributc much to the coherence of inter

pretations of curved objects is an indic~tion of what would happen 

if surface splines were permitted. 1t appeal~s that consistency at 

a junction level must be bolstered by some more global consistency 

rules. 

Although junction-labelling methods are not appropriate for 

the analysis of all curved objects, they certainly have an impo~tant 

part to play. 

13.5 Integrated System 

The complete scene analysis system performs acceptably well and 

makes tolerably good use of fe~dback in correcting mistakes and 

planning more detailed analyses. The major limit~tion on further 

improvements in performance is the restricted way in which modules 

give and take advice. This is probably the most fundamental and 
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most difficult problem in Artificial Intelligence research. It 

is easy to blindly try a fresh technique 't'lhenever somethi11g fails 

to work, but it is much harder to diagnose the trouble and to see 

how to cure it. 

Uniting the separate efforts of this research into one complex 

system has therefore been useful both in itself and as an indication 

of where the weaknesses lie and how they might be corrected. The 

full capabilities of many of the system's components are not fully 

exploited. \'lith better integration to improve the flol'; of advice 

and control, it '\·rould be interesting to see just hO'\i far these 

capabilities could be stretched. 

13.6 Conclucion 

The thesis has described the achievement of ~he twin goals 

of this research: the development of techniques applicable to the 

analysis of ~cenes "i"li th curved objects, and the integration of 

these into a. vrorking scene analysis system. In the areas of 

image-processing, object recognition, 3-d analysis, and scene 

analysis, suitable techniques have been successfully evolved and 

experimentally verified. A complete system has been written 

utilising these techniques which understands certain simple 

scenes containing both polyhedral and curved objects. 

It is hoped that this thesis serves. two ~urposes : first, to 

encoura~e further study of curved objects; and second, to 

provide Rome insight into the problems of curved object perception 

and their p~ssible solutions. 
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APPEliDIX I: SOFTVIARE NOTES 

All the programs described in the thesis \'rere \'rri tten in high-

level languages and run on an ICL 4130 ( 2 p. sec. core· cycle time, 

24-bit word length). The programs interface to a satellite Honey

well H 316 which contains the low-level programs for running the 

peripherals of the robot. 

I.l Languages 

I.l.l POP-2 

Practically all programming t·ras carried out in POP-2 

(Burstcll et al., 1971). Subroutines (called functions) in POP-2 are 

given a full treatment; a function definition looks like: 

'function factorial n; 

vars factl; 

1~ factl; 

loop: 

end• __ , 

if n=O then factl exit; 

n* factl ~ factl; n - 1-+ n; 

goto loop; 

\'Ihere vars declares local function variables. 

Standard data-structures(such as lists, arrays, and strings) 

are supplied, together \·ri th functions for operating them; 

the programmer may also define his own data-structures (called 

records). List-processing functions include ~ ( \·rhich adds 

an element to a list), hd (first element of list), ~l (all but 

first element of list), < >(an infix operation \ihich c~ncaten

ates lists), and~ (lvhich recognises the empty 1:st ~). 

I· • i 
' 
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Lists may be defined explicitly or may be computed element 

by clement, in \-lhich case they are referred to as dynamic 

lists. 

There is a flexible input/output scheme and also a macro 

facility. 

!.1.2 POPLER 

POPLER is based on PLA!~NER (He\·ritt, 1971) ~~nd was devel

oped by Davics (1971, 1972). POPLER VRrinbles are prefixed 

according to their u~e: !J.x means "use the value of 

l>x means ulet x receive a value during litatching"; 

behaves like !£ x \-Then x has a value and J.ike £>x tvhen x is 

undefined. The item ~= :!latches anything. Patte!'ns are con-

tained in« ••• >> brackets. 

POPLER has procedures which are eith~r of tyne infer 

{cf. consequent theorems), assertint; (cf. antecedent theorems): 

or erasing (cf. erasing theorems). Procodure definitions 

look like: 

procedure fallible infer << fallible o!tx ';;;,; 

procvars x; 

goal << human i*x '>'> 

endnroc; 

where procvars declal'es local procedu!'e variables. 

A full £2~ statement looks like: 

goal <<block at J.. > x £;>y >> [has position onta'ble] 

[ [try atany J [filter atfil tJJ ; 

\'There [~ •• ·] is the data-base recommendation and 

[[!!:ii. ... ] [filter ••• JJ ar~ the procedure-base recommenda-
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tions to be tried in order. 

Backtracking is achieved through the use of the fail 

statement. 

I.l.3 PICO-PLANNER 

PICO-PLAliliER (Anderson, 1971; 1972) is also based on 

PLAN!~R but is a more restricted subset than POPLER. It con-

tains the main features bu·t none of the frills of POPL~R an<l 

is quite a different implementation. It is useful wh8n its 

compactness and simplicity out\-reigh the greater efficiency 

of POPLER. 

1.2 Program Statistics 

I.2.1 Run-Time 

Because there is a lot of type-checkine at ran-time, 

POP-2 can be as much as ten times slot·rer than languages like 

FORTRA!J or ALGOL • The programs described in the thesis also 

suffer from the slowness of the ICL 4130. The tim1nes thut 

are given should therefore not be inte~pret~d too strictly •. 

Some typical POP-2 execution times on the ICL 4130 are: 

subroutine entry and exit 

2-d array access 

arithmetic operations 

list operations 

0.4 msec. 

0.3 msec. 

0.25 rnsec. 

0.3 msec. 

0.07 mse'). 

Both POPLER and PICO-PLAlTHER are still more inefficien-t. 

It takes POPI.BR typically 80 msec. to retri~ve an item from 

the data-base. 
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!.2.2 Core Occupancy 

Table I.l shows typical storage requirements for the 

more important programs. In most cases the amount ·of data 

space needed varies dynamically during execution and can be 

quite considerable (particularly during scene analysis); the 

entries in the table are maximum requirements for typical 

analyses. 



T~ESlS 
SECTION 

2.2 

3.2 

3.3 

6.2 

6.4 
6.5 

7. 
0 u. 

j.3 

).4 
10.3 

11. 

12.2 
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PROGRP\M D[SCRIPTION 

i~d.sc-Det cct or 

~clco-Tracl::cr 

Curve-Sec;;.entcr 

Curve-Fitter 

J U!lc ~ i o n-l'' i nc.e r 

Junction-Classifier 

BarreN & Popplestone ileco&niser 

Dccisio!1--7rc£ Recognisor 

Graph-Eodc:!. Il~coGni~er 

FOPL3R Hierarchical Synthcsiscr 

POP-2 Hi8r~~chical ·synthesiser 

Surface-Classifier 

G~nph-i·:odel Scene An~l;/SCJ." 

Curved Object Scene Analycer 

C 1 ic~ue-7inc~ing Scene Analy.-;er· 

PRCCrRAty1 
&D.~ TA 
(BYTSS) 
1 r;. ·- .~b 

6 Xb 

21 Kb 

21 y~ .. a 

12 T'"~ 

.t\.D 

12 K, • 0 

9 Kb 

66 Kb 

81 Kb 

33 Kb 

75 Kl) 

6} Kb 

13 Kb 

30 !Ch 

150 :Cb 

180 1:"'.) 

195 Kb 
r) l'j r- -r,•-, 
·- .... J !\. ;) .. --

Table I.l T;yuical r.1;:.:-:imt:m core occu-:;2-ncy 
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APPENDIX II. JUNCTION TYPES AND VARIANTS 

Table 5.1 describes the characteristics of degree 1 to degree 4 

junction types. The following pages, swmnarised in table II.l, list 

all the variants of these types. As explained in section 5.2, the 

distinguished area of a junction is marked with an asterisk. 
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NUM~[R 
T/PES 

NUMBt.R OF 
TOTAL 

I 
Of LINtS YARI~NTS 

--1 T.2R:.:r :TAL 3 3 

2 
~LL 9 15 
LIHEAL 6 

.A.r"1ROH 27 

FORK 11 
80 3 

rr~s 27 

GAT.ii.:A 15 

P~AK 81 

1 I~JVI'I 20 

KAY 81 

4 PSI 45 375 
KGAI·I!.:A 30 

C!II 24 

PI 34 

Table II .1 Sum:nr1ry of .iunct ion vo.rio.nt s 
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TYPE_ VARIAN15 

T~Rr.:I]AL -$ ...___.,.* ~* 
1 

~* )* 7~ 7* 1*' ~* 7~ '-1* ?~ --f* 
~j*~~~~~*~~~' ~~·~* 
-'12t }* ")* ~* ~t- 7• ~* 

• 

---..-------t 
-7( -~- */---~ ?.--~ ~ ~ ~ '-~ 

F0:1K 

~ 
.!. J. 

t----~---------------------____. 

~-t-~J.L~;t-~ Y--Y~ 
G.t\l;I.~A 

?«~'riYY 

Fit.:_·. II .1 : Ju~:ction ve.rie.21tG 



TYPE 

PT~AK 

r.:ULTI 

l~\Y 

VAPJ A f\l T 5 

~1* ~* :J* >t* :J* ~* --l* ~* ?* ~* 
~~ ~* ~* ;)t ~* ;1* *~ ~* ~* ~t 
*~ i* ~* ))* ~* ~* 1* ~* ~* ~* 
-~~ ~* ~* ~* i* ~* =?* :?* =?~ =1* 
~t ~* ~* ~~ ~* ~* ?t* ~* ~* ?t* 
~- 9* 7t >t* }{* *"* ~* ~* ~* ~* 
~~ -1r* );* >1* ~* ~* 3(* ~* -=1* ~r"f 
~~- ~* 3* ~· ~* ~* ~* ;?t- 3* ~)* 
?et 
* *~ *~ * 'j( )\* J< * 
~¥1\~~~~>!'>!C'J:< 

., 
,i'.; ~ II 1 (co""' ..... C' ) • J'll 1 ........ .J.; o-... , ·rr."l_,.l· • .,,1-t.C! J. •u• •-· .:.LV~ •• • .... vU.-~-"(··- r .. ,:. ll .. :~ 



-----·-·-- ·~- .. ---~-~--

TYP[ VAR1AN1S 

P0I 

?I 

L 
1?1·,.. TT 1 (c,... . .,J.c~) • J,l."c·~-io'"' """"'rl·..,-tr· .... t...;. -- • ...... ' ".J l. V .' • • .... i..L L·- .: • V"~ C.4'ol- ••• 
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APPl!iHDIX III. JU:·rCTIOH LABZI.S 

The follouinc sections list nll junction labels for the kinds 

of surface intero..ctions that have been considcrecl. ~·There D. po.rti-

cular surface inter~ction does not generate any labels it iz not 

included in the tables. Section 11.1 should be consulted. for 

explanations of the symbology used. 

III.l Junctions from Corners 

The corner classc~ th~t have bee~ considered are: 

p3' p4 

cl, c2, C:!.Pl' ClP2 

E ' E T-1 p 1i' p 
1 2' .1!11 1' ~1- 2 

Table III.l(a) sunmo.rises the junction labelling possibilities for 

these corners and table III.l(b) summarises the possibilities for 

the shadowed versions. 

III.l.l Visualising Cor~ers 

As an aid to visualising the }~ind3 of ;:}Ornc:&:·3 that have 

been considered, the f'ollmving te.ble::. sho't·I typical e::amples 

of the corner types of each corner class~ The edge ai.ld surfa.:)e 

labels that are given are only to assist ill vi.3nali3c'ltir)n of 

convexi·~y/ conc2.vi ty; the labels are not iutE-J.ldcd to a1=·~1ly to 

the actual views shown. 
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COfZNE R NU~1BlR Of LABtLS CORNER NUMBtR OF L~B[LS 

CLASS ~CTU~L PO~SIBL[ CL!\ SS ACTUAL PO~SIBLE 

p3 152 2. 9 :-:: 105 p~ 93 1.1 X 1.07 
.J 

p4 652 11.) X 10 ·r p /~ 2)6 1.2 X 1() )I 
') 

cl 16 4.6 X 10...; ('I i"\ 0 "'1 V 

c2 548 
6 

1.7 :t.: 18 

C1pl 138 
G 7.9 x lC 

, 
111 • 0 ... 07 

~ 
L}. u X .L 

20 G 
l J 1.7 X 10 

ClP2 1905 8 
4.0 X 10 c p 676 9.11- ::: 1ct

0 
1 ? 

....... 

7 J..:J1 8 2.3 X 103 7;'1 0 0 ..ul 

E2 205 - 6 1 .. 5 ::c 10 
ry 

~., 

56 3.3 X 10 1 .w2 

E1F1 138 ,7.9 Y 1C0 l) 

:;l.p1 20 1.7 X 10 

~1p2 .443 8.8 :':: 10 7 ~ p 
.:.:..1 2 1?2 2.1 X 101( 

(a) (b) 

m_c!:t"ole III .1_ • cu.-r),....,'\r"'' of· 1...,ba11 J. . .,.,~.~ .t:'or{(2.-) .::..···~-~...;;;;.;;;;.;.;...;._ • ~ ..... ,.:..~ •L •~ "'-- ~~o • ., .l. (b) 
corner~ 

sha6_o,_;oc~ corners 



CORNER 
TYPE 

1 

3 

5 

7 
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VISUALIS~TION 

Fir: .. III.l : Corner V:!.3D<._J.s.... J • ~1 • ~tJ.·on- cl~ss P3 



CORNlR 
TYPE 

1 

5 

8 . 

9 

11 

13 

15 

- 235 -

VIS Uf\L lSI\ T I 0 N 

Fir. III.2 Corner visualis~tion - c1~ss F~ 



CORNER 
1YPE 

1 

lORN~R 

1YPE 

1 

5 

8 

11 

15 

. .ljl; r.· • . I I I • 4 --.. ., 
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VISUF\LISATION 

. t" 1",,., ........ c Corner vi::~uc<!.lGO. lOn - ...., __ c.v>..lo..- 1 

VISUALIS/\fiON 

. 1 . .1. : on - ,, , ~.ss C? ,.,O .... "l'!e""' Vl~U[I. ~88-i..J. • v ... ........... 



CORNt_R 
1YPE 

1 

3 
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VISUALI5ATION 

~----~~--------~---------------------------~ 

5 

I 
7 



-
CORNER 
1YPE 

1 

5 

8 
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VISU/\LISA1ION 

~ -- I ~- • •. ~ I 

L-~-------------------1 
9 

11 

13 

15 

. 1" .1." • cl,~-,.,_ ...... .L. 
":":'1" III I' c O"""'·V"•"l .. V~ '"'' 1 ~. ~ ~~. (J ~ 0 -'1 - _, .. :. ·. V 2 l_; ~c;;. • 0 : J.. ; ~- >J .. _,__ •• . J .. -



CORNER 
1YPE 

1 

CORNER 
1YPL 

5 

8 

11 
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VISUALI~ATION 

Fi~. III.7 : Corner vicu~lis~tion- ~1~~~ E1 

V ISU~.Ll S f\ 11 0~~ 

Fie. III.8 : Corner visuelisation- class ~~ 
c. 



CORNER 
TYP[ 

1 

3 

5 

7 

- 240 -

VlSUALlSf\TION 

. 1. t"r.~ cl~~~? ~ F.;,... IIT ~ • Co:!.""n~r v~su2._ls~ ::!.v.;.~ - ...... ::..'-' ....,,.:..1 ~·.. -.;,; . ·- -... 



CORNER 
-rYPE 

1 

5 

8 

11 

15 

- 241 -

VISUALISATION 

~ ~~ 

~ 

. · .-.+; ~ - class 3. P . III 1A • Cor;1er Vlcuo.11s:...J 0.1 .t-? F:L[:· ..... \..1 • ~---

I 
1 

l 
•• • l 

I 
J 
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III.l.2 Corners 

The folloHing tables shot.·r the junctions caused by 

unshadowed versions of the corners. 



· TYPl 

1 

3 

5 

7 

TYPE 

1 

5 

8 

9 

11 

13 

15 

- 243 -

NO. Or EC{/S 
VllWS (Q~~t~ r(':l'r t'Jf 

'JV ',,' -

3 0 * + + ~ 
T ~ + 

2 1 ~¥9+ +~Y 
1 2 ~~~ 

+ + + 

0 1 * .../ 

Fig. III.ll Corner~- cl~ss r 3 

NO. Of EDCt.S 
\J I E 'v-J S 

CO~NE~. r r\w 1,\:: 
\,vl, .,.~.,:.. 

·~ ~ +?} ~ 4 0 .r~ 
_....,.-; + '\ -+_ ;r / ,.., + ... 

y ~ -K::> +<» +~ 

~ 
3 1 

~ +~ ~ +·/~ --) -+ -+ .~ ,/;-\_+ 

2 2 - --+ - ... -~~~~ + +""' +-. ~ 4r "'" .... 

2 2 ~~~~ 9 ~ ~ +\-... + ~ ~ ... +~+ +/ ... ../~ 

l ") ~-!/.w ...) .. . -.. )( -....... 

1 3 y ... 9 ~ ~ +~ 17 ~-' ~ + + + ... --- + - t ·;>;~ .. ~ + 
+- */ +/ "':. +1 ·~· -

,_-+ 
0 ~- +:r;-

/ .... -..... 

Fi.~. III.l2 Cor~crs - cl~~s P 
~ 



TYPE VIEW T RANSfOR\1A\lONS 

1 - l) ftt 
F ·r· TTI 1") • COI'"f'CV\t:'- c1~ry .... c J..! \ • -~ - • -- ..) • ~ . • ... .... ·- ... '·' .. , l 

TYPt VIEw TRANSFORMATIONS 

+) -n ~ 
~) )} ~ ~ ... / .... T/ 

t¥-
/ 1 -+ 

fJ :~ ~ 
~ .. 7. ~\ 

~ ~, \ 

~ \) ~ 

# t) 

-« ,, 
1-- -

-~o\ 
I t1. I 

+~> I 

-+( }+ 
# ~ 

5 

~ 'i1 
..? 

·~ ... iJ * -

·~ ~ ... r ~. 
~ 

-* +.)l ,(! 
~ t,;: 

* ~ 

•) ~ ~ '~ 

~ ":) ~ s:)~ ()~ + ~ .... , 

Fie;. III .ll~ : C or:1crs - cl~2 
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1~P~ Vlt. W TRP\NSFORMATIONS 

¥ rrr¥ )~ 

~r: 
\ 

~ ~~ + _+ 1-r ~~· '~ 
8 *" -4;)"- ~}·~ ~; 

~ + + ~ - • 
~)) ~ }) -~/- ~ ~ 

.......... ; 
"''v-4· 

~ 
t ~ ~ + 

.. ~+ 
~~ ~\'1t-- - ..,. ~ ... -;;:--\ 
.. ... f.._.. ...... 

* » t}J I· 
-~ J I 

11 
~+/ T(+ \)~ •)-~ 

~- ~ ~-~ ~):. \-
~ J~~ I 

* •)) l 15 +- -
+ .... 

-~· 

F . ITI 1 t. ( ..~.., ) • Cor·1c"~"',... cl.., ...... f"-' l:::; • _ • _ ; C 0 :1 s.. Cc • • - - ··' - ·- ,., .:. ~ v 2 

\. 
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1YPE VIE\J TRANSFOR~1/\TlONS 

).?- .:\ ~ + 
+ -4-} 

1 :~ ~} f) ~ 
.) +) ~\) 

~+ + ..,. • ):+ 
~ }~ 

3 y + + I • )-++ 
I 

-

~)+ •)++ 
-

)+ )+ " I , 
I 

.... + ~ .... - s} .. 
5 ~+ T): 

-· ,_ 

•* +(i~'r-- ~ I 
~ +)) I 

7 I + ..,. 
I 

Fi~. III.l5 : Cor~ers - cl~ss C,P~ 
,, _.1.-.1.. 

TYPt Vlt.W 1Rf\N.SFCRt;L\T I 0NS 

~ +\ y -g r+TJ rr 
+'· D ~ f7 ~9 +~ ~ rr --n ,.,. ... V 

1 ...... 
~;> ·~ ~ I +. 
+,~ - ' 
~· -1<'*~ _j +7..¥ .. ..., .. ~ --
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1YPE \/It \N' T P\ f\f~ SFO~U1P\TI0f~S 

~ ~ -n rr--n w 
~ :~ ~ * :ij 

' 

~ .... ~ 
/ 

»- >' >"' >_. 
:~ •> 9 ? ~~, ~ ~ .... i'. 

-- -
-=;< ~!7 

.... ~, 
q 

" 
+'· ~ q ·~ F1 /')\ ~ ~{ , <e-1 -
~\ ~ ~ 

.\ it; ~ 
I 

5 •7 I 
+/ .. / 
+S +-v, t7 -4-' D. :r .,.I [-f-7 

~t ~. I 

1) *·1 ~ ~ iq t I +· ' I +;: 
.. -

--tf ~~ -:-;~~ ~~i~ ~ 
J"+ 
t~ -+ .,.... ·'\• '-~- + 

-* 
-1-

~~ + .. ~. ~~l ~~ ~~ ~1' ---~., i 
~ ~ t -+ ,~ _I -- I 

'fi ~ ~~~W±-tr~ "+ .. + \_.; ... .. ·t + .... ~ .,. """ .. 
~ t)_:· ~:·. ·;{, • +~),;t 

--:;1_ 
I 

Fir;. III .16 ( co~:tc~.) : · C ol"ne1·s - clc.ss c11:_2 
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TYPE VIEW T RANSFORMI\TIONS 

~ ¥~ )t 4r-f~ 

~ . ~~ ~~}~ ~)' ~~ + 
8 

-j-1- - ..... I 

~ -+-t~ 
t 

~7· ~~ ·>% + + - ~ 

"' -t \.* -'i('+ '11-/.+ .~ ;1.~ '~( ~ .. ' - + - . .. ~ .J\.. ~ 'I- ~ "" 

+)+ -+"· + /~ + r+-n~ 4-~ -f\+ 
"-t y.. 

9 ~)+ .;;~ ~t ... _w-JJ ... v~ .J 

+ 
!)· ~~~~~' ~~~ ... -t_ + ~ ... -4-~- i \/- .. ... -I 

* 1 ~ o/---¥ +-/ -r+ 7+ ... _ l .,. ~ -~·:~ 

* \ ~ ~ J ... - -\.+ 
---7-1 ~ -+' • ~'it' .. .r:.:-+ ;- + \ - • I t-

11 

·a~~ :Mf-0~-% ~ +- :..< .j.;z .1. - + - ~-

~ I 

~*~-+cl I -~ ~~ ... - .4- .»'~# 

Fir:. III .lG ( contc1 
.• ) Corners ~ cl2.~..Q.l!.2 

\. 
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TYPE VI[W TRANSFORMATIONS 

~+ ~+ +;+ 

+)+ ~+ +\+ 

~ - ... .. -
~ ~'- ~-

+ ... 7 .... +7+ 

~ w- +~ ~ .,._+ + y+ I_+ 
13 -

:)+ ... ~~~ ~.f. 

~ - + .. _rr ~+ - ... \} + 

~~ ~{) #r *ft ts.+ J + - ... -..:::t .. 
+ - - \_ ,.._ -+ + I· 

~ ~ & +~ ·"- +-'-+ ... - + - + ~ ... *1-+ wi-- ... - -!1 - ~-. " 

0:; •)+- *~+-15 + 
+ -+ '-+ .-+ 

Fie. III.16 (contd.) Corners - class C,P? 
.J- -· 
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TYP£ VIEw 1RP\NSFORMATIONS 

1 +) 
F. III 17 • Cor-,e""''"' cl,.,,..,... :i' J.Ge •·- • ! .... >..) - _t.voJoJ -Jl 

1YP[ VIEW TRAN S ~ OR1"1/\110N S 

~ if) 41) 

~ +} 

)!~ ;~ 

~ +} 
5 ~ ~ ~ +y 

• 
I 

!3> -}. 

;} 
~ l) -+--
... ,lt 

+" -~ S) ::<! .. y -
)~ \+ -t.+ 

!-r 

¥ ~~ }-t 
y +(+ + ,_~ 

8 

+t+ * i 

-t1G- '-+f_+ +. 
-

~ + ..,. ~+1+ I 
·-

11 ~~ (~ ... \ 

-+ .~ ~-+•.--4a v-r_,. 
!-

Fie. III.18 : Corners.- cla~s 32 
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TYPE VIEW TRI\N SFORM~JIOt\l S 

~ +):+ ... 
+ 

1 ~ +1 ~ ~ I 

~ +) +} ~ 
~ +):+ T 

... 

:» }+ 
3 ~+ tV~ 

f 

+) .. +\ I J• + t 

}+ )+ I 
• 

~- I 
~+ + -

~\-.... . )- . 

5. +)+ fi+ 
-· 

'\- ~ ... ;-/+ 
~ 

7 * +~t .... 
+ 

... _,.,.., 

Fir;. III.19: Cor:1erc- cJ.C?,ss E1P1 

I 
\~PE ~l[\J TR/\NSF ORM f\ l-IONS 

:" --
+) -::-; r.~ 

·~ 

(~ 
-

1~ f) ~ +:? + ..... ;; 
1 

~?;} ~ ;)} 
- -

~ j- y+ + 
+ ~ -
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TYPE VJ[ '"/ T R 1\NSFORMA liONS 

~ ~ rr~ ~)-7-. ,X 

~ 
•/- ~ 

fi >~ 
t~ 

+7 ~ I 

4( ~ +'\ 

~ ~ 5 ' 

;:> lt' 
~ 
I' 

:~ ~ 
~ )(~ ..,. 

¥ + ·-
-1{+ h+ 
+». ~- Y+ 
~ +Y~+ ~~-- + !A ... 4 • ++ _, 

Fi:-;. III.20 (c-:>r.tct.) : Cor~ers - cl2.ss ~.1.E2 
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TYPE Vlt.W 1 R 1\NS FORM t\ llOi~S 

¥ ~~)~ -

* '!;+~+ + _-t 
8 

* .... -t\~ ~"\r .... ........ 

* }~ .:-4- ~ .. *~ ..... ~·~ .... ~ 

~+ + r:-=t·~ ... 
- ·-'- --tt+ -!1-t ' 9 +;-+ 

/ 

..,.\_ 
"®+~+ =~ ~ ... ~ .... 

+~- ~-

~p ... ~ + ..... -{T~- ~ 
I 

11 * 
~ ~-+ 

-=t)~' + i--~ 

~ ~++H-.... 
, -~ .~ / -

15 ~ ~ _ ... «+ + \ 

-r:1t,·- II-1 °· (c---·.,+c1 ) • Co,...··"er'"' c 1 e:~c· Ti' T' 1 -s.,lo et...U V~-V . • • - !_ ,.; -· • .~v.:.. ~1.;...2 
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III.l.3 Shadowed Corners 

The follo1·1ing tables show the junctions caused by 

shadowed versions of the corners. 
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TYPE V It \A/ TRANSFOR~1ED SHADO'tJ( D 
.... + + + 

41-1 :..,.. . ?;(!~ Vl~ ~ .. - "' '"/: - ', .... 1 ... ·~ ~..a.l + 

¥ ~ "<~~~ ~~ 
T 1-+ + _+ .... -+ 

3 I 

Y+ Y~ ~ L,· + .. /, 
~+ .... ·~ ... 

;A ~ +-+ ... 

w '!j;~ ~-·~ ~~r -.... + + .... 

I; ~+ +)+ }!.+ ~;-... ~ ,./ 

.7' + + . 

~+ ~ ... ~ ~~ ', .. + 
+ ..... !.£".+ +» a . / -+ + / 

Fig. III.21 Shadowed corners - class P3 
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1YPE Vl~W IRAN5FORi1ED SHADOWED 

:~ * ~ +~ 
X +< ~~-~~ .f. ..,. .~ ... 

* ~ w +~ 

~ 
.,. ' ..... ~ d ~ 

r'l1 . 

.,.~ +.,\ 
~ ~ 5 ?! +;) ... _ 

+ +1 +r "o#o" -
~t.:.( +Y +;J +' 

~ +.~ ~ .... ·~{J 
""' 

~ ~ -+(+ ..,. + ... ' ... 
+ 

* * 
~~ 
'f! + . .... 

.~ -+ -+ 

* ~~ ~-- 'Z .. < 

++ 
_.;;.-

+ + / ~i' ;/-t\-.. -f ~ + ./ ~ . " :~·:- / + _, + 

_+/ 
+\ ~ .... ' 

rt'~ _+ K - +--.:::::='< ... -~ .. ' 
~ ... + * ~~~~ - + ~ ... ~ "" 11. ... ~\~ ' + + 

8 
~%;<-r+ / .. K' 

~ ~ - + -- + - [of 
..... +A--tt ... ~ ~f 

~ ; +,~+ ~ + ~ ~&-~ •2'.,. \~ +-;~~ .. + + 

Fir;. III. 22 S:h.c.roued corners - clc.sc P 
4 
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TYPt VJ£\~ TRJ\NSFORME D ~Hr\ DO WED 

+)+ +)+ +~t -i: (l .... 
+)1A +,-~ 

- + -

+)+ +)+ ~~ .. Yf '" 
+ + .., 

~it ... 

~ 
~ 'if ~J..:.. 

tl+ + '+. +\• 
9 ~+ ~~7+ - -

+ + lt 
-.' ... 

~+ B 
\ ' +. _;'f": +- ....... t:r t\trL 

+, + _,L,+ _.#_, l.. --~ + . ~·-'rt1. + .f. + 
'::,01 I 

+~+ -·~- ~: -~k ,:i:J,t,: ~L +)j .... .,. + +'..,.+''/"+ .f. -./1 A T //. + + 
'+'- 11. .... - + ·:.,. -· + 4-"T 

+~ +< v.- ~ ~ + ~- +. -<~ . + ~ :,. + - + - +.,. "t'\- .1.-

11 t\+ +{+ :f\+~"! - T ~ - + -\+ I 

+~ ~· ·--~ ~ 
~- ~~.:-+ 

... +.f. + ... +- ... \+ -/ -. :..+ ~ ~ --4e l ... """' -
+)T + )+ ~ \t+L +J+ -!-I +J+ 

-~11\. 
_.... ,-

+)+ '\_ +). + +}.}~\t~ -+ )' + 
. 'i~ ~ I 

~-1-~ 't~-t })~ 
-\+lt +'I .-t T. ~ ~ . ..._.,..,. ... - +/- ':i'-..~1-l;t't "''>- -4-;-

:7-+ ~+ ~~ 11- +;\j-t 
+ ~++; _1" /-+ +- ";'+:~ .1-

+_ 
13 

+~ +~- +'~· +.X.,. !}+ q i ~t +7+ .;I: wf-

i7-+ !}+ t~+ ~+t~~ - +, ~tt -t,.: - +7 
-~~ 

~ $, ~ :~ 
::f: . 
~-+; _., + ..,. ~_ ..... t +Y;+ .,.- .... + 

of· I- f>~ ~ /- _r-+j_ 

TY-+ ~ +;-'_r t'- +~ +~h ~+ ~ + +;.>j+ 
+~.t +~~ - -4- .r 

.~ig. III. 22 ( contd.) Shadok·Te~_ corners - class P 
4 
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TYP[ VIE""/ TR~NSFORrfc b S\-\P\DOWtD 

-- -- -- . 

Fir;. III. 23 : Sh2.douecl corners - cl2.cs c
1 

TYPE VIE\tJ TRANSf0Rt·1E tJ SH.t\Du\~ t D 

""'-4-- )~ ~L f.· /.+ 

~ ~ ~ 
+,;t .-.. d) -

~ 
~ . ..., 

~ ~~ 
!Jl 5 

ij ~- ..... 
~~ :~ ~~ t:--t 

--
,+~ 

it 
...... , t--;-&-+t1 ~ ·~ ~. 

~+ ~):~ ~,, t}:\ +~ ~ . " -4- -

Fig. III.24 : Shadowed cor~er~ - clacs c2 



TYPE 

8 
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VIE 'v.f TRJ\~~~fORMED ~H/\DO'WED 

¥ M 
t''{- f 

;r-: ¥ ~ 
}\ t+ ~'L 
0-

&. , 

m~ 

* 
-~ er 

~· ~j ~~* f~5~ ,;.~ ' ~a~ ~· ~-~ 

+ (;. f .1. 4ti· • '/-+ 
~ ~~ 

* 
~- \ 

~)· 
-.... _..,. 

+~.': +"'- * ~t ~~ \-+ t 
t7 • + - • --~,. +,;:;.-_, 

\~t ~~ ~rs 
i)) (~( *-+\' *~L .. 

f>-t ~t ~ t '~ ~ \\:_ 
t { -·9 ~~--\ 
.:( 1.. *~- .--:? 

1 

P-t ~t ~L ,-- '~ ~- t t~'- t;?·~ 
1' 

.!?+ '~l. ~ .~ 1-·,-i f .. ) f ~1 /-."7t a(~"* 

~ -"f ~-~" -~ ~ 
. 

~ •t ~ f'~ ..... ~t \ 1 ~' •::+-+ . .J. f~'J?~f 
* ... ..-.,:., ~~ 

~, ~- _../ 
~ .. - ~-

~ ~-..Jj ,..i.,. 
/~ ;.sr ~':__./ 

"" 
...... ~ ..... ~ 

... -~~~ ~ 
... L. -..~ 

~ ~~~ ~-' ~-.~~ 

Fie. III.24_(contd. ). : Shacl.oucd. c~rners - clc:l.ss C2 

" 

-
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TYP£ VIEW TRr\NSFORMt D SHf\DOWED 

+::&- * 'f(;-(F --+ -{7 ,. I' :="" 
11 ~~ ~~ ~·~~~ \ 

-
\ ,_ 

$-
\_ 

~\!~ r; t~f ~ .~ t }-

Fig. III.2~- (contcl_.) : Sho.c.1.o1·:ecl. corners- clt:~,sn ~ 2 

TYPE VIE ""J ~R.~t·lSfDR~1ED SHADOWED 
&-

~ 
\ 

~~~ ~· * t+ -t ~ J.+ .... + 
3 

,-t _11' 

\~ \~ t 

'* h ha ~~ 
I + I 

~1-+ 
$-L \ 

~ t~· !Jt + _+ _, 
I 

5 +)+ -4t)+ \. - ·~ ~ -{)--1 , -~ '-
I ~_. ~er- "' .>f. 't ~-+ (r 1{r ~-~ 

Fir;. III .25 : Sh:?..d.o1·red c0rners - cle.ss c1P1 
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TYPE VIEW 1RAN~FORI1E D SHADO'r-/&.D 

~> 
.~ 

~ ~·~ ~~ t-. +Y 

~ ~ ~ 
~ tt? ~ ~ 

t7 
+ 

~~ ~~ ~ 

f-'Y ~ ,~ 
•j.~ 

=+..I 
~ !*'~ 

4( ~;/. 
-~ ~~~ 

« ~ _ .. li -.,.. •%1 

·~ ~~ *~ t; ~ .., 

.. ~ ~ -

·!7 fr ff 
~ ~ 
+;/ ~;~ 

·~ ~ -~ •/ .... 
#' 

~7 ~ 
~ t'· 

~ 
~,.\, 

~ 
i) ~ --

t.tt ~ 
':Fir;. III. 26 : s !1D-C1.01!Cd c~rners - cl2.SS c:J p D -------· ~~ 



TYPE 'lltW TR ~ \ ~~fOO '1n·. \t\ ~ ... I -V SH/\DOW£.D 

:1 .... \ w lit ~· 

~ 
I i7 ~ 

1? i~ 
l1 ~ ~ +~ 
~ ~ ~ 

17 * ~ 
+~ 

~7 ~ + . 
I 

~ ~ ~ 
~-

~lrio\: 

~ .., 
-

~t ~' 
5 p¥'· ~~ 

( COYlt d.. ) \ 

-~ ... 
-H:~ 

... -y~ 
~1(; ·~· "~~ ~ 1+. ~tf·· ~ ~ .. '+ .... -4. tt/~, ... ~.-!:§_,~ 

i--· --------- -----·-------

~- liJ~: ~.,.,~ 
-· --

-W + ,J. !iS 
Yt ?' ~ 
~~ ~\ 

\t 

*"" -:{~ 
-t~c./P 

1---· 

~·'f<:,• ~.t. ~ ).;. \ +}+ - I t~-' + -+~~~ .... 1.~ .,. ------

*{;~ I .~ I L~ 
.... 

-

-i{-l i(<t 
'r.l" III.26 (c-.,.~- a ) C'fl.,'"'dm·red cor·"":r.rr..- - c1 ~.-:- .... r. P .i.' ='-~~. .. u~.u ·• ... ..:JJ "'"' • ..-... ~ ··'-··-~ J:"}.:..r:: 

- 4:::: 
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TYP£ VI[W TR~NSrORt'l[D SHADO\v[D 

t'(l +- ~ ~ . t + t ~ ... 
..L + .. 

---- -----

* ~ ~ , .;. -+ \ . \ -~ ... 
:----·- ·---- ·----~ ---

l~ I (it ~~ .-.. ~ ·• .,. 
~ + 

---·---· ---------- _ ..... 

* 44l-T~4~».-~ 
~ + }.._~ .. '\' • ~' . '+ .... + .J........ ...;..-

----- -----·--------- -----------· .. 
~ +~ . 

5 +;f: .. ++ ~ 
- ·-

( contd..) .... o~-+ 
~~ +'t ~ 

.L ..,. +'\....~ 

(+ . ~t~----=. \·•-+ ... _ :-r.+ 
t, ~~-+ ~~~+ -i t 7 --~--

-· 

'it- ~ - .J. + 

4\' 
t\ ~----~--~--

:!-~'' ~ =-- 1 
+ - -4- ttt -' ~; fL . -

-'-. - • I , .. ----
+ .. )+~ *' 

I 

q ~- .. : -
>!.; ' + );-~~ . 

·----·----· --
}!! ~ -' -

)~ :J_~ :Jt ='~ 8 * ~%-
.,.?( 

r~:-2~-,~~ ,~ )" 
--

);~~ ~: }7 ~~ ~i "M 

..::/'"' '1-
A' 

FiG. III. 26 ( co:T~_(l!l : S~!c.C.o~:ed corners - cJ.2.ss C
1

P 
2 



TYP£ 

8 
(contd.) 

VIEW 
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TRr\NSFORMED 

J.i _±
~ 

SH~DO\rJED 

Fie. III.2G (co~t~.) ~, .... ...,o"oT·•oc~ C0 ..... ' 1 crco 4 cl., ....... c p 
J..J.L-c., ....... "' .... .L .... ·-' • ' .. ~ .._..... 1--.. ~ 

--
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l-YPE VJtW rTRPJ,~Sf-ORt·[L SHADOWED 

+) + -'J-t - (l 

... 

+)+ ~-+ 
..)+ ~+ Q; 

1-- ~. 

Y-~ ~: 
:f\.,. n~ V- + tt 

... )..,. ~' -t .,.. 
/' 

\- -:\\-~ +) -t -y-~-

·-
\- V-~ y~ 

9 +J -f 
I 

·-· .. 

~+ ?;' i1 ..,. 

D+ 
-+ '\ l. 

~ ... 
:-k 

~+ ~' ~--~-+ 
... - - +;{!-~ +I -

~~ ~~+l ,_ 
""~~+ "': .. ". + 

·-·~ IZ'./- tl' ./- Jl;:-.1.1' tl 

~+ ~'~ J.+ + -toot .,. 

~ 
~ - - - ~ tt 

:~ -+ ~ ~ ~+ .... + --:.~-f 
~ .. +1-lt 

~ th ~ 
.... - + ~+ t_,- 1" + ,. - + . 

' ' 0• ~~ + ~ + \. t__;/ t -~ tt 
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TYPt VIEW TRANSFOR\1£ D SHI\ DOV-/E D 

.;:;~ *~ "+ ~ f.. 

-+ )'* ;:. -4-

"'" 

* * ::m .. ... 
-f .... 

-t~ 
(~ +* ~.).t 

):!: ~~ "" ~ ......... 

1(: ~~ '}-+ "" ... 

~<-... « ' 
~ -t 

-« 4'{ ~ ,!i 
J. ..... I' 

+ 
+ 

11 

~- -ii~ + .. 
~ :1 

- -
~+ ~+ 
~ .,, ..,.. 

~~ 
~~ ~.___ ... /- /+ 
~ ~~ ~~ tf1~ ~fi~ -'-....~ <-'t~- '-~--

1~ - + 
~-{f. + ~ .. _,.+ ... - .. -

~~ ·~·~· 
* 

- .,. 
"' - .. I.~~ + ..,.. 

~- ~ - . -- ;- 1-(t ~~ - + - Xi-1 

\--+ 
~ ~yt- *"'-4-+ 

+ ~ ~ * 
Fi;;. III. 26 ( co~1t cl.) Sho.cJ o:·rec:~ cornr~rs - clc.ss C lp 

2 
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TYPE VIEW TR~\..,l~f OR\1(D S~I\DO\~ED 

+)~ 
:>- .. ~+ • I( 

~ 

~+ ~· -f A 

+)~ ~+ ;~'+ 
/ ..,. 

-+I+ ·7~ 
~~ ~ ~L 4 -:-r + 
~/- ... 

-+ -

;j~ ~ .... -+ ~ ~L ~.it .,./- .J. 
... -

t;~ ~·~ + _.., ..,. 
-~ ~ /-

' :t~ i7-+ ~ 13 +~ .. 1 ·-
;f+ ~· 5 ~~ ~ ... 1 ')~._ ~- ...&. 

- ' t--• 

• t7f t7t ..,.;\ +.L-
-L-~ 

~,1 ~~-

))+ ~+ ~ ~ __ lt 

~~+ 
\ . 

~>-4a 2+ ... /_ - ... \ tl. 

~4 ~~ 
- ~+ 9' ~ J.. 

+) --=-· .,.. 

"> ~· ~: 

£?+ {3c .,. 
----

j"'-'i,... IIT ?~) (con-!.,.J ) ,...,,!'"l,.JOT~,.,.,.:J c. or-~e""'s '"'1~("0 .... ~ n 
I _ r: e . - • - (. , • 1J l 1

• e ;:) ! ._r, ,\.:. , ; \..; • 1• • • J. - 'V <-~ .._, v J 

1 
.:...2 
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1YPt VIEW TRANSfORMtD 3~ADOWt.D 

+~+ Q ~~' \ .,. ,- 4-
- ll '/ 

,r~ ~~-41$~ 
~+ 

-..:t -t .,. ·- "'"~*~- -1/-" - J.j 

~+ I~ ~l .. .. -4'-. + 
.... - + tl .. .,/_ - -t. 

·. 
~ -~t ~ 

~.._, ~ 

' -·· .... .. .. +/-+ ~ /- +;{4r. 
13 - J,.j 

( cont<.l.) 

~ ~~+ 
t;l~ 

-=- .,. -'-=-+ .., - +.( 

~+ ~ &' l ~+ 
-.- .. 

~ ... _,_<\•~ 

~ ''*'I 

f7-. 
+ - ........ ,trc.. 

I . + -~-+ -Lji+ 
~ - ~· ... ,.IZ • r- . 

~ ~ +~ ~; Y\r- + ~· ~! 
-+ .. 

Fi~. III.26 (co~t~ 
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TYPE VIE \v) TRt,NSfC~l1t D ~ \-i ADO'I'IE D 

- - -

FJ. oo III 27 • C"'l,'"'r1o·rcr1 co"'('·,cr.... cl_., ....... Ti' .<.. . • -· • u .. c~ ,·, · •.• _, ---~ ._- . l.····" .:.1

1 

TYPE VItW 1 ~~NSrCR~\tD SHADOWED 

1} ~ ~ 
~l'-~ 'f:' 

~ .. -W r, 

... ,. 
+~ f3 +~ 

5 ~JJ .... ~ Jit,·J. ¥1 I 

~ 
V 1+\-" +~ 

+t~+ i ~+ --\~~~ 
;. .. ~+ I f;:J.. ~ )+ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

» ~ ~+ ... 
)+ ~ 

\~-

~ ~V .. + 
8 1-

+(+ +,.rr+ -?(+ i~~ - ,.._ 
+>--::- ~+ 

-+ /-
~+ ;~· 

~ +)~+ -\~ -\i'A .. ~~.tr+ .. -

~» ~)+ ~-"''~ :,t? ... ~~ ~'117. 

~ ... ~ ~ '~ ~~-~ 
11 +.>--:=- +)+ + 4,_,~ 

,.~. /-;.. /- + /- . --- --"': 

I ~ ~ .f. _ _,. 4l+ -1! ;t.'V;, 
~I,Pt '-It 

FJ..,... III 28 • c::.,,..,c=JoT.TC\,~ cor),r:,.,...~ - c1 ~~ .... ~ ll• • • .v.:..-1-., . • '"'"'...... -"'""".J.. ,., ·~ ·•-·......, ... 2 



TYPE Ylt 'W TRI\NSFORME D SHADOV/ED 

~+ +): .. ~ Jt~ 
3 

_,.. ..,. J~ ,+ 

·» )+ ~R J; ~'~ 

~ 
\- ~k+~; 4- + +j_+ ... - -/+ (t. -/ 

5 +)-+ +)+ ~~; t1 + 4-'!(· ~· ~ -~~ ~ 

.. )+ ~)~ 
~ 

~+~~~:r 
".4- ·-~ ~ 

Fie. III.29 : Shado~od corncr3 - cless E P 
- 1-1 

1YPE. Yl[W T~~N~FORMt D ~H A.DO\"fED 

~ 
\ +> ;)-~ ·+\ ~~ 

/. ... ~.? -+.~ 

« _;±_/ 
+~ ~~ + +. ~\ 

»· :t ~ *~ ~· / 
~ *' 

~ 
+Y ~ ~ ~:tj 

"'"\ 
~ ~~ :~ ~ --4-.... ~ n 

5 ~\ ~ 

w ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.... +..t .f-,"'-' 

.. * ~~ t\ + 
'~-+ ~ 

~ Y+ tA -~4t + ;( + 

4~ 
~ -+/+ 4+ ~~+~ ... 

~ 
.i + I -+~l ~-' + 

J. 

* 4n ~- ~ M + ~~ ~-~'t -++-t-~__:r"!_ ,, 
+ -+ ~; + '.,:-St. + ~:.:+ + ':::-+ 

F. III ""'0 S,.., ., , 1 -., P !. --;. • _., : .:tr'.c-.ouc~. cor~crs - c __ r'.~s ..:;~ 1~ 
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TYPt VIE_"'/ ~R~t~SFOR~1E D SHADOWLD 

8 

+~+~ 
~ 

Fie. III.30 (cent~.) Shc.c.o".·red corners - cl2.r:s B ~ 
1 ·-

J 
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TYPE VIEW TR' l\1 SFGR'y1~ ~. r\ ~· I I I L.. ... SHADO'If'lt D 

"')~ 
~ .. ~/~ 

~~ ~: 

~-t 
-!;~ ~:J~ 

9 
_y 

~~ ~+ 

~) ~\ ~---,'t_ L I .. \; 
-~ ~ ~~ ~-+ 

~ ~-- + ·it _.,. 
·-+; + 

-+/- ~ _,~, ~~ ~ .... ..C.\+ 
"9- ~_,.~·R +'if-
~ ~+ +)+- + ---. 

- + i-t-. ~~";.~ +2.2- rt:~ . _ _.. /.:. _,. 

~ ..tf-( 

I ~ 
/;\ ~ 

11 .... 
+' 

* ~~--+'\.~ ·-~- • 7+.4\l -+K: ~\ + • + 

~ 
~1?;--

+ ( + 

* =- 4 _;=.; ..!__ +/+ + .,.~ ~ -+ \..:-+ - 1.. .. 

Fie;. III.30 (co~t~ .• ) : Shr;.C.oucd cor:r:ers - clcss EJ~ 
• L. 
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III.2 Junctions From Tees 

The Tees that have been considered are those with obscuring 

and obscured edges from the classes: 

CC, CP, EE, EP, PP 

Table III.2(a) summarises the junction labelling possibilities for 

the Tees, and table III.2(b) summarises the possibilities for the 

shadowed versions. 
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~ 
£ 

0 
cc CP EE lP pp 

-
2"):::1" 

.).)0 3360 2356 1)20 ,~eo 

cc 1.1:~105 •--. 
1. 1 ~-~10) 

,. 
6.3:·:10

1 
2. 6:·:10""'' 2.6xlOJ 

CP 
3506 5828 350G 3)56 126L1 

r:: 6 ;; ,.... r.: 
~~. 8:-:J.QJ 5. :·:10--' ·~ • ·:.J::1 o.J 5. 6::1o:..· 2. 7:-:J.O) 

2356 3360 2356 1)20 1;20 

E.£. 
1.1:-:10.? 

r:. 
1. :!.:·:10) 2. 6:·:10) 6. 3:.:10'. 2. 6::10../ 

EP 
2004 ~136 200!; 2272 728 

~·. 8xl0~ 
•.. , 

.';. c~:1o) 'I 6-,.1 n:;.; 5. 6::J.O""' ., • .... V 2 * 7::10.-' 

pp 442 1260 !,42 680 1~0 

P. ~ r10L; 
j7, 

0 ~ ~~ 
I 

u. _., ~ 1. )::l·JJ u. -':~10 1 .• )::J. (\""'' /~. 7:~lo·· 
-

(a) 

~~ cc CP lt EP pp E. 

C) 

. 

0 0 0 0 0 cc ~· 

0 0 0 f"' 1) . ..., 

'• 

0 760 () 34L: I 103 

CP , 
/~. 7:.:1 0L0 1. s~;l1 0 1 .1:::101. 0 
---

El 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 363 0 208 "'"' 
EP 

_)l) 

1 .~ 

2. 3::1·.J:.c 0 1: • '{:-::!_·)-" 0 7 .l::l!Y, 
·" 

0 22( 0 10!;. 8 ! 
pp 1 

l ( 
, ,, 

~ 

1 ,~ ..... , ,+J -. 
() 2 .8:-::lo-· 0 • Li_. __ "' 3. S·:.:lG 

(b) 

Te..b1e III.2 : Su~r.K'.l":Y Of 1 ~:,0011 i :1.·~::; 
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III.2.1 Tees 

The following tables may be used as described in section 

11.1.2 to obtain the junctions for unshadowed versions of the 

Tees. 
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TlE TYPt BAR/~ T[fi VIEW TRA~lSFORt1A:fiOt~S 

BAR .... t ..., ~ ......... 
-+-r- --«-t-«- "-'(~ ~-r:-~ .....<:-~ 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

~:r~- l)t-- ~-;1-17;-- -~~- --<\~ --~\ 

1 ~:r~- ~:~-- J~~- -;-;;- -~\~ --\\\ -i~ 
STEM 

- -~~- --~~- -;:- -;~- --'\\ --,\ 

~ -,-- ~-- -i;-- ~~-- -,\- -\\-

Fie. III.31 : T0os - claoo CC 

-
-fEE 1YPt. BAR/STlM VI(W T RAt,lSFORtvt .~1 IO[\l S 

.... + t ' +.k' ~ + ~ BAR -+r""""' -+r+ ~ ~~ ~.-<.~ ... ~ 
I I I I I I 1 I 
I I I I 1 I I I 

~r~-
-- p-- ~-~ ~r;- ~ !~-- -+/15- ~li- -~~ . -\--
+I~ +\~ 

~ -r-;- --,--
-+ -r-:; ~-r;- ~-r~- -~;~;- - -,-- - -·-- - -·,:- t 1 - \_ 

~TEM 
~~~ ... I,. i• \\ ~ \+ 

-
- -r-- --f~- --{~ --r- -7:.; -J+- --r;. - -r-- --·--

1'+ ~ \+ \,\ 

; -~-·- --r-
+r ~t-- -~f-- ~- --;-- --r-- --T-- -·\-

... ~ f +\ 1\ 

BAR + t •- ~-./ ~ -+;-==- ~ -~ 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

2 -:;~; ~~~- --..;.~~- -~)~- - \~; 
S1t.M . 

--t~- --J~- -;~- --\i 
+ + -* ~~ ""*' BAP. -==-r~ ~ ?""~ 
I I I I I 
I I I 1 I 

3 -;~~- :r~- -.-,;; ~~-:- -~~~ 

I S1EM 
~r- ~-t-- ~r-

- -1--

+\ J 

Fig. III.32 : Toes - .c1Ds~ CP 
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TEE TYPE BAR/STEI"\ ViE 'vJ TRAN SFORMt\ T I Q[\j S 

BAR -+"P- ~~~ ~~--t~ ~ _...(--~ 
. . I I I 

I I I I I I 
I I I i I ' 

-;r.~- ~li: ~1;4 i,Jj_- -~\~ -~* -~\~ 
l ~r.- i.[i. 1!_j ~1~- ~\~ -~~-~~· 

STEM 
--~~- -;i- --;;. --~ --\~ --\~ 
--r- 1{- if--+)-- -~\ 

--~--

•r ~\. 

FiG. III.33 : Tees - cl~ns ~~ 

TLE TYPE BP\R/~1EM VIEW TRANSFCRMA1IONS 
-

Bf\R ~ '--'" ........ ~ .,. ~ 
I f' ~-~I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

~f.- 7-- ;;--..,..~ + --~- --~-
~+ .. + -~-~ 

r----'- ----
l -~-~~- --1-- --;-- -~\~-.it\~ ~~~ + j. 

STE.M 
, 

··--
--{~- --y--

--;~ --~:~ --\t --\~ J+ 
-

~T- -;;-- :;:;-- :;,;-- -~\- -~\-

+ ~· B~R ~ 

I I , 
I I 

2 -~F- .~);- ~\~ 
01EM 

J 

--F- -;:..- --\~-

I ~ ~~ BAR. I , , I 
I I I --;F -~ -- --~-3 -+ ~ .. -+~ 

~1EM -
-~r- -.;;-- --·--

1- ~·\ I 
j 

F.; ,.. III ~L1 • Tees - clans BP 
......... .,. ·- , . ..---
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TEE 1YPE BAR/ STti'1 VIEW T f\~ N S F 0 R jVl A-r I 0 r~ S 

+ -4-+-BAR -+;·+-
I I 
I I 

.-;r+~- ~-,t~-
-

~-~~-
___ , __ 

1 • ~ 1--+ 
STEM -----------··------F- --· --

f+ 
~-~-- ~r-

I 

i ----4--:- ... -
Bi\R --<--,---

I I 
i I 

2 ~-r+_+_ ~-r;~- -~ 
~ T E. r"1 - -r-- --!+-1+ 

_,. 

-~ + 
B,~R I -=-r~ 

I I 
I I 

--,--
~-,+~-3 + /-r+ 

~1lM 
I -

~-J-- --,-- • +r J I I --
Fie. III.35 : Tees - cl~ss PP 
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111.2.2 Shadowed Tees 

The following tables may be used as described in sections 

11.1.2 and 11.1.3 to obtain the junctions for shadowed ver

sions of the Tees. 
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T£ ~ lYPE VIEW BAR/STEM TR~NSFORMtD & S\-iADOWED 

- - -

T[E TYPf VIEW BAR/~TEM TRANSFORi1ED & SHADOWED 

- - -

Fie. IIt.37 : Shadoved Tees - 0lass CC CF 

TtE TYPt VIEW BAR/STEM TRI\N~FO~f~1ED & SHA.DO~!ED 

- - --

lEE lYPE VIE'W B~R/S1EM 1RAN~ ~ ORME D & SHf\DO\~t D 
:-

; - - -

Fi:. III.39 : S~Q~o~ed Tees - cl~ss CC/3P 

TEE 1YPE VIE~"J' B~RJ~HM I TRP,NS~ORMt.D & SHADO\vED 
I 

- - - -

Fi~. III.~O : ShQdo~ed Tees - class CC/PP 

. i 



Tt [ TYPt VIEW BAR/STEM TRP\NSFORMLD Z. SHAL!J\"'(D I 
- -- -

Fir;. III .41 : Shc.c1.o~rcd. Tee~ - cl2.s:J CP/cc 

Ttl TYPE VIEW BAR /STEM TRANSFORMt.D & ~HADO\.Jt.D 

2 and 

+_ 

T+ 

3 and 

~----~----~--·------------------------
·~~-~~ 

I ···~/ I ---·---1· - ;;r;.- ~-r~- -1~- - ~u-' 
-J,r~ ~~~ 1 

BAR 

~TEM 

B~.R 

~TtM 

.BAR 

. ~TEM 

B~R 

I I 1 I I 
I I I I 

+ -+t-=-
1 I 
I I 

++~~ I I , I 

I I :.....' _ __;~-------------; 

--

~----~-----------

FiG. !!I.~ 2 : Shl:!.du":·red Tee:-! ~ cl2.ss CP/ CP 
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TEE 1YPE VIEW BJ\R/S TE M TRI\NSfORMED & SHAD0h'£D 

-- -- --

Fie. III.~3 Sh~dowed Tccc - class CP ~E 

-
TEE TJ'P£ VIE\v B~R/~Tf M 1RANSFOR~IlD & SHP,DO\\JlD 

t/)~~ J;S~ t (~ ~ ·-1..-;;;. ~-
BAR ~ ~- ~-{~ "*" ~ ,...,. ~~ 

--~ ....... 
I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I 

+ ~-- --~- -;~- -,~ ·'~!; S T E r1 /++ Jt·i-
2 and t * ~ ...... ~ 

~ 
+_ 

BF\R -.t-t-=- ~~.--1;::-...... 

~ 
I I I I 
I I I I 

S TE f'1 -i·- -~-~¥) ... ~ ~ lie+ ~ ----
t}\l !~t .~ + i.,Z! -.-::- ..,. "".-:.., ~ r :,.. . 

&AR 
\ ~ ... ..._~.;~~- . ·~ -,-<-- ·- . --~ - - 1 I ,........ I ..... I • 

I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

... 
~TEM -~-:.-;:.;. --~- -;--.;.~r.;. ++* + 

3 and t i ~'"*' ;f· BAR -=r- -=--("' - I ...----,-~ 

I 
I I I I 

I I I I 

Sit M -~--~ ~f~ ++ "~ 
-

F. ITI t4 Shedo~ed Tees - _c. lass CP/Sr J.,";. - • ,· -
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TEE TYPE VIEW S~R/STEM 1RANSFOR11lt.D & SHf\DOwED 

t:)~ t((:t '*) ~ t ,:l ~--~~ ~~ .. ~ 
B~\R -+1 I I ~-I ::--..~--

I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I 

STEM - -,-- --~--

+r+ + 

and B:\R 
2 

+ 
~-,+~- ~1--.;p.; STEM 
~~ 6!\R 
~ ~ ~ 

and I - ' , 
I I 
I I 

I 3 

I :r- STEM --,-- ~r-.. ,+ .... 

_t -• ~ _.....- __ l Bf\R& :STEf1 +·Ti fo.T>ft +.J? :;:pi~ ... ,..... "" + \ 

Fira. III ·4.2 : Shadowed Tees - cl~ss cp£pp 
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--
TEE 1YPt Vl(W BAR/STtM TR~HSFORt1tD ~ SHADO't'/E D 

- - -

. fE[ 1YP[ · VIlW BAR I STEtv\ 1RANSFORMED Z S ~L~DOWE D 

- - - --·· ·-

Fi.r;. III. t;} : S!"!iJ.dot·:ed Tees - cl2.~;c ~::/cp 

-
1EE lYPE VIt.'w BAR/ S TE~1 1RANSfORMED &SHADOWED 

- - -- . _ .. 
Fir;. III. t1._8 : Sha.do~·red Teen - cl~.::.:t~ ~?./""2~ 

TEE 1YPt VIEW 5AR/S1tM TRANSFORMED& ~H,;DoWED 
-

-- - - -- ··-

F .,... III An • ccr,...,d ·• 1 f11 - 1' ~~ ~j:;:ap J.,·. •'+.7 • .::J.!.•- 0\,CU.. _ecs C .. :lu,;;, -...J..:J .:J 

I 

1EE TYPE VIE \A/ B~R/2>/EM TR,~N~FOR!"lED & ~ri~DO""![D 

-- - -- --

F .,..,.. I.,..I C)O • cch..,c1olrcc1 filer.~ cl_,,... ... DT.'/pp J.. • .L • • u ..... •.,~. :. , - ..... ..: ..... ) - ~_ .. c .. .v~-: -'J-lt 
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lii.3 Junctions from Surfaces 

Shadows on the following surfaces have been considered: 

C, E, P 

Table III.3 summarises the junction labelling possibilities con

tained in the following tables. 
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SURFACE NUMBER OF LABt.LS 

CL,\SS 1\CTU/\L PQS\IBI r 
I • .) -C 

c 232 1.3 X 105 

.E 144 3.3 X 104 

p 84 2.7 X 104 

Table III. 3 Sur;~::m.r;r of sur-fc..ce-shc.C.oH la bell i~1~_,~ 
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III.4 Junctions from Edces 

Shado\'rs across the follol'ring classes of edges have been 

considered: 

CC, CP, EE, EP, PP 

Table III.4 summarises the junction labelling possibilities con

tained in the follol'ring tables. 

) . 
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E.D6E NUMBtR Of LABELS 

CL/\SS ~CTUAL POSSIBLE 

cc 484 2.5 x 10 
10 

CP 732 2.8 X 18 11 

EE 316 1.3 :·: 10
10 

EP 268 1.4 X 1011 

pp 60 4.2 X 107 

Ta~1e III.d Su~nary of edGe-shadow labellings 
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~HADOW TYPE ECGE TYPE 0HADOWED 
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APPEiilliX IV. A TYPICAL SC~NE AHALYSIS 

The operation of the complete scene analysis system dis

cussed in Chapter 12 in probably best understood by following 

the treatment of a typical ex~mple. 

(1) The program begins by taking a coarse picture of the 

scene under diffuse illumination. The image-processing routines 

build up a topological and geometrical description of the image 

such as fig. IV.l(a). 

( 2) Nov1 the hierarchical synthesizer is called to find in

stances of its models- blocks (and cubes), cones, and cylinders. 

All three objects in fig. IV.l(a) are correctly recognised- even 

the cube, denpite its miscinG ancl distorted lines. Once each 

object }?.as been identified it is checked for \'lrongly classified 

junctions, missing lines, and lines v1i th distorted curvature. In 

fig. IV.l(a), for example, a single ellipse is fitted to the top 

of the cylinder,. and the cube has its bent lines !'straightened" 

and the spurious segmentation of its foremost corner corrected. 

The block model indicates that the front line of the cube is miss

ing, so a detailed picture is taken of the area which should con

tain the line and the edee-verifier is called. In the present 

c~se the line is too faint to be seen and is not confirmed. 

The object models are used to attach likely \ial tz labels 

to the lines and areas of the picture. This information is 

acccsscd later if it is necessary to resolve ambiguities or to 

investigate a suspect junction. 

An int.erestin~ feature of the program is brought out by 

this stage. The proeram maintains t"t·Io models of'.its environment: 

one is the representation of 'tvhat it sees, derived by the image-
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processinc; routines; the o-ther is the representation of what it 

thinks the world is like, derived from its object models and from 

'I.-That it secs. It is.the latter "ideal" model that is used predic

t~vely to plan the later analysis. 

( 3) The program no\·J' ta1-:es a picture of the scene under point

source lighting. By usin& the description built in stage (2) a 

fairly good analysis can be q_uicl~ly obtained (see fig. IV .l(b)). 

Lines vlhich are present only in the analysis made by stage 

( 3) are tageed as likely shado\·Ts; related areas are given t enta

tive illumination labels. 

(4) A labelled graph is no\·T constructed from the picture 

description and the clique-finder is set to work on it. In fig. 

IV .l(b) the .r~\·To junctions at the base of the cone are immediately 

found to be uninterpretable. Hhen investigating a junction, any 

tentative labels assiened to its lines and areas by the object 

recoeni tion and the shn.do't'T identification arc used. To provide 

additional information, the areas surrounding the junction are 

examined by the surface classifier. 

The program therefore begins investigation of ·a suspect junc

tion \vi th some idea of hoH it ouGht to be labelled. First of all, 

the label data-base is searched for labels ( '\·Tith the same number 

of lines) \·lhich match closely; a misclassified junction may be 

detected in this \·Tay. !Text, the program tries to find closely-

watchinG labels for junctions \·:i th one line less; this is ho't'J' it 

copes with missing lines. If neither of these tests is conclus-

ive, a high resolution picture of the junction is taken and an 

analysis is made in the hope of finding a ne\1 junction. In the 

present case this reveals that the junctions at the base of the 

cone are due to the merginG of pairs of nearby junctions. The 
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picture craph is therefore modified to take account of this. 

The clique-finder nm.-1 proceeds to nnalyse the sub-graphs 

correcpondinG to the recions of the picture. This reveals that 

the upper and loHer recionc of the cube have no consistent inter-

pretations, so their conmon junctionc urc investigated. In the 

cace of the centre junction it ic hypothe:::;ised using the informa.-

tion in the label datu-bace th~t ~ third convex edBe is missine. 

To check this out, a detailed lJicturo of the junction is taken 

and a lowered threshold is uced to look for previously undetected 

line::;. Once again this fails si:'lce -~he missing line is of too 

lov1 contrast. No defect::; arc found in the other t\-;o junctions 

so all ·three arc temporarily ignored. 

Interpretations of the picture are built up on an area-by-

urea bus is, then junctions e1re o.dded one e1t a time to J~he largest 

cliques. As maximnl cliques arc generated they are checked to be 

compatible -vrith the object r.10delc. T\·Io maximal interpretations 

of fig. IV .l(b) are found, both excluding the t\'fO front junctions 

of the cube. 

(5) Each interpretation is noH segmented into bodies using 

* loops of obscuring and concave edgoc. \·Ihere lines or areas have 

n.mbiguous interpretations, arry tentative labels previously attached 

to them are used to chooco the mo1"'e likely interpretations. 

(6) The bodice of each interpretation are identified. The 

vieH:point is moved ancl a seconc'i picture of each body is taken and 

analysed. These pictures -Goc;ether vri th the picture taken earlier 

of the complete scene give stereo pairs from ·tvhich the range of 

* necessary because separable edge labels are not used; per
missible because the object models are all convex. 
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each object can be deduced. The 3-d model matcher thereby ob-

tains the location, orientation, and dimensions of each body. 

Using the locations of objects and the labels of lines common 

to t\·10 objects, the program \·;arks out relations betvreen bodies in 

terms of leftof, behind, above, _21!, and obncurinr;. 

The t\vo maximal interpretations of fig. IV .l(b) differ only 

in the label attached to the base of cone ( vrhich could be resting 

on or floating above the cube); a single description of the fol-

lowing form results: 

OBJECT 1 IS A CUBE L~FT OF ODJ~CT 3 

LOCATION (-5.1, -10.7, 2.3) 

ORIENTATIOH (0.57, 0.39, 0.72) 

DII·IENSIONS (5.1, 4.9, 4.8) 

(body diaeona1) 

(length, breadth, height) 

OBJECT 2 IS A CONE ABOVE OR ON OBJECT 1, OBSCURING 

OBJECT 1, LEFT OF OBJECT 3 

LOCATION (-4.7, -8.7, 9.2) 

ORIEl'JT.Af.PION' ( -0.06, 0.11, 0. 99) 

DII~IENSIONS ( 2.1, 9.1) 

(principal a:x:in) 

(radius, length) 

OBJECT 3 IS A CYLINDE::1 BEHI1ID OBJECT 1, BEHIND OBJECT 2 

LOCATIOH (6.5, 1.3, 3.7) 

ORIElJTATIOI~ ( 0.16, -0.12, 0. 98) 

DII·:ElJSIOiJ3 ( 2. 3, 6. 8) 

(principal axis) 

(radius, leneth) 
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